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Foreword

     The theory of Galois type on differential fields of charac-

teristic zero was established by E. R. Kolchin. Namely, the 

theory of Picard-Vessiot extensions was developed in [1],  [2] 

and others, and then, more generally, the theory of strongly 

normal extensions was presented in [3] and others. On the 

latter theory, some contributions were made by H. Matsumura, 

C. Chevalley and S.  Lang. We can now find a fine treatise on 

such materials in the book [4] of  Kolchin.

      Galois groups of Picard-Vessiot extensions are algebraic 

matric groups, and those of strongly normal extensions are 

algebraic groups. Since general algebraic groups are well stu-

died also in the case of nonzero characteristic, it is interest-

ing to develop the corresponding theory of Golois type on dif-

ferential fields of nonzero  characteristic. To do this, it 

seems appropriate to deal with differential fields and rings 

which are defined by associating a set of mutually commutative 

iterative higher derivations of infinite rank. From this stand-

point, we provided in [5] a method of developing the theory 

of Picard-Vessiot extensions of arbitrary characteristic. Since 

then, basic properties of such differential fields and rings of 

nonzero characteristic have been more elaborately considered by 

us; recently, we had contributions [7],  [8], [10] and [11] 

of K. Tsuji  (née Shikishima). Although complicated calculations 

and observations are necessary, useful results are obtained, and
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the Galois theory of strongly normal extensions of differential 

field of nonzero characteristic is established.

      This note contains, in the case of nonzero characteristic 

p, detailed descriptions of basic properties of differential 

fields and rings and of strongly normal extensions of differen-

tial fields. In preparing the note, we use freely the notions 

and results of  Chap.O and Chap.V of [4] and Chap.I of [1], 

because these chapters deal with basic algebraic notions includ-

ing that of the algebraic group for arbitrary characteristic and 

they are very fundamental literatures. Thus materials from 

these chapters are often introduced as known ones to the reader, 

although we endeavor to cite the origin of each of them. Gene-

rally speaking, we tried to use terminologies and notations of 

the whole book [4] which is excellent and well-equipped. Our 

definition of "derivation" in  Chap.l leads to formal difference 

between each differential algebraic concept of this note and 

the corresponding one of  [4], but a same term or a same nota-

tion is used to each pair of corresponding concepts. On the 

other hand, a number of new differential algebraic concepts and 

notations must be introduced in this note.

 Chap.l gives fundamental considerations on "derivation". 

Chap.2 and Chap.3 deal with basic properties of differential 

fields, differential rings and differential ideals. Chap.4 is 

devoted maimly to the proof of existence of universal differen-

tial extension field of any given differential field. Chap.5
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contains the Galois theory of strongly normal extensions of dif-

ferential fields. This chapter is developed following Chap.VI 

of  [4], although the concern about separability necessitates 

additional discussions on many steps. In Chap.6, some obser-

vations are made on Picard-Vessiot extensions and Liouvillian 

extensions of differential fields. This shows that the theory 

of [5] can be rearranged more naturally under the new light

of this note.

      Theorems are numbered consecutively from beginning to end 

of each chapter; so are propositions and lemmas. In quoting a 

result, we indicate not only the chapter but also the section; 

examples: Th.2 of §1.7; part (a) of  Th.10 of §2.6; Cor.2 to 

 Th.1 of §3.1. However, in referring to a result within the 

same section, we do not mention the section.

     We wish to thank heartily  E. R.  Kolchin, the presence of 

whose works initiated us into our study and helped us. We ex-

press with sincere thanks that many results  (§1.8, §2.8, §4.3, 

§4.8, §5.1, §5.6, §5.7, Examp.3 of §5.8) of this note are ori-

ginally due to K. Tsuji, and that many helpful criticisms on 

the preparatory manuscript have been given by our colleagues 

(of Kyoto Sangyo Univ.) and by our friends.

March 1987 

 KOtaro Okugawa



CHAPTER 1

                         Derivations 

1.1. Conventions  

The term field is used for commutative field of nonzero

characteristic p arbitrarily fixed once for all except for 

some examples. The term ring is used for commutative unitary 

ring which contains some field as a unitary subring. If a 

ring and its subring are considered, the latter is tacitly 

supposed to be a unitary subring of the former. If a  ring-

homomorphism is considered, it is also tacitly supposed  uni-

tary.

      If X1, X2, ... are to appear as subscripts, superscripts 

or exponents, we use instead  X(1),  X(2), ... respectively in 

order to simplify the typewiting. This convention is never 

applied to the characteristic p, and p(m) denotes always the 

power  pm             for any m  E  Z (Z being the set of integers).

     N denotes the set of natural number (including 0). Let 

I be a finite or infinite set. Modifying the notation for the

set  NI, we use the notation N(I)for the set of all families 

(v) =  (v(i)( i  E I) whose components  v(i) (i  E I) are in N 

and zeros except for a finite number. The family (0) means

                                                      (I). the family (v) with v(i) = 0 for all i  E I.N has a 

canonical structure of an additive semigroup having (0) as 

                                                   (I). the zero element. When the set I is finite,N coincides 

with  N  •
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1.2. 

Let R

iterative 

 nite sequE 

which sat

 (D1)o=

(D2)6(x

(D3)  Sv(xy 

(D4) SX6

for all 

the member 

 N). Since 

make produ 

we met alr 

ples of 

are meanin 

(1)  (m6 

for all 

(mod  p), 

into  R). 

(2)  m'6„

     We can 

of the deri

Definitions and elementary properties

be a ring. We mean by a derivation  S of R an

higher derivation of infinite rank, that is, an  infi-

sequence S =  (6vi v  E N) of mappings(5 v of R into R
satisfies the following conditions (cf.  [5]): 

 o = idR (the identity mapping of  R), 

6
v(x + y) =  6vx +  6vy,

 (xy) =v(1)+v(2)=v6v(1)x-6v(2)17, 

sx=(A+P)(s       Ax+vx

 ,y  E R and for all  X,p,v  E N. We say that  (Sv is

of order  v of  S or the  with member of  S (v  E

6
v(v  E  Ni are mappings of R into R, we can

 product (that is, composite) of any finite number of them;

 already the product of 6A and 6
1.1in (D4). Multi- 

   finite product  6A(1)6x(2)...6x(
n) of members of  S

 meaningful, that is,

 1)csX(2) X(n))x = m(6X(1)X(2) X(n)x) 

 E Z and for all x  E R; in particular, if m E 0

 hen  mSA(1)SX(2)...SA(
n) = 0 (the zero mapping of  R 

  If m',m"  E Z and m'  E  m" (mod p), we see that

 X(1)6X(2)  •  X(n) = m"6X(1)6X(2)—*6X(n)

show by  (D1)-(D4) the following basic properties

 derivation  S of R. 

                               -2-



 1° Every finite product of  6v  (v E N) is an endomor-

phism of the additive group  R+ of the ring R.

     2° The first member  Si of  (5 is a derivation of rank 

1 of R, that is,  Si maps R into R and satisfies condi-

tions  Si(x + y) =  Six +  Sly,  Si(xy) =  Six•y +  x•6117 for all

x,y  E R.

 3° We have the formula

(D3')v(x1x2...xn) = ES                           v(l)x1.6v(2)x2v(n)xn 

for all finite family  (x1,...,x
n) of elements of R and for 

all  v E  N, where the summation  E runs through all the ele-

ments  (v(1),...,v(n))  E Nn with  v(1) + +  v(n) =  v.

 4° For any  a,u E N we get  60
1.1 =  511,5x.

5° For any finite product of members of  5, we have

 (D4')  6x(/)Sx(2)...6x(n) 

 =  (M1)+...+X(n))1/A(1)!...A(n)!)8
A.(1)+...+1(n)'

(D4")  (5,0n =  ((nv)  !/(v!)n) 6nve 

If the p-adic expression of  V  E N is  v =  E
KENc(K)p(K),

0  � c(K) < p, then we get the formula

C(K) „            1

N/__/ONc(K)
 (D4"')"          KEA6pk,K)= [v!/11"(p(K)!)-'-'15                                          KE

Note that both productsII
KENp(K)c(K)„and IIKEN(p(K)!)                                                          c(K)

are meaningful, since c(K) = 0 for all sufficiently large K 

         0             =  id
R for all K  E N. For later use, the integer and Sp(K)

-3-



 ] of (D4"') is denoted by  [v].

     6° If c is any element of the prime field in R, then 

 6  c= 0 for all v  E N-{0}.

It suffices by  1° to prove that  6v1 = 0 for the unity

of R. Using induction on v, the proof is easy by virtue of 

2° and (D3).

An element z of R is called  6-constant if  6vz = 0

for all  v  E N-{0}. In this chapter  Rc,6 denotes the set of

all  6-constants of R. By 6°,  R
c,(5 contains the prime

field in R.

     7°  R
c,6 is a subring of R. If R is particularly a 

field, then  Rc
,6 is a subfield of R.

     The first assertion is obvious by  (D2-3). For the 

second assertion, let R be a field and z a nonzero element

of  Rc
,6. Then it is easy to prove by induction on  v, using

6°, 2° and  (D3), that  6v(z) = 0 for all v  E  N-01.

This subring  Rc
,6 is called ring of  6-constants of R.

It is called field of  6-constants of R if R is a field.

     In order to deduce two more properties 8° and 9°, and 

moreover, also to prepare for later applications, we insert 

here a useful lemma. We notice beforehand that, if A  E

N-{0} has the p-adic expression A = EKENma(K)p(K), 0�a(K)<P,

then

 N(A) = (A - E
Kepima(K))/(p - 1)

-4-



is the largest exponent among the power of p which divide 

 X!. In fact, for each  a  e  N-{0},the number of multiples of 

 p(a) among 1, ,  A is EK�Ua(K)p(K-a), so that

 K-1
N(X) = Ea�1EK�aa(K)p(K-a) = EK�1a(K)(E6=0p(a))

= E
K�1a(K)(p(K)-1)/(p-1) =  (X - EK�1a(K))/(p - 1).

Lemma  1 Let the p-adic expressions of finitely many

natural numbers  X(1),  ,A(n) and their sum  EiniX(i) be 

  X(1)=E" 
           KENia0<lp(K),0a.(K) < p  (1�i�n),

E.n  112(3.) = EKEN"b(K)p(K), 0 b(K) < 

=

Then  (X(1)+...+X(n))!/X(1)!...X(n)! / 0 (mod p) if and

only if Einiai(K) = b(K) for all K  E N.

 Proof. We may suppose that none of  X(1),  ...  X(n) is 

zero. We use induction on n. The assertion of the lemma is 

trivially true for n = 1. Suppose n = 2. By the notice 

above, the largest exponent among the powers of p which di-

vide  (X(1)+X(2))!/X(1)!X(2)!  is  equal  to

 N(X(1)+X(2))  -  N(X(1))  -  N(X(2))

= E
KENm(a,(K) + a2(K) -  b(K))/(p -  1).

It suffices to show that EKEN(a1(K)+a2(K)-b(K)) > 0 in 

case a1(K) + a2(K) b(K) for some value of K.

   The last inequality means that carrying occurs at some 

place in the summation of the p-adic expressions of A(1) 

and  A(2). Suppose that a succession of carryings begins

-5-



really at the Kth place and ends at the (K+v)th place  (v be-

ing a positive integer), namely that

 al(K) + a2(K) p, b(K) =  al(K) + a2(K) -  Pr 

 a1(K+1) +  a2(K+l) + 1  p, 

 b(K+1)  al(K+1) +  a2(K+l) + 1 -  p,

 a1(K+v-1) +  a2(K+v-1) + 1  � p,

 b(K+v-1) =  a1(K+v-1) +  a2(K+v-1) + 1 - p, 

a1(K+v) + a2(K+v) + 1 <  p, 

 b(K+v) =  al(K+v) +  a2(K+v) + 1.

Then E(a1(i)+a2(i)-b(i)) =  v(p-1) >0. On the contrary,   iK 

if carrying does not occur at the Kth place, then  al(K) + 

a2(K) - b(K) = 0. Therefore, the assertion of the lemma is 

valid for n = 2. It is now easy to carry out the remaining 

part of the induction. q.e.d.

We add here two more properties of the derivation  6. 

 R°  The  given  derivation  6  is  determined  by  6 _,_,

(K  E N)  •

Lem.1 implies that the integer  [v] of 5° is not

divisible by p. Hence we denote by [v]-1 any one of the 

integers m with  [v]m E 1 (mod p), these integers being mutu-

ally congruent modulo p. Therefore, we get from (D4"') 

the formula

-6-



    -1  c(K) 
6= 11„ VKENp(K)

 9° We see that 6vo = 0 for all  v E N -{0}. 

Set n = p in (D4"), then  (pv)!/(v!)P E 0 (mod p) by

 Lem.l if v E  N-{0}. 

     We close this section by adding a lemma which is often

useful in later calculations. 

     Lemma 2 We have the congruence

 (p(e)v(1)+...+p(e)v(n))!/(p(e)v(1))!...(p(e)v(n))! 

    E  (v(1)+...+v(n))1/v(1)!...v(n)! (mod p)

for all e  E N and for all finite family  (v(1),...,v(n)) of 

natural numbers.

Proof. Let X                    '°' Xn be indeterminates over the

prime field of characteristic p and  v the sum of  v(1), 

 v(n). Expanding both sides of the formula

(X1 ++ Xn)P(e"= (x1P(e) +                                           + XnP(e))-\)

by the polynomial theorem, we get the congruence of the 

lemma.

1.3. Examples of derivations  

We begin this section with two general definitions. 

Definition 1. Let R be a subring of a ring R'. Let

 6 =  (6v  E N) and  6' =  (S'vI v  E N) be derivations of R 

and R' respectively. If  (Sv is the restriction mapping to 

R of  6'v for all  v  E  N, we call  6 restriction derivation

-7-



to R of  6', and call  6' extension derivation to R' of  6.

     Definition 2. Let R be a ring, and  6 =  (6v1  V  E  N), 

 6' =  (6  -91  v  E N) two derivations of R. If  66' = 6'6 
                                                            11X 

for all  E  N, we say  that  6 commutes with 6'.

Now we give some simple examples of derivations. 

Example  1 Let R be any ring. If we set  60 = idR

and  6v.= 0 for all  V  E  N-{3}, then  6 =  (6v  I  v  E N)  is 

trivially a derivation of R. It is called trivial derivation 

of R. Then the ring of  6-constants of R is the whole ring

R.

     Example 2 Let R be a ring,  S=  (6.91  v  E N) a deriva-

tion of R,  {Uil i  E  I} a set of indeterminates over R, and 

S =  R[Uil  i  E I] the ring of polynomials in  Ui (i  E I) over 

R. For every (p) =  (p(i)1 i  E  I)  E  N(I), the product  U(P) 

   P• =  H. U(i)I.s well defined, and called monomial with  coef-
   1E1 1 

 fiCientlint3.(i  E  I). Every P  E S is uniquely written

in the form P = Ea(
p)U(p) with a(p)  E R, where the summa-

                               (I)tion  L runs  through  all  (p)  E  N'-'.  If we set  61vP = 

 E6va(p)U(p) for all  V  E N, then  6' =  (6'vl  V  E N) is clear-

ly an extension derivation to S of  6. The ring of  polyno-

mialsRc ,6[UiliEI]inU.over  Rc,6                                               is the ring of

 6'-constants of S.

     Example 3 Let  R[[U]] be the ring of formal power 

series in an indeterminate U over a ring R. Let R[U] be

-8-



the ring of polynomials in U over a ring R, canonically 

identified with a subring of  R[[U]]. Every P E  R[[U]] is 

uniquely written in the form P =m                                      PENapUP with ap e R. P 

is in R[U] if and only if  ap are zeros for all sufficient- 

ly large  p  E  N. For everyP=EP ENaPUPin R[[U]] with

a  E R, set
 p

 dvP = EpENv(P)aPUP-v (v  E N).

We see easily that d =  (dvl  V  E N) is a derivation of 

 R[[U]], using the well-known formulas (Pl) = E,. (  P)(G(p+6)A+11=V  A  p 

and (P)(PXP) = (X-411)(A+P1.1) for  p,o,T,X,p,v  E  N. If P is 

                           particularly in R[U],  dvP  (v  E N) are in  R[U], hence rest-

rictions to  R[U] of  dv (v  E N) give rise to a derivation

of R[U]; this derivation is also denoted by d. The  deriva-

tion d of R[[U]] (respectively  R[U]) is called formal  

differentiation of  R[[U]] (respectively R[U]) relative to

U, and often denoted by  du =  (duvl v  E  N). The ring of d-

constants of R[[U]] is R, and so is that of R[U]. In

R[U]'d1is sometimes denoted by the traditional notation 

d/dU, that is, dP/dU =  diP for every P  E R[U].

    Example 4 Let R be a ring,  E with card I > 1 

a set of indeterminates over R, and S =  R[Uil i  E I] the 

ring of polynomials in  Ui (i  E I) over R. For each j  E I, 

let  Si =  R[UiI  i  e I, i  j] the subring of S of polynomi-

als in  Ui (i  E  I,  i  j) over R, then S can be regarded 

as the ring of polynomials in a single indeterminate  U over

-9-



S..  Applying Examp.3 on  S.,  U. instead of R, U, we get a  3 3 

derivationa.=(3.3v1vEN) which is called formal partial

differentiation of S relative to U. ; this is often denoted

by  Du =  (Du 
,v1  V E N). Derivations  Di (j  E I) commute

 J  J

mutually, that  is, D.3Ak
p=akpB., for all  j,k  E I and for  3A 

all  A,p  E N. For each  j  E  I,  D., is sometimes denoted by 
 3-1- 

9/313-.;thusap/M.J.=.D.31Pfor every P  E S.

     We put here a proposition which states that any deriva-

tion 6 of a ring R gives rise to an infinite sequence of 

derivations of R which are defined in a natural manner (cf. 

 [6]).

Proposition  1 Let 6 be a derivation of a ring R. 

(a) For each K  E  N, a derivation 6(K) =  (6  (K) v  E N)

of R is defined as follows: for every x E R, we set

         0 (v  1 0 (mod p(K))) 

 6(K)x = 

 6
nx  (v E 0 (mod p(K)) and v =  p(K)n).

     (b) Derivations  6(K) (K  E N) commute mutually. For 

each K  E  N. the ring of  6M-constants of  R coincides with 

that of 6-constants. If  K(l),K(2)  E  N, then 

  (6 = 6        (K(1))(K(2))(K(1)+K(2))

     Proof. (a) For each 6(K) (K  E N), since conditions 

 (D1-3) are clearly satisfied, we verify here only  (D4). Let 

 E N and x  E  R.

-10-



Case I: A +  p  / 0 (mod p(K)). Since at least one of  A

 y 0,  p / 0 (mod p(K)) takes place, we see that q,K)61(1K)x = 0 
  1,X+pvcs(K)x 

 X  X+p'

Case II:  A+  p E 0,  A  Z 0,  u/ 0 (mod p(K)) and  A+  p

= p(k)n. Since  (XV)  E 0 (mod p) by  Lem.l of §1.2, we see
that (X+p)6(K)x = (X+Xp)6nx = 0 =AK)6(K)x   XX+

p p

Case III: A  E 0,  p  E 0 (mod p(K)),  A =  p(K)2, and  p =

p(K)m. By Lem.2 of  §1.2, we see that 6(K)6(K)x =  66mx =                                                 p

k+mN, ix+Px2(K)
()6x)'''   Z+m6  AX+px.

Thus (D4) is satisfied in all possible cases. 

(b) The first and the second assertions are clear. Set

K =  K(1) and  A = K(2) for simplicity. Let x E R and  v 

 E  N.

Case I: v  ,' 0 (mod  p(A)). Since also v  / 0 (mod

 P(K+A)), we see that (6(K))(A)x  = 0 =cs(KV+X)x. 

                                      V

Case II:  v  E 0 (mod  p(A)),  v =  p(A)n, v  / 0 (mod  p(K+X)).

Since n0 (mod p(K)), we see that (6(K))(K)x = 6(K)x = 0 

   (K+X) =6x.

Case III:  V  E 0 (mod  p(A)), v =  p(A)n,  V  E 0 (mod

 p(K+A)),  v =  p(K+A)m. Since n = p(K)m, we see that

 (K))(K)(K+X) (6) x =  6 x =  6  x =  6x .

Thus, the last assertion of (b) holds true in all

possible cases. 

                                          -11-



1.4. Derivatives of powers

Let  S =  (6v1 v  E N) be a derivation of a ring R. If

 X  E R and v  E  N, we say that  6vx is the  with  6-derivative  

or the  6-derivative of order v of x. We call  6vx  (v  E N)

 6-derivatives of x.

     We give in this section some useful formulas on  6-deri-

vatives of powers of x.

Proposition 2 For any n,v  E  N-01, we have the formula

 6
v(xn)  =  Ev(1)+...+v(n)=v6v(1)  v(n)  x•...•6 x

(1) )  v       = nxn-16v:+E'n)!n((111))...(6p(r)x)n(r)                        n(1)!...n(r)1(601)x)

where the summation E' runs through all r E  N-{0},  (P(1), 

 ...,p(r))  E Nr. (n(1),...,n(r)) E (N-{0})r that satisfy  p(1) 

 <...<p(r)<v, n(1)+...+n(r)=n,  n(l)p(1)+ ...+n(r)p(r)=v.

Proof. It is easy by (D3) to get the formula. 

Corollary Let v,e  E  N-{0},  a  E  N-0,11 and x  E R. 

(a) If v 0 (mod  p(e)), then

(2) 6v(xP(e))  = 0

and

(3)  6v(xaP(e)) = 0.

(b) If v F.: 0 (mod p(e)) and v = p(e)n, then

(4)  csv(x1D(e)) (011x)p(e)

and 
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(5) cSv(xap(e)) = a(xa-1nx)p(e)  + E"(x)p(e),                                   6n(1)6n(a)

where the summation  E" runs through the set of all  (n(1), 

 ...,n(a))  E Na with  n(1) < n, n(a) < n,  n(1) +

+ n(a) = n.

     Proof. (a) Applying (1) on p(e) instead of n, we 

get (2) by  Lem.1 of  §1.2. The formula (3) is an  immedi-

ate consequence of  (2).

(b) We get (4) by similar observation as the case of

 (2). Then, using  (4), we see that Ov(xaP (e)) = (6n(xa))p(e),

so that

v(xap(e)) = (E                  n(1)+...+n(a)=ncSn(1)xn(a)x)p(e) 

  = (axa-I
nx + E"6n(1)n(a)x)P(e)

Since  aP(e)  = a (mod  p), we get the formula  (5).

Proposition 3 If  (S is a derivation of a perfect field

K, then  cS is always trivial. 

    Proof. Let x  E K and v  E  N-{0}. If we take e  E N

such that  v  E 0 (mod p(e)) and  v  ,Z 0 (mod  p(e+1)), then we

see by (2) that 6 .vx = Sy((xP(-e-1) p(e+1)                                             ) = 0 since 

 xp(-e-1)  e K.

1.5. Taylor expansion  

Let  RHUN be the ring of formal power series in an

indeterminate U over a ring R, and d the formal differen-

tiation of  R[[U]] relative to U (see Examp.3 of  §1.3).
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Let a derivation 6 of R be given. If we set E(x) =

Ev
EN6 x•1.3v for every x  E R, a mapping E of R into R[[U]]

is defined. It is called Taylor expansion of R relative to 

6. We see easily by  (D1-4) that E is a ring-isomorphism 

of R into R[[U]] having the property

(1)  E(cS  x) =  d  E(x) (x  E R,  p  E  N).

    Lemma 3 Let  E' be a mapping of a ring R into the 

ring R[[U]] of formal power series in an indeterminate U

over R. For every x  E R, write E'(x) =  Ev
ENEv(x)Uv  (Ev(x)

 E  R)  .

(a) The  Ey  (v  E N) are mappings of R into R. For

these mappings, each one of the conditions 

 1' 60(X) = x, 

 2°v(x+y) =
v(x) +v(y), 

 3°  s
V(xy) = Ev(1)+v(2)=v6v(1) (x)Ev(2)(y) 

                   A+p  4° 
E (6 (x)) = ( )6 (x)  A 

for all x,y  E R and for all X,p,v  E N is equivalent to the 

corresponding one of the conditions 

 1' 60(x) = x,

2'  E'(x+y) =  E'(x) +  E'(y), 

 3'  E'(xy) =  E1(x)Et(Y), 

 4'  E'(6(x)) =  d  E'(x)
 p. 

for all x,y  E R and for all p  E N.
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(b) If all the conditions of (a) are satisfied and if

we set  5'  =v  (v  E  N),  6' =  (6'vI  v E N) is a derivation

of R and E' is the Taylor expansion of R relative to 5'.

The proof of the lemma is straightforward. 

1.6. Rings of quotients  

Let M be a multiplicatively stable subset of a ring R,

that is, M  is  a subset of R which contains the product  sis2 

for all  ss2 E M, and which contains 1 but not 0. Let 

 M1R be the ring of quotients of R over M (see §4 of

Chap.0 of [4]).

Theorem 1 Let  S be a derivation of R. Then  cS has 

    - • -  -" -a unique extension derivation  6° =  (61v1  V  EI\) toMjR.
For every x = a/s (a  E R,  s  E  M) in M-1-R,vx  (v  E N) are 

defined inductively by formulas

                                                                      , (1)0x =  x,va = 6°vx•s +av=16v -ax.6as (V  E  N-{0}).

Proof. For simplicity,  R° denotes  M-1R in this proof.

Let  R'[[U]] be the ring of formal power series in an inde-

terminate U over R', and R[[U]] its subring of all formal 

power series in U over R. Let d and d' be formal dif-

ferentiations relative to U of R[[U]] and  R'[[U]] res-

pectively. Then d' is an extension derivation to R'[[U]] 

of d.

     In order to prove the uniqueness assertion, suppose that 

 6 has an extension derivation  6' to R'. Let E and E'
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be Taylor expansions of R and R' relative to  S and  6' 

respectively. Then E is the restriction mapping of E' to 

R. For every x = a/s (a  E R, s  E  M) of R', we get E(a) = 

E'(x)E(s). Since E(s) is invertible in  R'[[U]], we see 

that 

(2)  E'(x) =  E(a)/E(s).

     Starting afresh, let E be the Taylor expansion of R 

relative to the given derivation  6, then we can define by 

(2) a mapping E' of R' into R'[[U]]. In fact, if x = 

a1/s1 = a2/s2  (al'a2  c  R; sl's2E  M), there exists s  E  M 

such that  als2s =  a2sls' so that E(al)E(s2)E(s) = 

 E(a2)E(si)E(s) and  E(al)/E(si) = E(a2)/E(s2). This map-

ping E' is an extension mapping of E to R' and a ring-

homomorphism of R' into  R'[[U]]. For every x = a/s 

(a  c R, s  c  M) of R', write E'(x) in the form E'(x) =

EvE
m    mev(x)Uv  (ev(x)  E R'). Then we can see that conditions 

 l'-4' of part (a) of Lem.3 of §1.5 are satisfied for R' 

instead of R. Since conditons  l'-3' are now obvious, we 

prove by double induction on A, p that condition 4° is sa-

tisfied. If  A = p = 0, 4° is trivially true. Suppose that 

at least one of A, p is positive. Applying 3° to a = xs,

                                 (x)8p(2)s. Applying 3° again we get 6a = Ep(1)+11(2)=11p(1)

to this equation, we see that

                                        .6  SApa=X(1)+A(2) =A A(1)(601)(x)"A(2)11(2)s,

 P(1)+p(2)=p 
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so that 

 AA-1-k ') (5  XX+
pa

= cX(c
p(x))s + E'(X(2)X(2)+p(2))cX(1)(cp(1)(x))6X(2)+p(2)s'

where the summation  Z' runs through all those  (X(1),X(2),

 P(1),P(2))  E N4 that satisfy  X(1) +  A(2) =  A ,  p(1) + p(2)

= p and at least one of  X(1) <  X,  p(1) < p takes place. 

Therefore we see by induction assumption that 

   X+p„
( P)6a  XX+p 

 = c
A(c11(x))s

    ,X(2)+p(2)‘,X(1)+p(1)\   L'‘
X(2)"X(1)'EX(1)+p(1)(x)6X(2)+p(2)s'

Set  X(1) +  p(1) = a,  A(2) +  p(2) =  3, then

(X1.p)6X+pa = c.(c(x))s + E"(A(                              1))(A(2))ca(x)68s,

where the summation  E" runs through the set of all  (a,3,

 A(1),X(2))  E  N4 with a +  S =  X + p,  X(1) +  A(2) =  X, a <

 A +  p. Hence

 X-FPN,  ,flI/X-1-11
(3) ('X )6X+pa = 6 (6 (X))S  EnirX -()Ea(x)6s,    Xp

where the summation  En' runs through the set of all  (a,13)

 E N2with a +  S =  A + p, a <  A + p. On the other hand,

applying 3° to a = xs in another way, we get

(4) 6X+pa = Ea+13=X+pa(x)6s =A+p(x)s +  E"'ca(x)6 s. 

Comparing (3) and (4), we see that  cx(cp(x))s =

X+pX+p (A)6x4x)s. If  cx(cp(x))= bi/ti, (A  )ex4x) =  b2/t2 
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 (bb2  E R;  tt2  E M), then there exists t  E M with 

 bIt2st = b2t1st. Since st  E  M, we conclude that  cX(c(x)) 

=  b1/t1 =  b
2/t2 = (XXp)6(x).

     Therefore, by part (b) of Lem.3 of  §1.5, if we set 

=  E
v  (v  E N),  6' =  (6'1 v  E N) is a derivation of R'; and

it is an extension derivation of  6 to R'.

The remaining part of the theorem is now clear. q.e.d. 

By virtue of the uniqueness statement of  Th.l, the exten-

sion derivation  S' of  6 to  M1R will henceforth be

denoted also by the original letter  S.

    Corollary  1 Let R and  M be as above, and  S,  6' two 

derivations of R commuting mutually. Then extension deriva-

tions of  6 and  6' to  M1R commute mutually.

     It is straightforward to prove by double induction on X, 

p that 6'6x= 6116'x  (X,P  E N; x  E M-1R).  

     Corollary 2 Every derivation of an integral domain R 

has a unique extension derivation to the field of quotients 

Q(R) of R.

     Example  1 Let U be an indeterminate over a field K, 

K[U] the ring of polynomials in U over K, and d (or  du)

the formal differentiation of  K[U] relative to U (see 

Examp.3 of §1.3). By Cor.2, this derivation d can be unique-

ly extended to a derivation of the field of quotients K(U) 

of K[U]. The latter derivation is also called formal diffe-
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rentiation of K(U) relative to U, and denoted also by d

(or  do). We see that tha field of d-constants of K(U) is

K. 

     In order to show this, let A and B be two relatively

prime polynomials of K[U], and suppose that y = A/B is a d-

constant. We claim that both A and B do not contain U 

effectively. Assume the contrary. Then, for some e  E  N, A =

 040aaUap(e), B =(30bUisp(e)  (aa,bE  K), at least one of 

                       =

m and n is positive, and there exists either some  a
s 0

with  a  1 0 (mod p) or some  bS 0 with  (3 0 (mod p). 

Applying dp(e) to A = yB, we see by (4) of §1.4 that

 BEamoaa(aUu-  1)p(e) =  Az  n0bVP,0,-1)p(e) 

 

13=

and that this equation can not hold. Thus the claim above is 

 verified.

     Example 2 Let  Ui (i  E I) be a set of indeterminates 

over a field K, and  K[Uil  i  E I] the ring of polynomials in 

 Ui  (i  E I) over K. Let j be any element of I. Let 
 3 

(or  Du) be the formal differentiation of  K[U  E  re-
J

lativetoU.(see Examp.4 of §1.3). By Cor.2 this  deriva-

tion  a. give rise to a unique extension derivation of the 

field of quotients  K(Uil i  E  I) of  K[Uil  i  E I]. The ex-

tension derivation is also called formal partial differentia-

tion of  IK(U.  liEI) relative to  U1, denoted by (or @U).

We can show by using Exampll that the field of 2j-constantsJ 
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is  K(Uil i

       1.7. 

 Theore 

field of a 

a primitive 

(a  E K, a

 S be a  der

     (a) H 

 v  E N) of

    (b) 

 0 and 

(1)  Six =

 f'(x 

where the 

 V(P))  E  N" 

 v(p) v.

En-1a  a=0bax 

(2)  (S)17 =

      Proof. 

in an  indet 

all  formal 

 formal  diff 

U  respecti 

d'.

 E I, i 

Separably

 J). 

algebraic extension fields

 Theorem 2 Let H be a separably algebraic extension 

 of a field K of finite relative degree n. Let x be

element of H over K, and f(X) = Ep=0apXp 

= 1) the minimal polynomial of x over K. Let

 derivation of K.

has a unique extension derivation  6' =  (61

 S.

If we set f'(X) = df/dX =  E
p=0papXp-1, then f'(x) 

 S'x (v  E N) can be defined inductively by formulas

 0,

 )S'x + Epn0E'dv(0)ap6' x...61 x = 0 (v  E N-01),     =v(1)v(p)

 summation  E' runs through all those  (v(0),...,

 NP+1 that satisfy  v(0)+...+v(p)=v ,  v(1) < v,  ,

Each y  e H is uniquely written in the form y =

 (be  E K), and  S'y (v  E N) are given by formulas

 n-1
EE6b6'x...S'x.  a =0v(0)+ ...+v(a)=vv(0)av(1)v(a)

Let  H[[U]] be the ring of formal power series

 indeterminate U over H, and K[[U]] its subring of 

 rmal power series in U over K. Let d and d' be

 mal  differentiations of  K[[U]] and  H[[U]] relative to 

 respectively. Then d is the restriction derivation of
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      (a) In order to prove the uniqueness assertion, suppose 

that  6 has an extension derivation  6' to H. Let E and 

E' be Taylor expansions of K and H relative to 6 and 6' 

respectively. Then E is a restriction mapping of E' to K.

Applying E' to f(x) = 0 and y = En-1baxa (in part (b)),                                   a=0

and setting  fE(X) = E
pn0E(ap)XP, we get 

        = (3)  fE(E'(x)) = Epn0E(ap)E'(x)P = 0, 

      =

and

(4)  E'(y) =n=01(ba)E1(x). 

    a 

     Starting afresh, let E be the Taylor expansion of K

relative to the given derivation  S, then we can define a map-

ing E' of H into  HEM] by (3) and  (4). In fact, if

we set  E°(x) = Ev
ENv (x)Uv  (sv(x)  E  H,o(x) =  x)  , (3) is

written in the form

EvEN(Ep=0E°600)ap-sp(1)(x)...cop)(x))0 = 0  (v  EN),

where the summation  E' runs through the set of all those

 (P(0),.../P(P)) E NP+1 with  11(0) + +  P(P) = v, or  equi-

valently

 0(x) = x,

(5) V(x)Ev(x) + EpoE"611(0)apep(1)(x)...sop)(x) = 0 

 (V  E  N-{0}),

where the summation  Ell runs through the set of all those

(00),...,11(0) E el with  p(0) + +  p(p) =  v,  p(1) <
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 v,  P(P) <  v. Since  f'(x) 0,  Ev(x)  (V  E N) can be

defined in H inductively by (5). The mapping E' thus de-

fined by (3) and (4) is clearly an extension mapping of E.

If we write E'(y) in the form E'(y) = EVENv(y)Uv  (Ev(y)  E 

H) for all y  E H, it is straightforward to prove that E' 

satisfies the conditions  l'-3' of part (a) of Lem.3 of 

§1.5 for H instead of R. We prove here that the condition 

4' of the lemma is satisfied, namely, that 

(6)  Et(Ev(y)) = d'E'(y) (y  E H, v  E  N). 

                      V

     In the first place, we prove (6) for y = x by induc-

tion on v. If v = 0, (6) is trivially true. Suppose  v 

 > 0, then, applying E' to (5) and using induction assump-

tion, we get

(7)  f'E(E1(x))E'(Ev(x)  )

       + E
P=0EndP(0)E(aPP)d'(1)E'(x)'(x) = 0. 

On the other hand, applying  d, to (3), we get

(8)  f'E(E1(x))d'El(x) 

 n

       + E
p=0Endp(0)E(app)d'(1)E'(x)(x)  =  0.                                        P 

Since f'(x) 0 implies  f'E(E'(x)) 0, we see by comparing 

(7) with (8) that  EI(Ev(x)) =  d'El(x) (v  E N).

In the second place, we prove (6) for every y =

r
c;baxa  (ba  E K) of H. Since E' satisfies the conditions

2' and 3', we see by part (a) of Lem.3 of §1.5 that map-

pings  Ey  (V  E N) satisfy the conditions 2° and 3° of
-22-



the lemma. Hence, for every  v  E  N, we see that

 n-1
 E'(Ev(y)) = E'(E - -...(x))                  (5=0Ev(0)+ ...+v(a)=v(5v(0)bEv(1)(x)Ev(a)

 la  -1= E•"`E1(x)...d1E'(x) 
   a=0Ev(0)+...+v(a)=vdv(0)E(ba)dv(1)v(a) 

=  d'E'(y) . 

 Therefore, by part (b) of Lem.3 of §1.5, if we set  6.)'

 =
v  (V  E N), then  6' =  (6'1 v  E N) is a derivation of H. 

Since E is the restriction mapping of  E°,  6 is the  rest-

riction derivation of  6'. Thus the proof of part (a) is 

completed.

(b) This part of the theorem is now easily verified. 

Remark In the proof above of Th.2, the extension deriva-

tion  6' of the given derivation  6 seems to depend on the 

choice of the primitive element x of H over K, but that 

is not the case. In fact, for each y E H, if g(Y) is the 

minimal polynomial of y over K and if  E° is the Taylor 

expansion of H relative to an extension derivation of  6, 

then E'(y) is uniquely determined in  H[[U]] by the equa-

tion gE(El(y)) = 0.

     For any field K, we denote by Ka and  Ks an algeb-

raic closure of K and the separably algebraic closure of K 

in K
a respectively.

Corollary  1 Let L be  anv intermediate field between K

and  K. Every derivation of K has a unique extension  deri-

vation to L.
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The proof is straightforward. 

In accordance with the uniqueness assertion of  Cor.l, the

extension derivation to any intermediate field between K and 

 K
s of a given derivation 6 of K is henceforth denoted by

the same letter 6.

     Corollary 2 Let 6 be a derivation of a field K, and 

C the field of 6-constants of K. Then the field of  6-

constants of  Ks is the separably algebraic closure  Cs of

C in Ka.

The proof is straightforward. 

Corollary 3 Let 6 and 6' be two derivations of a

field K which commute mutually. Then extension derivations

of 6 and 6' to  Ks commute mutually.

     It is straightforward to prove by double induction on X, 

 p that 6'6x = 66'x E N; x  E  Ks).                    11 A

1.8. Inseparably algebraic extension fields

     Let K be a field, Ka an algebraic closure of K, and 

 Ks the separably algebraic closure of K in  Ka. Suppose 

that a derivation 6 of K is given. By  Cor.l to Th.2 of 

§1.7, 6 has a unique extension derivation to  Ks which we 

denote also by 6. We inquire in this section how far we can

extend this derivation 6 to Ka.

Let x be an element of  Ka. We say that 6 can be

extended to x if 6 has an extension derivation to some

extension field of  K
s that contains x. The following two
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theorems are due to  [8].

Theorem 3 Let K, Ka, Ks and 6 be as above. Let x

be an element of K . Then 6 be extended to x if and
a

only if the condition 

(1)  60xP(e)) = 0 (0 <  A <  p(e))

is satisfied for some element e  E N with  xp(e)  E  K. When

that is the case, setting  E =  xP(e), the subfield 

  Ks
,x = Ks((6vp(e)NID(-e)1 V  E N) 

                                ''

of Ka has a unique extension derivation  6° =  (6'1v  E N) 

of 6 which is defined by the formula 

(2) 6y = (6vp(e) (yP(e)))P(-e) (v  E N,  Y EK);                                                                       s,x 

the equality K=K(Vxl  V  E N) holds true,and K 
    s,xsvs,x 

is the smallest extension field of  Ks containing x that

has an extension derivation of 6.

     Remark 1 By Lem. 1 of §1.2, the condition (1) is equi-

valent to the condition

(1')  6x(xP(e)) = 0  (A  e N with  A  g  0 (mod p(e))).

     Proof of Th.3. Suppose that 6 can be extended to x. 

Then x is contained in some extension field L of K

which has an extension derivation 6' of 6. By (2) and

(4) of §1.4, we see for every e  E N with xP(e)  E

that the condition (1') is satisfied, that (setting = 

 xp(e))
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(3) (6Ix)P(e) =vp(e)(xp(e)) = 6vp(e) (v E  N), 

that the subfield Ks
,x = Ks(6.\')xl  v  E N) = Ks((6vp(e)E)p(-e)1 

v  E N) of L has a derivation satisfying (2) which is the

restriction of 6' to K and that K c K. 
          s,x s,xa

     Conversely, suppose that x satisfies the condition 

(1') for some  e  E  N with  xP(e)  =EEK. Consider thS.Considerthe

                               P(-e)1 v  E N)  = subfield Ks,x''           =Ks 
                (-e)           E)-o1 v  E N] of K

a' and define mappings 6' Ks[(6vp(e)

 (v  E N) of Ks
,xby the formula (2). Then we see easily

that  6'  (v  E N) are extension mapping of  6v  (v  E N) res-

pectively, and, using Lem.2 of  §1.2, that  6' =  (6x1 v  E N)

satisfies  (D1-4) of  §1.2. We see also that  K =
 S,X

K(6'xl v  E N) and that x  EK. 
svs,x

     Remark 2 We can justify by Th.3 that, if an element x 

of Ka satisfies the condition (1) for some e  E N with

 xp(e)=  E  E  Ks' then x satisfies the condition (1) for 
every d  E N with  xP(d) =  E  Ks' and that formulas  Ks 

 Ks((6vp(d)r1)P(-d)1  v  E N) and  S'y =  (6vp(d)(yp(d)))p(-d) 

 (v  E  N,  y  E Ks ,x) give the same smallest extension field of 
 Ks containing x which has the same extension derivation 6' 

=  (61 v  E N) of 6.

Theorem 4 Let K,  Ka,  Ks and 6 be as above. Then the

set M of all those elements x  E K
asuch that 6 can be

extended to x is an extension field of K
swhich has a
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unique extension derivation of  S. The field  M is the 

largest extension field of  Ks in Ka that has an extension

derivation of  S.

Proof. If x  E M, x satisfies the condition (1) for

some e  E  N, hence so does -x, and -x  E  M. If  x1,x2  E  M, 

we see by Rem.2 that both  x1 and x2 satisfy the condition 

(1) for a same e  E  N, and that x1 +  x2, x1x2 and (in case 

 x2 0) x1/x2 are contained in M. Therefore M is an 

extension field of  Ks.For each x  E  M, define mappings  5° 

(V  E N) by  Th.3 using some e  E N with x-p(e)E  Ks such that 

the condition (1) is satisfied for e. Then, by Th.3 and 

 Rem.2, mappings  (v  E N) of M into  M are well defined. 

It is straightforward to show that  S® =  (51  v  E N) is an 

extension derivation to  M of  S. The remaining part of the 

proof of the theorem is now  clear. q.e.d.

     This derivation of  M is henceforth denoted by the same 

letter  6 as the original derivation of K. The field  M is 

called  6-closure of K in Ka and denoted by  KS.

     Corollary Let K,  Ka,  Ks,  6 and  K6 be as above. If 

we denote by C the field of  5-constants of K, then the 

fields of  6-constants of  Ks and  K6 are the separably 

algebraic closure  Cs and the algebraic closure Ca of C 

in Ka respectively.

     The proof is straightforward by Cor.2 to Th.2 of  §1.7 

and Th.4.
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If K is a  perfect field, that is, if Ks = Ka, the

derivation 6 of K is necessarily trivial (see Prop.3 of 

§1.4) and  Ks = K6 =  Ka. On the contrary, consider the case 

of an imperfect field K, that is, the case that  Ks  Ka. If

6 is the trivial derivation of K, it is clear that the trivi-

al derivation of K
a  is the unique extension derivation of 6 

to K
a' so that K6 = Ka. If 6 is a nontrivial derivation 

of K, then it may happen that  K
s K6 Ka (see  Examp.1

below).

Example  1 Let U be an indeterminate over an imperfect

field  K0, K =  K0(U) the field generated by U over  K0,

and d the formal differentiation of K relative to U (see

Examp.1 of  §1.6). Let Ka be an algebraic closure of K,  K
s 

the separably algebraic closure of K in  K
a, and Kd the

d-closure of K in K . Let C denote the field of d-cons-
a

tants K0of K. Then fields of d-constants of K
s and  Kd 

are the separably algebraic closure Cs of C in Ka and 

the algebraic closure Ca of C in Ka respectively, and 

 Cs Ca since C is imperfect. 

     For each nonconstant x  E  Ka-K
s' let e = e(x) be the

smallest positive integer such that  xp(e)  E  K. Setting 

 p(e) = x  K
d consists of all elements of Ksand all those

= x-  ,  Ad 

x such that

(4)  dnE = 0 (0 < n <  p(e)). 

 a Let Ej =0P.Xj (Pj  E K,  Pa = 1) be the minimal polynomial of
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 E over K. Multiplying it by a polynomial  Aa E  CIU] of the

smallest possible degree in U, we get a polynomial f(X) =

E7.(1,uA.Xj,whereA.=Ekt30ajkUP(E)k'  ajk  E C (0 <  j  <  a, == 

0 k  �  () with the largest possible s  E N. Then we see 

necessarily that f(X)  /  CfU]lX13]. Now, we can show that the

condition (4) is equivalent to the condition 

(5)  e  � e.

Suppose that e  � e. Then, for every n  E N with 0 <

n <  p(e), we get d
njA= 0 (0�j�a) and

 0 = (df/dx)(E).(i nE + Ei!oz'Aidn(1)E...dn(j)E,

where the summation  E° runs through all  (n(1),...,n(j))  E 

 Nj with  n(1) + n(j) = n,  n(1) < n, n(j) < n. 

Therefore, we see by induction on n that  dnE = 0 (0 < n <

p(e)).  Conversely, suppose  e < e. Then we see similarly

that dnAj = 0 (0 < n < p(s), 0  � j  � a). If we had dA.                                                      P(
s)

 = Ek=0a.  kUP(E)(k-1)                       =  0 for all j (0�j�a), we should  jk

get ajk= 0 (0�j�a, 0  � k�k 0 (mod  p))  , contra- 

dicting the  maximality of  E. Hence dp
(E)Ai0 for some j.

     Case: s = 0. We see that 0 =  (df/dX)(E)dlE + 

Ej =0d1A.E,where Eja0d1jAE0 by virtue of the construc- 

                         = tion of f(X). Therefore  dlE 0, contradicting (4).

Case:  s > 0. For every n (0 < n <  p(e)), since we get

0 =  (df/dX)(UdnE + Ei(20E'Aidn(1)E...dn(j)E

(the summation  E' being as  above), we see by induction on n
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that dnE = 0 (0 < n <  p(E)). But, we see that 

 0 = (df/dX)(E)dP(6)E + E.a0dP(6)A.Ej                              J= J

so that d
P(s)E 0, contradicting (4). 

     We can conclude that Kd =  Ks(Ca). It suffices to show

that, if a nonconstant x E Ka-Ks satisfies the condition  (5), 

x must be separably algebraic over  K
s(Ca). Let f(X) be as 

 above,andset13.=Zk0ajkp(-s)Uk  Ca[U]). Then we see

that

 0 = f(xp(e) aP(6)P(e)jap(e-e)xj)p(e)              ) = Ej=0Bjx=(j =0Bj 

 so that g(x) = 0 on setting g(X) = Ej =0Bp(s-e)Xj. Since 

 f(X)  /  C[U][XP], we see that  g(X)  /  Ca[U][XP], and that x 

is separably algebraic over  K
s(Ca).

     Example 2 Let U and V be two indeterminates over a 

field K0.Let  6 = 9and 6' = 9Vbe formal partial dif- 

ferentiations of K°'(UV) relative to U and V respective- 

ly (see Examp.2 of  §1.6), and  K0(U,V)6 and  K0(U,V)6, the 

 6-closure and the  5'-closure of K0'(UV) in K0'(UV)
ares- 

pectively. Then, by Cor. to Th.4, fields of  6-constants of 

K0"(UV)K0's(UV)and K0'6(UV)are K0, (V)K0 s(V)and 

K0(V)ain K0'(UV)arespectively. Similarly, fields of  6' 

-constants of K
0"(UV)K0'(UV)sand K0'(UV)6'are K0(U) 

                                                                                                                      ' K0(U)
sand K0(U)arespectively. Moreover, we see by Examp. 

1 that K0' 6(UV)= K0'
s(UV)(K0a(V)) and K0'6'                                        (UV)= 

K0'
s(UV)(K0a(U)).
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CHAPTER 2

     Differential Rings and Differential Fields 

2.1. Definitions  

A differential ring is a ring R associated with a non-

empty set A =  {6i1  i  EI} of mutually commutative  deriva-

tions6.=(cS.Iv  E N) (i  E I) of R, where the set A 

(correspondingly, the set of indices I) may be finite or 

infinite. If  i(1) and i(2) are distinct elements of I,

S.1(1)and S. are regarded as distinct elements of A1(2)

although they may be equal as operators on R. This A is 

called set of derivation operators of the differential ring 

R. If the set A consists of trivial derivations, the notion 

of differential ring reduces to that of ring. The differen-

tial ring R is said to be ordinary or partial according as 

A consists of a single derivation or  not. If the ring R is 

a field, we speak of a differential field.

     Remark 1 In literatures on differential algebra, the set 

of derivation operators is usually finite. We take into con-

sideration also the case of infinite set of derivation opera-

tors. The efficacy of this generalization can be seen for 

example  in §2.9.

     For every  (v) =  (v(i)  i  E  I)  E N(1) (see  §1.1), the 

product  cS = H.IS.v(1.)is an well-defined endomorphism        (v)1E1 , 

of the additive group R+ of the ring R, and called deriva-

tive operator of the differential ring R. The well-defined
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v(i) is called order of 6number E.1E1  (v)v(i)iscalledorderof6and denoted by

ord 6(
v)•If x  E R,we say that 6(v)is a derivative of 

order  Ei EIv(i) of x. We denote by  0 the set of all deri- 

vative operators 6(
V)((v)  E N(I)), and  8 is called set of 

derivative operators of the differential ring R. If  61,00  E 

0, the product  00' is a multiple of an element  0" of  8

by a natural number denoted by n(0,0'). When  0 = 8(x),  0' 

=  6(
11)'(X)+(11)'       we see by (D4) of §1.2 that  0" =  6and

                            /(X)+(u)that  n(0,0')  = A(i)) often  denoted by( (x)  ). 
                                            -%-,

For differential rings or fields, notions such as diffe-

rential subring, differential subfield, differential extension 

ring, differential extension field, differential ideal, diffe-

rential homomorphism, differential isomorphism and so on are 

 in any case those that are admissible under the domain of 

derivative operators  O. For example, let R,  A and  0 be 

as above, and R1 a subring of the ring R such that  OR]
. = 

 {6(v)x11  xl  E R1,6(v)  01  C R1,i                                     or equivalently,that 6x    1,(v)v1 

 E R1 (x1  E:  R1,  i  E:  I,  v  E:  N).  Then,  each  Si  (i  E I) deter-

mines its restriction derivation to R1 denoted also by the 

 sameletter(S..Thus R1 can be regarded as a differential

ring associated with the same set of derivations A. This 

differential ring R1 is called differential subring of R, 

and R is called differential extension ring of R1. For

another example, let R' be a differential ring associated

with the set of derivation operators  A'=  {61 1 i  E  I} which

has the same set of indices I as that of A. Then R' has
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the set of derivative operators 0' = {q01  (v)  E N(I)1. If 

a ring-homomorphism f of R into R' satisfies the condi-

tion that f(cS(v)x) = 6'(v)f(x) (x  E R,  (v)  E N(I)), or equi-

valently, that  f(6ivx) =  61vf(x) (x  E R, i  E  I,  v  E  N), then

f is called differential homomorphism of R into R'. If, 

moreover, the homomorphism f is injective, f is called dif-

ferential isomorphism of R into R'. In particular, if it 

is bijective, then f is called differential isomorphism of 

R onto R', and R is said to be differentially isomorphic  

to  R.

     Remark 2 The differential subring R1 above is associ-

ated with the set  A =  {6iI  i  E  I} of derivative operators. 

But, since  Si (1  E  I) are the restrictions of the original 

 derivations  of  R,  it  may  happen  that  Si(lj  insides with 

       for some pair  (i(1),i(2))  E  12 with  i(1) i(2) 6i(2)

even if the original derivations of R are distinct.

An element c of the differential ring R is called

constant if 6(v)c = 0 (6(v) E 0 with ord 6(v)> 0), or 

equivalently,  Sivc = 0 (i  E  I.  V  E  N-101). By  6° of §1.2,

every element of the prime field of R is constant.

     Proposition 1 If R is a differential ring (respective-

ly field), the set of all constants of R is a differential 

subring (respectively subfield) of R.

This follows from  7° of §1.2. 

The set of constants stated in  Prop.l is called ring 

                                  -33-



(respectively field) of constants of the differential ring 

(respectively field) R, and denoted by  Rc.

     Example  1 Let  R be any ring. If we associate to it 

the trivial derivation of R, it is regarded as a differential 

ring consisting only of constants. This differential ring is 

essentially the original ring R to which no derivation is

associated.

     Example 2 Let U be an indeterminate over a ring  R0, 

 R = RHUMthe ring of formal power series in U over R0                                                          0 

and R = R0[U] the ring of polynomials in U over R0. If

we associate to  R and  R the formal differentiation d 

relative to U (see Examp.3 of §1.3),  R and  R are regard-

ed as ordinary differential rings, the latter being a differen-

tial subring of the former. The ring of constants of either 

one of  R and  R is R0.                        0

    Example 3 Let  {Uil i  E (card I > 1) be a set of in-

determinates over a ring  R0, and R = R0i[UI i  E I] the ring 

of polynomials in  Ui (i  E I) over  Ro. For every j  E  I,

let  8. be the formal differentiation of  R relative to U.

(see Examp.4 of §1.3). If we associate to R the set of de-

rivations  4  r=
Jj  ER is regarded as a partial diffe- 

rential ring. The ring of constants of  R is  Ro.

     Let S be a differential ring (respectively field), and 

 {S  I  j  E  J} a set of differential subrings (respectively sub-

fields) of S. Then the intersection njEJSj is a differen-
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tial subring (respectively subfield) of S. Let A =  {6i1 i 

 E  I} be the set of derivation operators of S, and  8 =  {S(v) 

 (v) E N(I)1 the set of derivative operators of S. If a dif-

ferential subring (respectively subfield) R of S and a sub-

set  E of S are given, and if we set  OE =  {S(v)E)  cS  E  0, 
 (V) 

 E  E  Er), then we see that the ring  R[OE] (respectively the 

field  R(0E)) generated by  OE over R is the smallest dif-

ferential subring (respectively subfield) of S containing 

R and  E. This is denoted by  R{E} (respectively by  R<E>), 

and called differential ring (respectively field) generated  

by  E over the differential ring (respectively field) R. 

If S =  R{E} (respectively S =  R<E>) for some finite subset 

   of S, then S is called finitely generated differential  

ring (respectively field) over the differential ring (respec-

tively field) R. Let L and M be two differential sub-

fields of a differential field K. Then the smallest diffe-

rential subfield of K containing both L and M is L<M> 

= L(M) = M(L) = M<L> . Hence it is denoted by LM and call-

ed compositum of the differential fields L and M.

2.2. Differential ring of quotients  

Let R be a differential ring associated with the set A

=  {a
iI  i  E  I}. Let  M be a multiplicatively stable subset of 

R and  M1R the ring of quotients of R over  M (see  §1.6). 

By  Th.l of  p1.6, every  Si E  A has a unique extension deriva- 

twe remarked                                        Si
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after the proof of that theorem. Extension derivations  Si (i 

 E I) commute mutually (see  Cor.l to  Th.l of  §1.6). The dif-

ferential ring  M-1R associated with the set of these exten-

sion derivations  A  =i  I i  E is called differential ring 

of quotients of R over  M. It contains R as a differen-

tial subring. In particular, if the ring R is an integral 

domain, we speak of the differential field of quotients Q(R)

of R.

     Example 1 The ring of polynomials K[U] in an indeter-

minate U over a field K is regarded as an ordinary diffe-

rential field associated with the formal differentiation d 

relative to U (see Examp.3 of  §1.3). The field of quotients 

K(U) of K[U] associated with the formal differentiation d 

relative to U is the differential field of quotients of the 

differential integral domain K[U]. The field of constants of 

the differential field K(U) is K (see  Exam.l of  §1.6).

Example 2 The ring of polynoials  K[U11 i  E I] in a set

of indeterminates  U. (i  E I) (card I > 1) over a field K

is regarded as a partial differential field associated with 

the set of formal partial differentiations  Di relative to 

 Ui  (i  E  I) is regarded as a partial differential ring (see 

Examp.4 of  §1.3). The field of quotients  K(Uil i  E I) of 

 E  I] is the differential field of quotients of the 

differential integral domain  K[Uil  i  E I]. We see easily 

that the field of constants of the differential field  K(Uil
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i  E I) is K (see Examp.2 of §1.6).

2.3. Differential polynomials  

Let R be a differential ring with the set of  derivation

operators A =  {Si'  i  E  Si =  (Sivl  V  E N) (i  E I), and the 

set of derivative operators  0 =  16(v)1  (V)  E  N(I)}. Let 

 {X.I  j  E  J} be a nonempty subset of a differential extension

ring of R. If there exists no nontrivial polynomial relation

over R in the derivatives  6X.  (6  E 0, j  E  J) of  X. (j  E

 J), then  X. (j  E J) are called differential indeterminates

over R. J 

    Theorem 1 Let R, A and  0 be as above. Then, for any 

nonempty set of indices  3-, there exists uniquely (up to dif-

ferential isomorphism over R) a set of differential  indeter-

minates  {X.1 j  E  J} over R.

 Proof. Let X(j E(P) E N(I)) be indetermi-                     3
,(10) 

nates over the ring R, and S =  R[Xj
,(p) j  E J,  (p)  E N(I)] 

the ring of polynomials in Xj
,(p) (j  E J,  (p)  E  N(I)) over 

R. We extend  each  iv (i  E  I,  V  E N) to a mapping of S 

 intoSasfollows.Theextensionmappingof(Si
vto S is 

denoted also by the same letter  Si
v: 

(i) SX= (v+P(i))x    ivX.j ,(p')'

 iv +  p(i) (k  E I, k = i) where  p'  (k) = (j  E  Jr  (p)  E  N(I)). 
 p(k) (k  E I, k i)

(ii) Let M be a monomial  with coefficient1  of  X -,".....- 

 j,  (p) 
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                                             {1  (v  =  0) (j  E  J, (p)  E  N(I)). If M = 1, set 6ivM =.If 
 0 (v > 0)

 M 1 and  M =  Yl...Y
r  (Y  Yr being finitely many of
(I)

        (j  E Jr (p)  E V")), set Xj,(P) 

  6i
vM = Ev(1)+...+v(r)=v6Y...6.,v(1)1,v(r)Yr                                   i1

(iii) For each element P = EMma_M  (aM E R) where the summa- 

tion  E runs through all monomials with coefficient 1 of

Xj
r  (P)(j  E  J,  (P)  E  N(I)

 ), set

       .. 6ivP=EMEv(1)+
v(2)=v61,v(1)aM61,v(2)m.

This  6.  P is well defined, because the coefficients  aM of 
         Iv

P are all zeros except for a finite number.

It is straightforward to show that  (i)-(iii) define

mutually commutative extension derivations  Si =  (6i vl v  E N) 

(i  E I) to S of the original derivations  Si (i E I) of 

R, so that S is a differential extension ring of R. 

     Now, denoteXj
,(0)by X. for every j  E J, where (0)

                            (I)m means the element (p)  EN with  p
i = 0 for all i  E I.

Then we see thatxi
, (p)=  6(p)X(j E J, (p)  E  N  (1)), that S 

=  R{X.j j  E  J}, and that X. (j  E J) are differential  indeter-

    J

minates over R. The uniqueness assertion of our theorem is 

obvious. q.e.d.

     Elements of S in this proof are called differential  

 polynomials  in  the  differential  indeterminates  Xj  (j  E J) 

over R, and S is called differential ring of differential
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 polynomials  in  Xj  (j  E J) over R. If we speak of a diffe-

rential polynomial ring  R{Xil j  E  J} over a differential ring 

 R,  we  mean  tacitly  that  the  X.  (j E J) are differential  inde-

terminates over R.

     In particular, if R is a differential field, we can  con-

sider the differential field of quotients R<Xj~ j E J> of the 

differential polynomial ring  R{Xii  j  E  J}.

     Proposition 2 Let R be a differential ring with the set 

 of  derivation  operators  G= {Si  i  E  I},  and  Xj E  J} a

set of differential indeterminates over R. Then the ring of

constants of the differential polynomial ring S =  R{Xil j  E  J}

over R coincides with that of R.

 Proof. What we must prove is that each A  E S-R is  non-

constant. Let an element A  E S-R be  given. Then A  con-

tains effectively only a finite number of 6(v)X (j  E  J,  (y)

 E  N(I)). Hence we can suppose that I and J are both  fini-

te, and consequently, it suffices to prove our proposition in

the case that each one of I and J consists of a single 

element.

     Starting afresh, let R be a differential ring associat-

ed with a derivation  6 =  (6v  E N), and S the differen-

tial ring of differential polynomials in a single differential

indeterminate X over R. Let A be an element of S - R.

     Case I: Some derivative of X is contained effectively 

in A with an exponent not divisible by p. Among such  deri-
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vatives, let  6vX be the one of largest order. Write A in 

                    a 
the form A =h =0Ah(6vX)h, where Ah (0  � h a) are polyno-

mials in  (6  X)P (p  �  v) and  6aX (a < v) over R, and where 

0 < a < p with  A
a 0. Each term of Ah is of the form 

          f3(1)p(e(1))13(r)p(e(r))   a(6
p(1)X)...(6p(r)X)

x (6(1)X)f(1)...(6
a(s)X)f(s)

where a  E R with a 0, r  E  N, s  E  N,  p(i) v (1  � i  �  r), 

a(j) <  v (1  � j  �  s),  S(i) (1  s i  � r) are positive integers 

not divisible by p, e(i)  E  N-{0} (1  s  i  s  r), f(j)  E  N-{0} 

and  p(1), ,  p(r),  a(1), ,  a(s) are distinct. Hence

 6p(Ah(6vX)h) is a sum of expressions of the form

 $(1)p(e(1))  "1...  6X(0)a.6X(1)06p(1)X)

 E    X(0)a"X(1) "p (1)X)  --- 
 x 6

T(1){(5a(1)X)f(1)}.•6                             w (1) (avX) • 6w (h)  (5vX)

where the summation E runs through all those

w (1) ,)  E Nr+s+h+1 that satisfy  X(0) + +  T(1)

+  w(1) + = p. Applying (5) of §1.4 and 

vatives of X of order p+v, we see that

  6
p(Ah(6vX)h) = h(1-14-v)(6vX)h-16p+vX-Ah + [  ], 

where [  ] is a polynomial in (6
TX)P (T p+v)

 S X (w < p+v) over R. Therefore, we see that
 uw

(1)  6  A = (DA/D(6vX))•(1-14-+v                   v)6X + [] 

 (I ...  ] being a similar polynomial as  above), so

  0 for a choice ofp E N-{0} satisfying(111 .99)  /
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 (X(0),...,T(1), 

T(1) +  ...

observing  deri-

• 1, 

 � u+v) and

that  (5
11A

0 (mod p)

+



(see Lem.1 of §1.2).

Case II: Every derivative of X contained effectively

in A has exponent divisible by p. Let  (5
v(1)X, ,v(r)X

be all the distinct derivatives of X which are effectively 

contained in A. Then A can be written as a polynomial in

(Sv(1)x)P(e(v(1)))                           v(r)x)P(e(v(r)))

over R, taking each one of these e(v(1)), , e(v(r))  E 

 N-{0} as large as possible. Set e =  max(e(v(1)),...,e(v(r))), 

 P =  X =  pp(e) and  p(h) =  A/P(e(v(h))) (1  � h  r),

where f E  N-{0} is chosen large enough such that (11(h)+°)(h)) 
 v(h)

 1 0 (mod p) (1  � h  � r). Now, for each term

M = a(S
kl)X)a(l)p(e(v(1)))...(6v(r)X)a(r)p(e(v(r)))        , v 

                                  (a  E R, a 0,  a(h) E N)

of A, observe the derivative of X of the largest order 

which is contained effectively in  SAM. Applying (5) of

§1.4, we get

SAM X 

         /f(P(1)+v(1))(6X)a(1)-1xlp(e(v(1))) 
                v(1)v(1)6p(1)A-v(1)' 

 =  aa(1)  
.(6

v(2)x)a(2)p(e(v(2))).(6v(r)x)a(r)p(e(v(r)))

 +

+  as  (r) 

 +  [

                  `"I fp(r)+v (r)\((Sv)a(r)-16 x-Lp (0 Cv (r) )  )  v(r)I'v(r)p(r)+v(r)'

a(l)p(e(v (1) ) )        a(l)p(e(v(1))) a(s)p(e(v(s))) x (6
v (r) X)...  (Sv(s)X)

 1,
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where s = r - 1 and  ] contains no derivative of X 

of order  � w =  max(p(1)+v(1),  p(r)+v(r)). Hence we see 

that

   6r (M/D((6      A=h =1v(h)X)P(e(v(h))))) (2)A 
                x{(11(h)+v(h)  )6X}P(e(v(h)))/                       v(h)P(h)+v(h)

        +  [  ], 

where [ ] is a similar polynomial as above. If only one 

of  p(h)+v(h) (1  � h  � r) is equal to w, then  6xA 0.

On the contrary, if at least two of p(h)+v(h) (1  � h  � r) 

are equal to w, then we see also  6xA 0. Because, if we 

assumed  6  A = 0, there would exist h, k with 1  � h < k r,

 p(h)+v(h)  =  p(k)+v(k) = w,  e(v(h)) =  e(v(k)), and this would 

imply that p(h) = p(k) and  v(h) = v(k) (a contradiction).

Proposition 3 Let K be a differential field with the

set of derivation operators A  =  {6i1  i E Let  {Xil  j  E  J}

be a set of differential indeterminates over K and L =

K<X.1 j  E J> the differential field of quotients of the dif- 

ferentialpolynomialringK{XM  E  J}. Then the field of

constants of L coincides with that of K.

     Proof. We must prove that each T  E L-K is nonconstant. 

By similar consideration as that of the beginning of the proof 

of Prop.2, we see that it is sufficient to prove the proposi-

tion in the case that K is a differential field associated

with a single derivation  6 =  (6vI v  E N) and L is the dif-
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ferential field generated by a single differential indetermi-

nate X over R.

     Let A/B (A,B  E  K{X}, B 0) be an element of L-K. 

Suppose, as we may, that A and B are relatively prime as 

polynomials in  6vX  (v  E N) over K. Now, assume that A/B

is a constant. Then we get 

(3)  6  A-B  -  A-6  B = 0  (p  E N).

     Case I: Some derivative of X is contained effectively 

in either A or B with an exponent not divisible by p. 

Among such derivatives of X, let  6vX be of largest order. 

Write A and B in the form A  =h=0Ah(6vX)h                                               and B = 

 k=0Bk(6vX)k, where  Ah, Bk are polynomials in  (6pX)P (p� 

 v) and  6aX (a < v) over K, and where a < p, < p, at 

least one of a,  (3 is positive and A
a 0,  B 0. Choose 

 P  E  N-{0} such that(                          11+v) / 0 (mod  p). Following the calcu-

lation by which we derived (1) in the proof of Prop.2, we 

get 

(4)  6  A•B  -  A•6  B

= {(3A/(6
vX))B - A(3B/3(6vX))1(1-1+v)6p+vX + [], 

         v

where  [ ] is a polynomial in  (6TX)P (T  p+v) and

 6 X (w <  u+v) over K. Since A and B are relatively

prime polynomials, {  } of (4) can not vanish, contra-

dicting  (3).

Case II: Every derivative of X contained effectively 
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in either A or B has exponent divisible by p. Concerning

to A and B,  determinev(1)X'v(r)X' e(v(1)),  ,

 e(v(r)),  p,  A,  p(1), p(r) in a similar manner as we did 

in Case II of the proof of Prop.2. Then, calculating as we 

did to derive (2) in that proof, we get

 xA•B -  A.S  B 

 (DA/MSv(h)X)P(e(v(h)))))B 

 =  E
h=1 - A(9B/2((5v(h)x)P(e(v(h))))), 

 \ x(1-1(h)+v(h).„                   ` 
p(h) J(u,z                             p(h)l_v(h)x)P(e(v(h)))

       + [ 

where [ ] does not contain any derivative of X of 

order  � w =  max(p(1)+v(1), ,  p(r)+v(r)). Thus we see simi-

larly to the end of Case II of the proof of Prop.2 that the 

equation above contradicts  (3).

2.4. Differential ideals  

Let R be a differential ring with the set of derivation

operators  A =  {cSil  i  E  I} and the set of derivative operators 

 0 = {6(v)I  (v) E  N(I)1. A differential ideal of R is an

ideal of the ring R which is stable under the operation of 

 8, or equivalently, which is stable under every  Si
v  (i  E  I,

 v  E N). The following properties are clear:

 (i) If  al, ,  an are finitely many differential

ideals of R, the sum ideal and the product ideal 

 llh =lah are differential ideals of R.
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 (ii)  If  {a.I  j  E  J} is a set of differential ideals of 

R, the intersection n. a. is a differential ideal of R.                              j
EU

    Let a subset E of R be given. The ideal (OE) gene-

rated by  GE in R is the smallest differential ideal of R 

containing E, and denoted by  [FAR or simply by  [E]. This

ideal is called differential ideal generated in R by E.

     If a differential ideal of R is prime (respectively 

primary, respectively perfect) as an ideal of the ring R, it 

is called prime (respectively primary, respectively perfect) 

differential ideal of R; that is, for example, a differen-

tial ideal m of R is a perfect differential ideal if and 

only if, for an element x of R,  xn  E  M (for some n  E N) 

implies always x E  M.

     If  a is an ideal of R, we denote by  /Id the radical 

ideal in R of  a (see  Vol.I of  [13]).

     Theorem 2 If a is a differential ideal of a differen-

tial ring R, then its radical ideal  id is a perfect diffe-

rential ideal of R.

     Proof. Let  A =  {6iI i  E  I} be the set of derivation 

operators of R. Since  id is known to be a perfect ideal of 

R, it suffices to show  thativx  E  id (x  E  /d,  i  E I,  v  E  N). 

For each x E there exists e  E N such that  xP(e)  E  a. 

                                                   = We see by (4) ofiv                     §1.4 that (6x)p(e)i
,vp(e)(xP(e)) E  a, 

so  thativx  E  V' (i  E  I,  V E  N).
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     Theorem 3 If m is a perfect differential ideal of a 

differential ring R, and if  M is a nonempty subset of R, 

then the quotient ideal m:M is a perfect differential ideal

of R.

     Proof. Let A be as in the proof of Th.2. Since it is 

known that m:M is a perfect ideal of R, we have only to 

prove by induction on v that, for each x  E m:M and for 

each z  e  M,

(1)  Sivx•z  E  m (i  E  I,  V  E 

If  v = 0, (1) is trivially true. Suppose v > 0, then we 

get

 7 v-1
 S. x•z-+ E

a=0S. x-z.S.1,v-az =Iv(xz)•z  E  m Ivla

(i  E I,  V  E  N1).

2
Hence, by  induction assumption, we see that Sivx-zE m and

 2
(Siv     x-z)- E M, so that (1) holds. q.e.d. 

     In the hypothesis of Th.3, the condition that the diffe-

rential ideal m is perfect can not be dropped as we see in 

the following example.

     Example Let K be a field of characteristic 2, and re-

gard it as a differential field associated with the trivial 

derivation  d of K. Let R = K{X} be the differential 

polynomial ring in a single differential indeterminate X 

over K. Consider the differential ideal a =  [X2] of R.

We see by (2) and (4) of  §1.4 that a is the ideal gene-
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rated by (6vX)2 (v  E N). Take the set  M =  {X}, then X is 

contained in a:M, but  61X is not. Thus a:M is not a dif-

ferential ideal of R.

Starting afresh, let R be a differential ring with the

set of derivation operators A =  fsil  i  E and a a diffe-

rential ideal of R with a R. Denote by R/a the residue 

ring of the ring R modulo the ideal  a, and by  (1) the  cano-

nical ring-homomorphism of R onto R/a. If  Ko denotes a 

subfield of R,  ON) is a subfield of R/a canonically iden-

tified with K0.Thus R/a is a ring in the sense of  §1.1. 

For each i  E I and for each  V  E  N, define a mapping  61, 
of R/a into R/a by the formula 

(2) 6ivc!)(x) =cpiv                   (6x)  (x  E  R). 

We see easily that these mappings  61y  (i  E I,  V  E N) are well 
defined by (2). Set  61 =  (61v1  v  E N) (i  E  I), then it is 
straightforward to show that  Si (i  E I) are mutually  commuta-

tive derivations of R/a. Since these derivations  6! (i  E I)

 are  canonically  defined  by  means  of  Si  (i  E  I),  we  denote

them henceforth also by the same letters  di (i  E I). The dif-

ferential ring  R/0 associated with the set of these deriva-

tions A =  {S. i  E  I} is called differential residue ring of 

R modulo a. It turns out that the mapping  c is a differen-

tial homomorphism of R onto R/a called canonical differen-

tial homomorphism of R onto R/a. If b is a differential 

ideal of R containing  a, we see that  j(b) is a differen-
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tial ideal

       2.5. 
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     The 
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of  R/b; this is denoted by b/a. 

Differential homomorphisms and differential isomor-

be a differential homomorphism of a differential

 g R  into a differential ring S. We may denote the sets 

 on operators of R and S by one and the same

=  f6 .I  i  E Set R' = f(R) and a = ker f.

 homomorphism is unitary (see  §1.1), we see that the 

 .e prime field of R is the prime field of S, that 

 differential  subring of S, and that a is a  diffe-

  al of R with a R. We see also that the image 

 differential ideal of R is a differential ideal of 

can prove various properties concerning differential

 homomorphisms and differential isomorphisms. We mention here 

only two of such properties.

 Theorem 4 Let R,  S, f, R' and a be as above. Let  cp 

 canonical differential homomorphism of R onto the  dif-

 esidue ring  RAI. We can define the mapping  f: 

 )  (x  E R) of  R/b onto R', and this mapping  f

 differential isomorphism of R/a onto R' with f = 

The proof is straightforward.

 Theorem 5 Let b and  C be two differential ideals of 

 differential ring R with b  c  c R. Then c/b is a dif-

ideal of the differential residue ring R/b with
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 c/b R/b (see the end of  §2.4), and the differential residue 

ring  (R/b)/(C/b) is canonically differentially isomorphic to 

differential residue ring  R/C.

The proof is straightforward. 

2.6. Contractions and extensions of differential ideals

Let R and S be two differential rings associated with

the same set of derivation operators A =  {Si'  i E Let a 

differential homomorphism f of R into S be given. By 

virtue of the theory of usual rings, we know concepts of cont-

raction and extension of ideals relative to f. That is to 

say, the contraction of an ideal A of S relative to f is 

the ideal Ac =  f-1(A) of R, and the extension of an ideal a 

of R relative to f is the ideal  ae =  (f(a)) of  s;  ae

equals the ideal product Sf(a). Their fundamental properties 

are well known (see  Vol.I of  [13]). Hence proofs of the  fol-

lowing two theorems require only to show that ideals in quetion 

are stable under the set of derivative operators  0, and are 

straightforward.

Theorem 6 Let R, S, A and f be as above.

(a) If A is a differential ideal of  S, then Ac is

a differential ideal of R.

(b) If a is a differential ideal of R, then  ae is

a differential ideal of S. 

    Theorem 7 Let R,  S,  A and f be as above. 

     (a) Let  p be a prime differential ideal of S, Q a
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primary differential ideal of S, and  M a perfect differen-

tial ideal of S. Then  Pc is a prime differential ideal of 

R,  Qc a primary differential ideal of R, and Mc a perfect

differential ideal of R.

(b) If, in particular,  P =  a then  Pc = 

 (c) If  M is the radical ideal of a differential ideal

A of  S, then Mc = 

     Remark For extensions of prime, primary and perfect dif-

ferential ideals of R relative to f, results similar to 

Th.7 are not obtained in general.

    Theorem 8 Let R,  S,  A and f be as above. If  M is 

a perfect differential ideal of  S, and if N is a subset of

S with  f-1(N)  A, then

(1) (M:N)c  c  Mc:f-1(N).

If, moreover, N c f(R), the inclusion (1) is replaced by the 

equality.

     By Th.7 and by Th.3 of §2.4, both sides of (1) are per-

fect differential ideals of R. The proof of Th.8 is straight-

forward.

     In general, (1) is a proper inclusion as we see in the 

following example.

     Example Let K be a differential field associated with 

a single derivation  6, and X, Y differential indeterminates

over K. Set R = K{X}, S =  K{X,Y},  M =  IX]s and N =  {0,Y}.
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If f is the canonical embedding of R into S, then M:N

=  M.  (M:N)c =  [X]  R, f-1 (N) =  001 and  mc:f-1(N) = R.

Now, return to differential rings R, S with the same

set of derivation operators  A =  {(Sil i  E  I} and the diffe-

rential homomorphism f as in the beginning of this section. 

Relative to f, let (C) be the set of contractions to R of 

ideals of S, (E) the set of extensions to S of ideals of

R, (C)A the set of contractions to R of differential ideals 

of S, and (E)Athe set of extensions to S of differential 

                                                   (A ideals of R. It  is known that the mapping AcAce(A14- be-

ing ideals of S) of (C) into (E) and the mapping  ae •4- 

aec  (a being ideals of R) of (E) into (C) are bijections,

and that either one is the inverse of the other (see  Vol.I of 

 [13]).

Theorem 9 Let R,  S, A and f be as above. 

(a) Every differential ideal contained in (C) is an

element of (C)A, and every differential ideal contained in 

 (E) is an element of (E)A.

     (b) The mapping Ac  0.  Ace                                   (A being differential ideals 

of S) of  (C)A into  (E)A and the mapping ae k.,-aec(a be-

ing differential ideals of R) of (E)A into (C)A are bi-

jections, and either one is the inverse of the other.

     Proof. (a) Let a be a differential ideal contained in 

                                                                        c 

                                                             Ac.  (C). There exists an ideal A of S such that a =A• 

Since aec              Acec = Ac a, and since 0e                                                is a differential
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ideal of S by Th.6, we see that  a  E (C)A. The second asser-

tion of part (a) of our theorem is similarly verified.

     (b) The assertion is clear, because Acec                                                   = Ac                                                                   for 

every differential ideal A of S and aece = e                                                               for every

differential ideal a of R. q.e.d.

     In particular, if R is a differential subring of a dif-

ferential ring S with the set of derivation operators A, 

and if f is the canonical embedding of R into S, we see 

relative to f that Ac  =  A  n  R for every ideal A of S,

and that  Cr =  (a) = Sa for every ideal a of R. We call

A n R and  sa contraction of A to R and extension of a 

to S, respectively, without mentioning f. Correspondingly, 

we use notations (C), (E),  (C)A and  (E)A without mentioning

f. For example, consider the case that  R and S are a dif-

ferential ring R and the differential ring of quotients  M-1R

of R over a multiplicatively stable subset  M of R respec-

tively (see  §2.2).

Theorem 10 Let R and M-1R be as above. 

(a) A differential ideal a of R is contained in (C)A

if and only if  M is prime to  a, that is, if and only if an 

element x  E R is contained in a whenever xs  E a for some 

S E  M.

(b) The set (E)A consists of all differential ideals

of  M1R.

(c) The mapping A Ac (A being differential ideals of
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 M  1R) of the set of differential ideals of M-1into nto (C)
A

is a bijection, and Ace =  A                                  for every differential ideal  A 

of M-1R. This mapping preserves the operation of intersec-

tion and that of taking radical ideal; hence, so does the in-

verse mapping  Ac  A.

 (d) The mapping a  p, ae (a being differential ideals

of R) of the set of differential ideals of R into the set

of differential ideals of  M-1R is surjective. This mapping

preserves the operation of finite intersection and that of 

taking radical ideal.

     (e) For a differential ideal a of R, ae  #  M-1R if 

and only if a is disjoint to M.

     (f) Let q be a primary differential ideal of R that 

is disjoint to M, and set  p =  ICI. Then we see as follows: 

(i) p is disjoint to M. 

(ii) Both p and q are contained in (C)A'and they con-

tain the differential ideal  n =  iz E  RI sz = 0 for some s

 E  MT.

(iii) qe is a primary differential ideal of  M1R and  pe 

-fe-7- -q•

Proof. (a) A differential ideal a of R is contain-

ed in (C)A if and only if aec = a. Since  aec =  ix E RI xs 

 E a for some s  E M}, the assertion of part (a) of our theo-

rem is true.

(b) It is known that (E) consists of all ideals of 
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 M1R. Therefore, by part (a) of Th.9, the assertion of part

(b) of our theorem holds true.

     (c) The first half of part (c) of our theorem is obvi-

ous by part (b) of Th.9 and by part (b) of our theorem. 

Llet.      A](j E J) be any set of differential ideals of  M-1R. 

Then, by  (b), there exists a set of differential ideals  02. 

(j  E J) of R such that  A =  a (j  E  J). We see that

  n.A.=n.ae(n.ae)c= n.aec=n.Ac.   3EJ33 EJ33EJ33EJ3jEJj 

Similarly, for any differential ideal A of  M1R, we see 

that A =  be for some differential ideal a of R and that 

   ,/017e7  (vEl)c  ^p.                                      The remaining assertion of

part (c) of our theorem is obvious.

     (d) The first half of part (d) of our theorem is obvi-

ous by (b). Let a and b be two differential ideals of R. 

Then  be =  {a/sl a E  a,  s  E  M}, be =  {b/s1 b  E  b, s  E  M} and 

 (anb)e =  {c/s1 c  e  anb, s  E  M}. Therefore, it is easy to  verify 

that  (anb)  e =  aenbe.                          Similarly, we see that  (vd)e =

Proofs of (e) and (f) are straightforward. 

2.7. Separably algebraic extension fields of a differen-

tial field

Let K be a differential field with the set of deriva-

tion operators  A =  {di' i  E I}, Ka an algebraic closure of 

the field K, and  K
s the separably algebraic closure of K 

 inKa.Weknowby§1.7thateach(S.EA can be uniquely 

extended to a derivation of  K
s which is denoted by the same
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letter  (S., and that extension derivations  6. (i  E I) commute 

mutually. Thus the field  Ks with the set of these extension 

derivationsA=ICS ili  Ehas a unique structure of a dif-

ferential extension field of K. Moreover, we know also by 

§1.7 that every intermediate field L between K and  Ks is

stable under these extension derivations  6.  (i  e  I), and that

L can be uniquely regarded as an intermediate differential

field between K and  Ks

Let C and Csbe fields of constants of differential

fields K and  K
s  respectively. We see by  Cor©2 to Th.2 of 

§1.7 that  C
s is the separably algebraic closure of C in 

K.

2.8. Inseparably algebraic extension fields of a  diffe-

rential field

     Let  K . be a differential field, Ka an algebraic closure 

of the field K, and  Ks the separably algebraic closure of 

K in K
a which aquires a uniquely determined structure of a

differential extension field of K (see  §2.7). We denote by

A  ={6.1i  E the set of derivation operators of K and 

 K. In the present section, we inquire how far we can extend

the differential field structure of  Ks to  K.

Let x be an element of  Ka. By Th.3 of §1.8 and  Rem.l

and Rem.2 to this theorem, we see the following results:

 (i)Every(S.EA can be extended to x if and only if

the condition
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(1)  S.  (xp(e)) = 0 (i  E I, 0 < X <  p(e))

is satisfied for some element e  E N with  xp(e)  E  K. This

condition is equivalent to the condition 

(1')  Six(xP(e)) = 0 (i  E  I, X  E N with X  , 0 (mod p(e)).

     (ii) When (1) is satisfied, setting  E =  xP(e), the 

subfield K= K()1p(-e)1 i E I,V E N) of K     s
,xs(cSi,vp(e)a 

has extension derivation  Si =ivI v  E N) (i  E I) of  Si = 

 (6ivI  V  E N) (i  E I) respectively. Extension derivations  Si 

 (i  E I) are uniquely defined by formulas 

(2)  V  y = (S. (YP(e)))P(-e) (i E I,V  E N.y  E  K  ).  iv 1
,vp(e) s,x

The field K                   and derivations  (5! (i  E I) are defined in-
S,X  1

dependent of e  E N with  xP(e)  E  Ks. 
     (iii) If i,j  E I and i j, then  Si commutes  With

 J 

     (iv) Denoting  Si (i  E I) by the same letters  Si (i  E

I) as the given derivations of K, we get Ks,x=Ks(S.  xI  iv 

 i  E I,  v  E  N), and Ks
,x aquires the structure of a differen-

tial extension field of K. This K is the smallest  dif-                                                       s
,x

ferential extension field of K containing x. 

     Now, in a manner similar to the proof of Th.4 of  §1.8, we

can prove that the set of all those elements of x  E Ka such 

that every one of the given derivations  Si (i  E I) of K 

can be extended to x is the largest differential extension 

field of K in K . This differential extension field of K
a 
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is called differential closure of K in  Ka, and denoted by 

KA. Let C, Cs and Ca be fields of constants of K, Ks 

and KA respectively. It is easy to see that the field of 

constants of KA is the algebraic closure Ca of C in Ka, 

and that the field of constants of  Ks is the separably alge-

braic closure C
sof C in Ca.

The results above are due to [8] and [11]. 

Example Let U be an indeterminate over an imperfect

field  K0, and K =  Ko(U) the field generated by U over  KS.

Consider the ordinary differential field K associated with 

the formal differentiation d of K relative to U (see 

 Examp.l of §1.8). The set of derivation operators A con-

sists of a single element d. Denote by C the field of 

constants K0of the differential field K. Let Ka be an 

algebraic closure of K,  Ks the separably algebraic closure 

of K in K
a, and KA the differential closure of K in Ka. 

We saw in  Examp.1 of §1.8 that KA =  Ks(Ca), where Ca denotes 

the algebraic closure of C in  Ka. Since C is supposed to 

be imperfect, the separably algebraic closure  C
s of C in 

Ca differs from Ca, and KA Ks.

Generalizing the above, associate to the field K the

derivation  d for any K  E  N, constructed from d by

 Prop.l of §1.3. Then we get a differential field K with the 

set of derivation operators A consisting of a single element

 d. For this differential field K, the field of constants
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is C = K0as well, but we can prove that KA = KsP(-K)(C

The proof of the last equality is similar to the proof of 

corresponding equality in  Examp.l of §1.8, but it is more 

complicated.

2.9. The field of constants of a differential field

 a). 

the

     Theorem 11 If a field K has a differential field struc-

ture with the field of constants C. Then K is regular over 

C, that is, K is separable over C and C is algebraically 

closed in K.

Proof. Let the set of derivation operators of K be  A

=  {6i1  1  E

     At first, we prove that C is algebraically closed in K. 

Let z be an element of K that is algebraic over C.

     Case I: z is separably algebraic over C. By induction 

on v, we can prove by part (b) of Th.2 of §1.7 that  Sivz

= 0 (i  E  I,  V  E  N-{0}), so that z  e C .

     Case II: z is inseparably algebraic over C. Since C 

is known by Case I to be separably algebraically closed in K, 

there exists e  E  N-{0} with  zP(e)  E C. By (4) of §1.4,

we see that

 (6ivz)P(e)i
,vp(e)(zP(e)) = 0 (i  e I. V  E 11-01),

so that z  E C.

     Now, it suffices to show that  Cp(-1)                                             and K are linear-

ly disjoint over C, or equivalently, that C and  KP are
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linearly disjoint over  C. Assume the contrary, namely,

assume that there exists a finite family of elements of C 

which is linearly independent over  CP, but which is linearly 

dependent over  K. Let (c1"cn) be such a family that

consists of least number of elements of C. There exist z
1'

 z
n  E K, not all zero, satisfying 

(1) Ej=1cjzjP = 0. 

Suppose, as we may, that  zn = 1. Then  zl,  zn-1 are

not all contained in C. Therefore, suppose, as we may also,

that z1/ C, so that there exist i E I and  ve N-{0} 

with S. z110.Take these i and v,and apply 8. ,vpto Iv

(1). Then we get

 0 = E1*1c6.(z.P)=z.)P. 
     j=1jI,vpj=1jlyj' 

This contradicts the minimal property of the family  (c1,..., 

 c n).  q.e.d.

     The converse of  Th.11 is not true in general. Namely, a 

field K may be regular over a subfield C although we can 

never introduce in K any differential field structure for 

which C is the field of constants.

     Example Let  7 be the prime field of characteristic  p, 

and X an indeterminate over  7, and consider the field K =

 IT(X,  XP(-1),  XP(-2),  ...). This field K is clearly regular

over  Tr. Since K is a perfect field, there exists no deri-

vation of K other than the trivial one.
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The converse of Th.11 is true under some extra condition. 

Proposition 4 If a fielf K is separably generated over

a subfield C (that is, if K has a finite or infinite sepa-

rating transcendence basis over  C), and if C is algebraical-

ly closed in K, then we can introduce in K a differential 

field structure for which C is the field of constants.

     Proof. Let  {U,I j  E  J} be a separating transcendence 

basis of K over C, and set K1 =  C(Uj j  E J). For each j 

 e J, let Dj be the formal differentiation of K1relative 

to  Uj. Associating  A =  0j1  j  e  J} to  K1, K1 is a dif-

ferential field with the field of constants C (see Examp.3 of 

§2.1). Since K is separably algebraic over  K1, K has a 

unique differential extension field structure of  K1, and it 

is straightforward to show that the field of constants of K 

is C (see the end of §2.7).

     Proposition 5 Let C be a subfield of a field K. Then 

K is regular over C if and only if we can introduce in each 

subfield of K that is finitely generated over C a differen-

tial field structure for which C is the field of constants.

The proof is straightforward. 

Corollary Let K be a finitely generated extension field

of a field C. Then K is regular over C if and only if we 

can introduce in K a differential field structure for which 

C is the field of constants. (cf. [6] and [9].)
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3.1. Perfect and prime differential ideals  

Throughout this section, let R be a differential ring

 with  the  set  of  derivation  operators  4  =  {Si~  i  E  I/ and the

set of derivative operators  O.

     At first, we give here a lemma and a proposition  concern-

ing general differential ideals of  R.

     Lemma  1 Let a be a differential ideal of R, and s,x 

 E R with sx E  a. Then, for each  0  E  e, there exists m  E N 

such that sm•Ox  E a.

Proof. It suffices to suppose that  e is of the form  6

  6i(1)
,v(1)°°°6i(r),v(r)1where rN-{0} and  i(1),...,i(r) 

= are distinct elements of I and  V(1)/...,V(r)  E  N-{0}m

We begin with the case of r = 1 and prove the formula

(1) sv(1)+11(1)
,v(1)x Ea

by induction on  v(1).

     Sincei(1)
,1s-x + s-cSi(1),1x =i(1),1(sx) E a, we get 

                  2 .6                                    and consequently ,s2Si(1)
,1x  E i(1),1s.sx + six  E a                      (1),l'

a. Thus the case of  v(1) = I of the formula (1) holds 

true. In case  v(1) > 1, we see that 

 v(1),s-S.x+ S.s.S.    1(1) 
,v (1)a=11(1),a1(1) ,v(1)-ax

 =i(1)
,v(1)(sx)E a, 
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so that

sv(1)+1x +v(1)S.a-1 sv(1)-a+1  6.     is-s(1)
,v(1) a=1 1(1),a 1(1),v(1)-ax

is contained in a. Therefore, we get by induction assumption

S v(1)+1s.  E a.

Now, the formula

(2) s(v(1)+1)...(v(r)+1)6                             i(1) 
,v (1) • "(5i(r),v(r)x € a

                                               (r E  N-{0}) 

can be easily proved by (1).

     Definition If  C is an ideal of a ring  R0 and S a 

nonempty subset of R0, then  C:S denotes the set of all 

those elements x of  R0 such that xs  E  C for some power

product s of elements of S. This set is clealy an ideal of 

R0.  0

     Proposition 1 If a is a differential ideal of R, and 

if S is a nonempty subset of R, then  0:Sc° is a differen-

tial ideal of R.

Proof. We have only to verify thatci:Scois stable under

the operator domain  O. Let x be an element of  cl:S  , and 

take a power product s of elements of S with xs  E a. For 

any 0  e 0, we see by  Lem.l that  sm•ex  E a for some m  E  N/

so that  ex  E  a:S  .

     Remark 1 Let M be the  set consisting of 1 and all power 

products of elements of S of Prop.l. If  M is a multiplica-
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tively stable subset of R in the sense of §1.6, then it is 

easily verified that CI:S = aec, the contraction and the ex-

tension being taken relative to the canonical embedding of R 

into  M-1R. Therefore, in this case, the assertion of  Prop.l

is a consequence of Th.6 of §2.6.

     Lemma 2 Let m be a perfect differential ideal of R 

and x,y  E R with xy  E  M. Then  8x•6'y  E  M for any two 

derivative operators  e,e.  E  O.

     Proof. Owing to  •em.1, there exists m  E N such that 

xm-6'y  E  m, so that  x-O'y  E  M. Similarly, we get  ex•6'y  E  M.

     Remark 2 The property stated in Lem.2 is not necessarily 

true for general differential ideals. For example, Let K be 

a differential field with a single derivation  6, and K{X} 

the differential polynomial ring in a single differential inde-

terminate X over K; consider the differential ideal  [XP] = 

 ((6X)P1  v  e  N), then  XP  E  [XP], but  XP-161X /  [XP].

     Theorem  1 Let a be a differential ideal of R with a 

  R, and  M a multiplicatively stable subset (see §1.6) of R 

not intersecting a. Then there exists a prime differential 

ideal of R containing  a but not intersecting  M.

    Proof. Set m =  Vd in R. Then m is a perfect diffe-

rential ideal of R not intersecting  M (see Th.2 of  §2.4). 

Consider the set of all those perfect differential ideals of R 

that contain  a but not intersect  M. This set is clearly in-
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ductive relative to the inclusion order. Let p be a maximal 

element of the set. We can show that p must be a prime ideal

of R.

     Assume that there exist elements x,y  E R such that x  / 

 p,  y  i p, xy  E p. By the maximal property of p, bothiT15-21r 

and  ^[p,y] intersect  M. Take  mi,m2  E  M with  ml  E  i[P,X], 

 m2  E  /[p,y]. Then, for some r,s  E  N-01, we get

 m1= a + E0(1) EOue(1)                           .0(1)x,  m2s = b  +6(2)E0v0(2).8(2)y, 

where a,b  E p and where  ue(1),v0(2)  E R all zeros except a 

finite number. Hence we see by Lem.2 that mlrm2s  E p (a  con-

tradiction).

     Corollary  1 Let  m be a perfect differential ideal of R 

with m R.

      (a) If an element u  E  R-M is given, there exists a 

prime differential ideal of R containing  m but not contain-

ing u.

     (b)  m is the intersection of some family of prime diffe-

rential ideals of R.

Proof. Part (a) is a particular case of  Th.l where a

=  m and  M =  {l, u, u2,  ...}. Part (b) is an immediate con-

sequence of part  (a).

     Corollary 2 Let R' be a differential extension ring of 

R. If a prime differential ideal p of R satisfies the con-

dition  (p)R, n R = p, there exists a prime differential ideal 

p' of R' such that p' n R = p.
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     Proof. Set  M = R - p. Then  M is a multiplicatively 

stable subset of R' and  (p)R, n M = 0. Hence, by  Th.l, 

there exists a prime differential ideal p' of R', containing 

 (p)R, but not intersecting  M. We see at once that p' n R =

 P•

3.2. Condition of Noether  

Let R be a differential ring with the set of derivation

 OperatorsA=f6.1i  E and the set of derivative operators

 O. Let a be an ideal (respectively, a differential ideal, 

respectively, perfect differential ideal) of R. If there 

exists a finite family of elements  al, , ar of a such 

that a =  (a1,...,ar) (respectively,  a =  [al,...,ar], respec-

tively, a  ^[al,...,a r] ), the family  al, ar is called

ideal-basis (respectively, differential-ideal-basis, respecti-

vely, perfect-differential-ideal-basis) of  a. It is well

known that the following conditions  1°, 2°, 3° are mutually 

equivalent and called condition of Noether for ideals of R: 

1° Every ideal of R has an ideal-basis. 

2° Every strictly ascending chain of ideals of R is finite. 

3° Every nonempty set of ideals of R has a maximal element. 

We see that, if the word " ideal" is replaced by "differential 

ideal" (respectively, "perfect differential ideal") in 1°, 2°, 

 3°, we obtain also three mutually equivalent conditions. 

These conditions are called condition of Noether for differen-

tial ideals (respectively, perfect differential ideals) of R.
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     Henceforth in this section, let R be particularly the 

differential polynomial ring in a set of differential indeter-

minates  {x,1 j  E  J} over a differential field K0with the 

set of derivation operators  A =  {6iI i  E  I} and the set of

derivative operators 0.

     In the theory of differential algebras relative to deri-

vations of rank 1, it is a fundamental fact that, when both  I 

and J are finite, R satisfies the condition of Noether for

perfect differential ideals if and only if  K0 is "differen-

tially quasi-perfect", although it does not satisfy the condi-

tion of Noether for differential ideals, hence also for ideals 

(see Cor.2 to Th.1 of Chap.III of [4]). Since we are consi-

dering exclusively differential algebras of nonzero characte-

ristic p relative to iterative derivations of rank  00, R 

has never such a property.

     Example Let m, n be any two positive integers, and con-

sider R in the particular case that I = ...  ,m} and J 

=  {l,  ,n}. Then we see by  Lem.l of  §1.2 that differential 

ideals  ph  sipxj,...,  6i
,p(h)xil i  E  I,  j  E  J] (h  E 

N) of R are prime, and that  Ph  c  Ph+1'  Ph  Ph+1 (h  E N). 

Thus, for any differential field  K0, R does not satisfy the

condition of Noether for perfect differential ideals (hence 

also for differential ideals and for  ideals).

    Now, let a be a differential ideal of R with a R, 

and  (1) the canonical differential homomorphism of R onto
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the differential residue ring R/a. If, among  exi (j  E J,  0  E 

0), there exist finitely many  01Xj(1),...,OnXi(n) with  el, 

 ...,e
n  E 0 and  j(1),...,j(n)  E J such that

 flexj)  E cp(K0)[061Xj(1)),...,(1)(0nxi(n))] (j  E  J,  0 E  0),

then R/a satisfies clearly the condition of Noether for 

ideals (hence also for differential ideals and for perfect dif-

ferential  ideals). Since there are important differential 

rings which are differentially isomorphic to such differential 

residue rings, we shall observe briefly, in the next section, 

differential rings satisfying the condition of Noether for 

 ideals.

 3.3. Differential rings satisfying the condition of

Noether for ideals

     Let R be a differential ring satisfying the condition 

of Noether for  ideals. It is well known that every differen-

tial ideal  a of R can be represented as finite irredundant 

intersection of primary ideals of R (these primary ideals 

belong to distinct prime ideals, and each one of them does not 

contain the intersection of the  others).

     Proposition 2 Let  a be a differential ideal of a dif-

ferential ring R satisfying the condition of Noether for 

ideals. If a =  q1  n  n  qr is a decomposition of  a as 

finite irredundant intersection of primary components q1, 

 ,  qr in R, then every isolated primary component is a

differential ideal.
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    Proof. Set  pl =  ,  pr =  140T. Let  (la be any 

isolated primary component of  a. Then  pa does not contain 

any one of  pp (1  �  6  � r,  S  a), and we can take elements 

 s (1  � r,  a) such that  s  E  p and  s  /  pa (1  � 

 � r,  a). Set s = 11 
ctsthen a:s = qa. Therefore, 

                                                       by Prop.1 of  §3.1,  pa is a differential ideal. q.e.d.

     In Prop.2, embedded primary components of a may be non-

differential ideal as we show in the following example.

     Example Let  Ko be a differential field of characte-

ristic 2 with a single trivial derivation  S, and  K0lX1 the 

differential polynomial ring in a single differential indeter-

minate X over K0.                         Consider the prime differential ideal  P 

=  (S2X,  S3X, ...) of K000and the differential residue 

ring  RD =  K0{X}/P =  K0{x} =  K0[x,  Six], where x denotes the 

residue class of X mod  P. Then  RD satisfies obviously the 

condition of Noether for ideals. Now, the ideal  qo = (x, 

(61x)2) of  RD is a primary nondifferential ideal for the 

prime differential ideal  p0 =  (x,  Six) of  R0, and the ideal 

 pl =  (Six) of  RD is a prime differential ideal, and the 

ideal a =  go n  pl =  (xSix,  (S1x)2) of  RD is a differential

ideal.

     Remark 1 Concerning Prop.2, it is not known for us so 

far whether every differential ideal a of R can be written 

as finite irredundant intersection of primary differential 

ideals of R. In the preceding example, the ideal a =  qo  n  p1
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can be decomposed as an irredundant intersection a = p02 n  pl 

of primary differential ideals.

     Corollary If R is as in Prop.2, every perfect diffe-

rential ideal m of R with m R admits a unique decompo-

sition as finite irredundant intersection of prime differen-

tial ideals of R.

     Proof. It is known that m can be uniquely written as 

finite irredundant intersection of prime ideals of R. It is 

clear by Prop.2 that these prime ideals are prime differential 

ideals.  q.e.d.

     The prime differential ideal of R stated in the preced-

ing corollary are called prime differential components of m

 in R.

     Remark 2 The set of perfect differential ideals of the 

differential ring R satisfying the condition of Noether for 

ideals is a  "Noetherian perfect conservative  system" in the 

sense of  §§7-9 of  Chap.O of [4]. Therefore, the corollary 

above is a particular case of  Th.l of §9  loc. cit.

Let R be as above, M a multiplicatively stable subset

of R, and  M-1R the differential ring of quotients of R 

over  M. Since every ideal of  M-1R is the extension of an

ideal of R to M-1R (see §10 of Chap.IV of  Vol.I of [13]),

 M1R satisfies the condition of Noether for ideals. 

     Proposition 3 Let R,  M and M-1R be as above. and M -R be as above. Let m 
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be a perfect differential ideal of R with m R, and m = 

 pin...n  pr the representation as finite irredundant intersec-

tion of prime differential ideals  pl,  ,  pr of R. Renum- 

bering pj (1 s j <_ r) if necessary, suppose that pjnM 0 

(1  � j  � s) andPinM # 0  (s+1sj� r), where s may be 0 

or r. If  Me,  ple,  ,  pre be extensions of  m,  pl,  , 

 pr to  M1R, respectively, then  pie,  ,  pse                                                          are the prime 

differential components of me in  m-1R.

     The proof is immediate (see  Th.10 of  §2.6, and [11]  loc. 

 cit.).

3.4. Differential polynomial rings  

Let K be a differential field with the set of deriva-

tion operators  A  =  {Si! i  E and the set of derivative 

 operatorse,X.(j  E J) differential indeterminates over K, 

 andR=K{X.Ij E  J} the differential polynomial ring in  X.

(j  E J) over K. Elements of R are denoted by notations

 such  as  P j Let  (x)  =7j  E J) be a

family of elements of some differential extension field L of 

K with the same set of indices J as above. Since each ele-

ment P(X) of R is a polynomial over K in derivatives

 exj (0  E  8) of  X.  (j  E  J)  , if we replace 0X.
7of  P(X) by 

 Ox for all j  E J and for all  0  E  0, we get an element of 

L which is denoted by P(x) =  P(x/ j  E J). The mapping 

 (1)(x):  P(X)  P(x)  (P(X) running through R) is a differential
homomorphism of R into L, and it is called substitution of
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(x) for (X)  :

(1) cp(x)(6(.0(P(X))) =  6 (v)(v)(x) (P(x)) =  6(q (P(X)))

 (P(X) E R,  (V) E N(I) ). 

Let S =  {Pa(X)I  a E  E} be a subset of R. If  P0(x) = 0

for all  a  E  E,  (x) is called zero of the system S of dif-

ferential polynomials, or solutuion of the system  {Pa(x) =  01 

a E  E} of differential equations, and we say that S vanish-

es at  (x). Any differential equation of the form above is 

called algebraic differential equation over K.

     Theorem 2 Let p be a prime differential ideal of the 

differential polynomial ring R. Then there exists a zero 

= (E;Ijof p such that 

(2) p =  {P(X)ER  PO =  0}, 

where  j (j  E J) are taken from some differential extension

field of  K.

     Proof. Let  R = R/p be the differential residue ring of 

R modulo p, and  cp the canonical differential homomorphism 

of R onto  R. Since  p induces a differential isomorphism 

of K onto  cp(K), we identify each element a of K with 

the image  fla). Then the differential field of quotients 

 Q(1) of  R is a differential extension field of K. If we

 setE.=q)(X.)(jELT),  E J) satisfies clearly

the condition  (2). q.e.d.

The zero  () stated in Th.2 is called generic zero of 
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 p. If  (E) and  (E') are two generic zeros of p, then we 

get canonically differential isomorphism over K of  K<E> 

onto  K<E1>.

 Let.00=(XM  E J) be as above. We use the notstion 

 P(x)/K in the sense of  P(x)/K =  {P(X)ERI P(x) =  ()T. This 

 P(x)/K is a prime differential ideal of R, and is called 

defining differential ideal of (x) over K; (x) is a gene-

ric zero of  n  -(x)/K* For example, if p and () are as in 

Th.2,  we  see  that  p  =  P(E)/K-

Theorem  3  Let  S  be  a  subset of the differential  poly-

nomial ring R = K{Xi j E J} over the differential field K, 

arld(x)=(2              x
iIj  E J) a family of elements of some differen- 

tial extension field of K. Then (x) is a zero of S if 

and only if it is a zero of m =  i[S]R.

The proof is straightforward by means of (1). 

Theorem 4 Let R be as above. If a subset S of R

has no zero, then  ^[S]R = R. 

     Proof. Set  m =  ^[S]R and assume that m R. By  Cor.1

to  Th.l of §3.1, there exists a prime differential ideal p 

containing m. Then the generic zero of p whose existence 

is asserted in Th.2 is a zero of  S, contradicting the hypo-

thesis.

     Corollary (Analogy of the  "Nullstellensatz" of Hilbert-

Netto) Let R be as above, and let S be a subset of R.
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Set  m =  ^[SIR , then m is the set of all those elements of 

R that vanish at every zero of S.

     Proof. It suffices to suppose that there exists a nonzero 

element P(X) of R that vanishes at every zero of S and to 

show that P(X) E  M.

Take a differential indeterminate Y over R, and set R'

=  K{X„  Yj j  E  J}. Now, consider the subset 

(3)  {A(X)  , 1  -  YP(X)I A  E  S} 

of R'. Since P(X) vanishes at every zero of S, the set 

(3) has no zero.  Therefore, by Th.4, the perfect differential 

ideal generated in R' by the set (3) must contain 1, and we 

see that 1 is contained in  [S, 1 -YP]R,so that 

                " (4) 1 =AEs
,eEoQ6,A(X,Y)6(A(X))

          + I0eSe(XY)6(1 YP(X)), 

        E where  Qe
,A(X,Y),  Se(X,Y) are suitably chosen in R'. Let K'

be the differential field of quotients of  R°. For each  (v)  E

„,(I) N 
, set T(v)(X) =(v)(1/P(X))  e  K'. We see easily that

 T(v)(X) can be written in the form

 T(X)  =B,B(v)   (v)(V) (X)/P(X)E R,  e((v))  E  N-{C)}. 

Since (4) contains effectively only a finite number of terms, 

regard it as a relation among differential polynomials in Y 

over K', and substitute T(v)(X) in place ofcS(v)Y for all

       (I)m  (V)  EN . The result of the substitution in the part
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0(1 - YP(X)) is equal to 0(1 - (1/P(X))P(X)) = 0 for every 

  E  0 (see  (1)), we get

1 = E (D (X)/P(X)f(0,A)      A
ES,0E0 8,A  )-8(A(X)),

D8
,A(X)  E R, f(0,A)  E N.

Therefore, taking a sufficiently large integer s, we see that

 P(X)-  E  [S]R , so  that  P(X)  E  M.

3.5. Linear differential polynomials  

Let K be a differential field with the set of deriva-

tion operators A  =  {(Sil i  E and the set of derivative  ope-

rators0,andR=K{X.Ij  E J} the differential polynomial

ring in differential indeterminates  X. (j  E J) over K. If

 A(X)  is  a  linear  combination  of  1  and  8Xj  (j  E J,  0  E  0) 

over K, A(X) is called linear differential polynomial in  X.

(j  E J) over K, and A(X) = 0 is called linear differential

equation in  X. (j  E J) over K.

     Let a set S =  {Acy(X)!  a  E  E} of linear differential 

polynomials be given, and let  m, be the K-submodule of R 

generated by  OS =  feTi6(X)1  c  E  E,  0  E  0/. This K-submodule 

 mS is called differential K-module generated by S in R. 

We see that ems =  ms and that  [S]  =  (ms) in R.

 Theorern5LetK,A,@,X.(j  E  J), R, S and  mS be as 

above. Then  /IS]  =  [S]  =  (Ms). This ideal is a prime diffe-

rential ideal of R if m,
3does not contain 1.

Proof. Suppose that  ms does not contain 1. Then there
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exists a subset D1 of the set D =  {exj1 j  E J,  e  E  e} such

that no nonzero linear combination over K of 1 and elements

of D1 is contained in m,
3. Consider the collection of all 

such subsets as  D It is clearly inductive under the inclu-

sion order. Let  D' =  {D' T  E  T} be a maximal element of the 

collection, and  D" =  w  E  01 the complement of  D' in 

 D. The maximal property of  D' implies that, for each element 

D" of  D", an element Aw = D" - (a wTE_aWTD') ofm,                               T T 

with  a
w  c K and  aWT  E K is uniquely determined, so that  MS

consists of all the linear combinations of A (w  E Q) over

 K. Therefore, the ideal (ms) is generated by  A
w  (W  E  0),

and, as we saw already, it is a differential ideal which is 

equal to  [S].

    It remains to show that the ideal  (ms) is prime. If 

P(X) is an element of R, it is a polynomial in  D° (T  E T)

and D"  (W  E Q) over K, and we see that P(X) is contained 

in (Ms) if and only if P(X) vanishes by substitution D" 

   a
w + ETETaWTD' (w  E  Q). This shows that (M) R, and  TS 

that (MS) is a prime ideal of R. q.e.d.

    Corollary 1 Under the hypothesis of Th.5, the prime diffe-

rential ideal  [S] is the set of all those elements of R 

that vanish at every zero of  S.

This is an immediate consequence of Cor. to Th.4 of §3.4. 

Concerning Th.5, suppose that 1  /  m5. Then, by Th.2 of
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 §3.4,  S has a zero (x) in some differential extension field 

 LofK.SupposeaswemaythatXj(j  E  J) are still dif-

ferential  indeterminates over L. Set  )( =Xj-xj(j  E  J), 

then  XI (j  E  J) are differential indeterminates over L. 

Consider the differential polynomial ring R' =  L{X.!,1 j  E 

in  XI (j  E  J) over L. Then  S is regarded as a set  5' of 

linear combinations of  IDC (j  e  J,  0  E 0) over L and the 

problem of finding zeros of  5 in differential extension 

fields of L is reduced to that of finding zeros of  5' in 

such fields.

     According to this observation, let as take up the parti-

cular case of the consideration of this section, where  S is

 asetoflinearcorribillationsofelx7.(j  E  3,  8  E  0). If A(X) 

 isalinearcombillationofeX.(j  e  J,  8  E 0) over K, it is 

 called  linear  differential  form  in  X.  (j  E J) over K, and

A(X) = 0 is called linear homogeneous differential equation

 E  J) over K.

     Corollar1721JetKIA,01X.3(j  E  J) and R be as 

above. If  S is a set of linear differential forms in  X.

(j  E  3) over K, and if  ms the differential K-module in R 

generated by  S, the ideal  (Ms) =  [Si =  ^[S] is a prime dif-

ferential ideal of R. If  (E) is a generic zero of  [Si, 

the differential field  K<E> is purely transcendental over K.

     Proof. Since 1  /  Ms, we see by Th.5 that the first as-

sertion of our corollary holds true. Similarly as in the
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proof of Th.5, there exists a maximal subset D' =  {DTI T  E T} 

of the set D =  {exI  j  E J,  6  E  el such that no nozero line-

ar combination of elements of D' over K is contained in

 ms. If D" =  w  E  Q} is the complement of D' in  D, 

then, for each element D"
wof D", an elementw = D" - 

E
TETWTD' inMSwithaWT                    ith E K is uniquely determined, and T 

 Ms consists of all the linear combinations of  Aw  (W  E  Q) 

 overICNowfthedifferentialringlilj  E  J} is 

canonically identified with the differential residue ring 

 R/[S]. If  (0 denotes the canonical differential homomorphism 

of R onto  R/[S], and if we set  cP(Wr) =  (T  E  T),(1)(D;') = 
 (W  E  0), then  E" =a (W  E Q) and  K{E} = K[Y         TETWTTT, 

 T  E T,  W  E  Q] =  K[Crl T  E  T]. Since it is easy to show  that 

   (T  E T) are algebraically independent over K, the second

assertion of our corollary is  true. q.e.d.

     The choice of the subset  D' of D in the proof above 

is not unique. But, we can prove that the cardinal number of 

D' is uniquely determined by S. This cardinal number is 

called order of the set  S of linear differential forms.

3.6. Linear dependence over constants

Let K be a differential field with the set of

 operatorsA={6.1i  E  I} and the set of derivative 

0, and  xl, ,  xn finitely many elements of K.

elements 0(1), ... ,  0(n) of 0, we denote by

We(1)
,...,0(n)(x1"xn)  -77-

derivation

 operators 

For any n



the determinant

8(1)xl 6(1)xn

 det(0(j)xlill  s j  � n, 1  s h  � n)  = 

                                     0(n)xl 8(n)xn

    Theorem 6 Let K be as above, and  xl, ,  xn finite-

ly many elements of K. Then  xl,  ,  xn are linearly de-

pendent over the field of constants  Kc if and only if

     W8(1)
,...,e(n)(x1"xn                               ) = 0 (1) 

       for every choice of 0(1), ... ,  0(n) in  e.

Proof. If x1,, xnare linearly dependent over  Kc'

the condition (1) is obviously satisfied. Conversely, we 

prove by induction on n that (1) implies that  xl,  ,  xn 

are linearly dependent over  Kc. Case n = 1 is trivial. In

case n > 1, suppose that (1) is satisfied. If

w0(1)
,...,0(n-1)(xl,xn-1) = 0

for every choice of  8(1), ...,  e(n-1) in  8, then, by induc-

tion assumption,  xl, ,  x
n_l are linearly dependent over 

 Kc, and consequently, so are  xl, ,  x
n. On the contrary,

suppose that

(2)w0(1),...,8(n-1)(x1''xn -1) 0
for some choice of 0(1), ...,  0(n-1) from  8.

Then there exist elements al' , a
n-1 of K such that 

       1 (3) E
h=6(j)xh•ah =  0(j)xn (1  � j  �  n-1).
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Since W           19(1)
,...,0(n-1),6(xl"'"xn)= 0 for every  0  E  0, (3)

implies

(4) Enh=11exh-ah= Oxn  (0E 0). 

Applying 6ii to (4), we get

 n-1  n-1
(5) Eh=1- 6.exhh+  Eh=1Oxh-6.ah= 6.exn(i  E I). 

 Sinceeach6.6(i  E  I) is a multiple of an element of  0 by

a natural number, (4) holds true when 0 is replaced by

 6ile, and this implies Eh =n-1Oxh-6.ah= 0 (i  E  I,  0  E 0); in      1 

particular, we see that

n-1 . E
h=1e(3)xh.s.ah= 0 (i E  I, 1sj  �  n-1),

and by (2) that 

 (6) 6ilah = 0  (i  E 1, 1 h  �  n-1).

It is now easy to prove by induction on  v that

(7)  6. ah= 0 (i I, 1h  �  n-1,  v  E N-t01). 
    iv

     Having established  (7),  al, ,  an ..., are constants, 

and (4) for  6 = 6(0)(the identity operator) shows that 

 x1, ,  xn are linearly dependent over  K. q.e.d.

     In the proof of Th.6, K may be replaced by any differen-

tial subfield or extension field containing  xl, ,  x
n.

Therefore, if the condition (1) is satisfied, we say that 

 xl, ,  xn are linearly dependent over constants. On the 

contrary, if (1) is not satisfied, we see that  x1,  ,  x
n

are never linearly dependent over the field of constants of
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any differential  extensi 

that xl,  ,  xn are

     By the proof of Th.6 

lowing corollaries.

     Corollary  1 Let n 

rential field K with t 

given. If there exist e 

 such  that W
 6(1),..., 

 W.
 3(1),...,6(n-1),

 

,  xn-1 are linearly

is linearly dependent on

     Corollary 2 If L 

a differential field K, 

joint over  KC.

     Let us show an appl 

and R =  K{X} the diffe 

differential indetermina 

linear differential form 

module generated by S 

 to order n (see  §3.5). 

 , 6'(n) of  8 such 

 ei(i)x,  ,  ei(n)x ov 

for each other element

 eux  —h =1awh..e'(h)x of

 on field 

   are linearly

of  K‹x  1""

independent

 ,x >

 

-  n 

over

 , and we 

constants

and the remark above, we get the

say

fol-

elements  xl, ,  xn of a diffe-

the set of derivative operators  0 be 

elements  OW, ,  0(n-1) of  0

        (x.,xn-1) 0 and that ...,8(n-1)1"n-1 

 (x1"xn) = 0 for every  0  E  0, then  x1,

independent over constants, and x
 n

x '  xn -1over constants.

is a differential extension field of

then K and  Lc are linearly dis-

 application of Cor.l. Let K be as above, 

differential polynomial ring in a single

indeterminate X over K. Let  S be a set of

forms of R and  ms the differential K-

in R, and suppose that  S is of fini-

  There exist n elements  8'(1),

that no nonzero linear combination of

over K is contained in  ms, and that,

 6"  (w  E  Q)  of  0,  an  element  A (X)  =

 ms with  awh  E K is uniquely deter-
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mined. Then we obtain the following proposition.

     Proposition 4 The set  S above has n zeros  x11...,x
n 

in some differential extension field of K, which are linearly 

independent over constants, such that, if x is a zero of  5 

in a differential extension field of  K<x                                                     x is li-

nearly dependent on  x1, ,  x n over constants.

     Proof. Let  M,,  0°(1), ,  0°(n) and  A
w(X)  (W  E  Q) 

be as above. Set p =  (m5) in R, then, by Cor.2 to  Th.5 of 

 §3.5, p is a prime differential ideal of R, and it is gene-

rated by  A
w(X) (w  E  0). Now, take n differential indeter-

minates  X1, ... X
n over K, and set  Rj =  K{Xj} (1 j  � 

n), R' =  K{X1,...,X
n}. For each j (1 j n), a differen- 

tialisomorphism(1).
3of R onto  R. over K (that is, 

cb.3(a) = a for all a  E K) is uniquely determined bycp.(X) = 

 X.. Setting p. =  cp.(p) (1  � j  � n), consider the ideal  p' = 

 (pi,...,pn) of  R°. Since p' is the differential ideal of 

R' which is generated by the set of linear differential forms 

u.n1cp.3(S), p' is a prime differential ideal of R' by Cor.2 

to Th.5 of §3.5. Let (x1"x
n) be a generic zero of p'. 

 Then x.7is a zero of p. for each j (1�j� n), hence of 

p and of  S.

   Assume that W0(x
n) = 0. Then                           1(1),...,01(n)1 

w81(1)
,...,0'(n)(Xl''Xn)  E p', and there exist P.(X                                                w31 

Xn)  E R'  (W  E  Q, 1 � j � n) such that

                 ( (8) We,(1)
,...,8,(n)XiXn) 
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= E.n,E
WE„AW(X.)Pw3.(X„...,Xn).  3=1G3

By means of the substitution 81:0Xj Ell2lawh•01(h)Xj (1 s j 

 �  n, w  E  0), we get W,(1)
,...,81(n)(X1,...,Xn) = 0 (a con-

tradiction). Therefore, we see that  140,(1)
,...,e,(n)(xl,..., 

xn)  0.

     If x is a zero of S in a differential extension field 

of  K<xl,...,xn>, then

enx.- Eha wh•0'(h)x.= Aw(x.) = 0 (1�j�n, w  EQ), LO 

 0;:ix -  Ehawil•01(h)x =  Aw(x) = 0 (w  E Q).

This implies that Wel(1)
,...,ei(n),e(xii*xn'x) = 0 for

every e  E  O. Hence,  by  Cor.l to Th.6, x is linearly depen-

dent on  xl, ,  xn over constants. q.e.d.

     This system  (x1,...,xn) of zeros of S with the proper-

ty stated in the preceding Prop. is called fundamental system 

of zeros of S.

3.7. Results about constants  

Formulations and discussions of this section are similar

to results of Kolchin (cf. [3] and  [4]).

Let K be a differential field, and  Cl,  , C
m fini-

tely many indeterminates over the field K. 

    Proposition 5 Let K and  Cl,  , C
m be as above, and

P a linear form (that is, homogeneous polynomial) in  Cl, 

 , Cm over K. Then there exists a finite system of linear
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forms  P1,  ,  Pr in  Cl,  , Cm over  K
c such that, for 

every differential extension field L of K, an m-tuple of 

constants of L is a zero of P if and only if it is a zero 

of  P                 '  Pr'

     Proof. Write P in the form P=Ej-ajPj, where al'                        =1 

 , ar are elements of K linearly independent over Kc 

and  P  ,  Pr are linear forms in C1,Cmover  K. 

                          ' Let  yi,  ym be m constants of L, then, by §3.6, 

 P(y...,ym) = 0 if and only if  Pj(y1,...,y
m) = 0 (1  � j

 r).

    Proposition 6 Let K and  Cl,  , Cm be as above, and 

 M a subset of the ring  K[C1,...,Cm]. Then there exists a 

subset  M' of the ring Kc[C1,...,C
m] such that, for every 

differential extension field L of K, an  m-tuple of  cons-

tants of L is a zero of  M if and only if it is a zero of 

 M'. Furthermore,  M' can be taken so as to be a perfect ideal 

of  K
c[C1,...,Cm].

     Proof. Let a be the ideal of  K[C1,...,C
m] generated 

by  M. Then a has an ideal-basis  Al,  , A
r (see  §3.2). 

Write  A. in the form  A. =  (1  �  5_  r).  where  aWrite  Aj in the form  Aj =  Eh=1jhh  (1  �  j  r),  where  al'  

,  as are elements of K linearly independent over Kc 

and Ajh  E  Kc[C...,Cm] (1  � j  � r, 1  � h  � s). Set  M' = 
{AjhI 1  � j  � r, 1  � h  �  s}. Then, we see similarly as in the 

proof of Prop.5 that an m-tuple of constants of L is a zero 

of  M if and only if it is a zero of  M'. In place of the  M'
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 above,  we  may  denote  by  M'  the  radical  of  the  ideal  (Ajh1  1 

 � j  � r, 1  � h  � s) of  Kc[C1,...,Cm].

     Corollary If L is a differential extension field of a 

differential field K and  yl,  ,  ym finitely many cons-

tants of L, then

trdeg K<yi,...,ym>/K = trdeg Kc<yi,...,ym>/Kc.

Proposition 7 Let L be a differential extension field

of a differential field K. Let H denote the set of all in-

termediate differential fields between K and  K<L
c>, and D

the set of all intermediate fields between K  and  L . Then

the mapping D  r›- K<D> (D  E  D) of D into H  

 c  c 

 and the mapping 

H  Hn(Lc) (H  E H) of H into D are bijective and inverse

to each other. 

    Proof. Let D be any element of D. Since K and L

are linearly disjoint over K
c by Cor.2 to Th.6 of  §3.6, K<D> 

and  Lc are also linearly disjoint over D, hence,  K<D>n(L
c)

= D. Therefore, the former mapping of the assertion of our 

proposition is injective. To establish the remaining part of 

our proposition, let H be any element of H. For each ele-

mentrIEHwemaywriten=EK.
Jc./EK.3d.3                                                        ,whereK.are fi- 

nitely many elements of K linearly independent over  K
c, and 

where c.D,d. E LcJ11                    with EK.d. 0. Since the elementsK. 

 and  icj of H are linearly dependent over constants, they are 

also linearly dependent over  H
e =  Hn(Lc). Hence, there exist 

elements c!,d! E Hn(L
c) not all zero such that ETIK.!  D33
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  EK.o! = 0. Now, it is easy to see thatn= 
 3  3 

 K<Hn(L  )>. This shows that H = K<Hn(L_)>, and

our proposition is completed.

     Corollary If L and  M are differential 

fields of a differential field K with L  M, 

=  K<M >.
 c 

 3.8.. Extensions of the differential field

EK.CVEK.d!  E 

  _

 J 3"  J  J 

the proof of

extension 

then K<L  >nM

of coefficients

     Before we consider the differential case, we must make 

some preparations in the nondifferential case.

     Let K0be a field,Y(A  E A) indeterminates over K0,                                                                                 0, 

and  R0 =  Ko[Yx! A  E A] the ring of polynomials in  Yx  (A  E A) 

over  K0. Let p be a prime ideal of  R0. If a family (y) = 

 (yxl A  E A) of elements of some extension field of  K0 has 

the property p = {P(Y)  E  Rol P(y) =  0}, (y) is called generic

zero of p. For any two generic zeros (y) and (y') of p, 

an isomorphism over  K0 of the field  K0(y) =  Ko(yxl A  E A) 

onto the field K0(y°) = K0(y'l A  E A) with yx1/J1 L(A  E A) 
is determined. The transcendence degree of  K0(y) over  K0

is called dimension of p and it is denoted by dim p. If 

K0(y) is separable (respectivelyregular) over K0, we say 

that p is separable (respectively regular) over  K0; if that 

is the case, we say also that p is K0-separable (respective- 

ly  K0-regular). Moreover, if  K0(y) is separable (respecti-

vely regular) and finitely generated as a field over  K0, p is

called finitely separable (respectively finitely regular) over
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K0.

     More generally, a perfect ideal  m of  R0 is called  K0-

separable if  (Ro/m)P and K0are linearly disjoint over 

 K0

     Lemma 3 Let K0and R0be as above, and  {M I T E T} 

a set of K0-separable perfect ideals of R0totally ordered 

with respect to inclusion order. Set  m = u
TET_111T, then m is 

also K0-separable.

 Proof. It is obvious that  m is a perfect ideal of  R0. 

Let  a
y (y  E  F) be a linear basis of K0over K0. We have 

only to prove that a
y (y  EI') are linearly independent over 

(Ro/m)P. Suppose that Eyei,ayFyP E  MP with FY E  R0 (y  E  r), 

then Ey
el,C1yFyP E MT10-for some T  E T. Since mTis KO- 

separable, we see that FYEMTc m (yel).

    Lemma 4 Let K0and R0be as above,m a K0-separable 

perfect ideal of R0,and  M a nonempty subset of R0. Then 

m:M is also K0-separable.

Proof. Clearly,  m:M is a perfect ideal of  R0. Let  a

(y  E F) be as in the proof of Lem.3. We have to verify that

 ay (y  E F) are linearly independent over  (R0/(m:M))P. Suppo- 

se that Ey ei,UyFy E (m:M)Pwith F E R0(y  E  r). Then 

E
)(El,aYFPPP  E for every P  e  M. Since  m is K0-separa- 

ble, we see that  FP  EM (y  E F, P  E  M), so that  F  E m:M

(y  E  r). q.e.d.
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  Let K0,YX (A E A) and Robe as above,and L0an exten- 

sion field of  Ko. Suppose that  Y  (A  E A) are still inde-

terminates  over L0'and let So= L0[YXI  X  E A] be the ring 

of polynomials in  Yx (A  E A) over L0. For any ideal  a of 

Ro,Loa denotes the extension ideal Soa of a to  so

     Lemma 5 Let K0,YX (A  E A),R0,L0and So be as abo- 

ve, and let p be a prime ideal of  Ro that is finitely  sepa-

rable over  Ko

(a) The ideal Lop of S0can be written in the form of

an irredundant intersection of finitely many prime ideals of 

 So 

(1) L0p =  p1n...nPt 

where  p (1  �  y  s t) are prime ideals of S0and finitely 

separable over L0.For p and Lo, the p
y(1  � yt) are

uniquely determined up to their numbering. Furthermore, we get

 pynR0 = p, dim  py = dim p (1  � y  �  t). 

   (b) Every generic zero of each  p is a generic zero of

 p• 

     (c) Each generic zero of p is a zero of precisely one

of  p (1  s  y  �  t). 

      (d) There exists, independent of L0'an irreducible

polynomial T  over  Ko such that, for every extension field 

L0of K0°the number of prime ideals  P
1 in (1) equals the 

number of irreducible factors into which T splits over  Lo.
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This lemma is a classical result.

Corollary Let  K0,  Yx  (A  E  A),  R0,  L0 and  S0 be as

above. If p is a prime ideal of  R0 that is finitely regu-

lar over K0,then L0p is a prime ideal of S0and finitely 

regular over  L0.

     Proof. The hypothesis implies that T of part (d) of 

Lem.5 remains irreducible over L0. q.e.d.

     Now, we can consider the differential case. Let K be 

a differential field with the set of derivation operators A

 =  {o.!i  E  I} and the set of derivative operators 0, and  X. 

(j  E J) differential indeterminates over K. Set R =  K{X.j

j  E J}. A perfect differential ideal of R is called K-

separable if it is K-separable as a perfect ideal of the ring

of polynomials in  OX. (j  E J, 0  E 0) over K. A prime dif-

ferential ideal of R is called finitely K-separable (respec-

tively K-regular, respectively finitely K-regular) if it is 

finitely K-separable (respectively K-regular, respectively 

finitely K-regular) as a prime ideal of the ring of polyno-

mials  in OX. (j  E  J,  0  E 0) over K. Let L be a  differen-

tial extension field of K. Suppose that X. (j  E J) are 

still differential indeterminates over L, and set S =  L{X.1

j  E  J}. For any differential ideal a of R,  La denotes the 

extension ideal  sa that is known to be a differential ideal 

of S (see Th.6 of  §2.6).
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 Theoren171-JetK,L,X.(j  E  J), R and S be as above.

Let p be a prime differential ideal of R that is finitely 

K-separable.

     (a) The differential ideal  Lp of S can be written in 

the form of an irredundant intersection of finitely many prime 

differential ideals of S  :

(2)  Lp  =  Pin...nPt 

where  p (1  �  y  � t) are prime differential ideals of S and 

finitely separable over L. For p and L, the  P (1  �  y  �

t) are uniquely determined up to their numbering. Further-

more, we get

 p  nR = p, dim  p = dim p (1  �  y  �  t). 

   (b) Every generic zero of each  p is a generic zero of

 D. 

 (c) Each generic zero of p is a zero of precisely one

of  p (1  �  I  �  t) 

      (d) There exists, independent of L, an irreducible dif-

ferential polynomial T over K such that, for every diffe-

rential extension field L of K, the number of prime diffe-

rential ideals  P1 in (2) equals the number of irreducible

factors into which T splits over L.

Proof. Regarding R as the ring of polynomials in the

indeterminates 8X.
](j  E  J,  e  E  0) over the field K, we app- 

ly Lem.5 to the prime ideal p of R. We get the unique de-
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composition (2) of  LD in the form of an irredundant inter-

section of prime ideals pY(1y�t) of S, which are fini-

tely separable over L, and for which

 p  nR  =  p,  dim  p  =  dim  p  (1  �  y  �  t).

Since  Lp is a perfect differential ideal of S and 

 Py =  LD:(ni<,<t iy,yPyi)  (1  � y  �  t),

we see by Th.3 of §2.4 that  Py (1  �  y t) are prime diffe-

rential ideals of S. Thus we have established the assertion 

(a). The other assertions  (b)-(d) are clear by the corres-

ponding assertions of Lem.5. q.e.d.

By Cor. to Lem.5, we get the following corollary to Th.7. 

Corollary Let K, (j  e  J), R, L and S be as above.

If p is a prime differential ideal of R and finitely regu-

lar over K, then  LD is a prime differential ideal of S and 

finitely regular over L.

Remark 1 We shall have occasion to use this remark after-

Wards.LietK,X.3(j E J), R and p be as in Th.7, and let 

 T be a differential automorphism of K. Denote by  pT the

set of all those differential polynomials which are obtained 

from differential polynomials of p by operating T on the 

coefficients. Then pTis clearly a prime differential ideal 

of R. Moreover, we can see that pTis finitely separable 

over K. In fact, let (x) =  (xjl j be a generic zero 

of p and (x') =  (x!I j  E J) that of  p  . For each diffe-
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rential polynomial P(X) of R, let PT(X) be the differen-

tial polynomial of R which is obtained from P(X) by opera-

ting T on the coefficients. It is clear  PT(x1) = 0 if and

only if P(x) = 0. For each pair of differential polynomials 

A(X), B(X) of R with B(x) 0, assign  AT(x')/BT(x1) to

A(x)/B(x). Then a field-isomorphism over K of K<x> onto 

 K<x'> is defined. Since K<x> is finitely separable over K, 

so is  K<x°>.

     Remark 2 In the hypothesis of  Th.7, we can not omit the 

condition that p be finitely separable over K (see the fol-

lowing  example).

     Example Let  ux (A  e N) be indeterminates over the prime 

field  72 of characteristic 2, (K')aan algebraic closure of 

the field  K'= 72X                   (u 1 A E  N), and  6 the trivial derivation of

 (Kg). Let X be a differential indeterminate over the diffe-
a

rential field  (K')a with a single derivation  6,  R' =  K°{X} 

and  S' =  (M)a{X}. Consider the ideal p' of R' which is 

                     3A generated b
y (62(x)X) -  ux (A  E N) and  6vX  (V  E N-{0} 

with  v 2(A) for any A  E  N). For each A E  N, let ux
,1, 

 ux
,2,  ,  ux,3A be all the roots in (K')a of the equation 

U3 U -  uX = 0 . For each element  (k(0),k(1),...)  E  NN with 

1sk(A)  � 3A (A  E N), let p,(k(A))be the ideal of S' which 

is generated by  62(x)X -  ux
,k(x) (A E N) and  (SyX  (v  E  N-{0} 

with  v 2(A) for any A  E  N). Then we can see that p' is 

a prime differential ideal of  R', that  P' a prime
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differential ideal of S' for every such element (k(X)) of 

NN pi as above, that it is impossible to write  (K')ap' in the 

form of a finite irredundant intersection of prime differential 

ideals  ,pit of  S° with  P'ynR° = p' (1  s y  � t).

     Proposition 8 Let K, L,  X, (j  E J), R and S be as in 

Th.7. If p is a prime differential ideal of R which is K-

separable, then  Lp is a perfect differential ideal of S 

with LpnR = p, and it is L-separable. Moreover, if p is 

K-regular,  Lp is a prime differential ideal of S, and it is 

L-regular.

     Proof.  Lp is obviously a differential ideal of S, and 

it is easy to see that LpnR = p. Therefore, our proposition 

is a direct consequence of results of [4] (see Prop.7 and 

 Cor.l to Prop.7 of §12 of  Chap.O of [4]).

     Lemma  6 Let  K,  L,  Xj (j  E J), R and S be as in Th.7. 

Let p be a prime differential ideal of R that is K-sepa-

rable. Then the differential ideal  Lp can be written in the 

form of the intersection of a set of prime differential ideals 

 P of S with  PnR  =  D.

Proof. Take any element A of S -  (RuLp), and let MA

be the smallest multiplicatively stable subset of S contain-

ing A and R - p. We show that  MAnLp =  O.

Each element of MA is written in the form  AkF with  12,

 E N, F E  R-p. If  AS were contained in  Lp for some such  k
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and F as above, then AF would be contained in  Lp by Prop.

8, and we could write AF =  (Eh=1ahQh)F  =  Eh=1ahPh with  Qh 

R,  Ph  E p and with  ah E L linearly independent over K; and 

it would follow that QhF =  Ph'  Qh  E p (1  � h  � n) and A  E  Lp

(a  contradiction).

      Therefore, by  Th.l of §3.1, there exists a prime differen-

tial ideal  PA of S containing  Lp but not intersecting 

 MA. Hence we see that  PAnR = p for any A  E S-(RuLp) and 

that  Lp =  nA
Es—(RuLp)PA°

Theorem 8 Let  K,  L,  X.(jE  J)  , R, S and p be as in

 Th.7. Then there exists a prime differential ideal  p of S 

such that  P is L-separable and PnR = p.

     Proof. If  Lp is prime in S, the assertion of our theo-

rem holds true  by  Prop.8. Therefore, suppose that  Lp is not 

prime in S. Then there exist two elements A, B of S such 

that A  / Lp, B  /  Lp and AB  E  Lp. Let  Px (X  E A) be all the 

prime differential ideals of S with  PAnR = p. Then, by Lem. 

6, we get nXEApX=Lp. Set AA = {X  E  AI A / Po, AB = {X  E A  
1 B  /  PO and A'  =  {A  E  Al A  E  Px, B  E  PO. These are dis-

joint proper subsets of A with AA 0, AB 0 and AAuABuA'

= A. Consider two perfect differential ideals MA = n  ,p, 
                                                              xEA-A 

and M' =  n  B p,. We see that Lp = MArifT. Since A  E  px 
 XeeuAl 

(X  e  ABuA'), we get A  E M' and M' pa(X  E  AA). Therefore, 

we see that  Lp:M' = MA, so that MA is L-separable by Prop.8

and Lem.4. Thus there exists at least one nonempty subset  I'
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of A such that  M =  nx ErPx is L-separable.

     Now, let {M} be the set of all such ideals  M. We can 

see that  {M} is inductive with respect to inclusion order.

In fact, let fMTI T  E  T} be any totally ordered subset of 

fill. SetM =  uTETMT. Since  MnR = p, we see that, for any 
A  E  S-(RuM), there exists a prime differential ideal  pi, of 

S with  [21rilt = p (see the proof of  Lem.6), that

    =n
AES-(Run)PA' 

that p;,'  E  fP21 X  e  Al, so that  M is L-separable by Lem.3. 
Thus  fMl has a maximal element  M°. This ideal is written in 

the form  M° = n P1 for some nonempty subset  A° of A. 
                    XEA- 

If  M° were not prime in S, then, discussing for  M° as we

done for  Lp in the beginning part of the proof of our theo-

rem, we could see that there would exist in  {M} an element

containing  M° properly, contradicting the maximal property 

of  M°. Therefore,  M° is a prime differential ideal of S 

with  enR = p and it is L-separable.
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CHAPTER 4

           Universal Differential Extension Field 

4.1. Definitions  

Let K be a differential field with the set of derivation

operators  A  = i  E  i}, and L a differential extension

field of K. A differential extension field V of L is 

called semiuniversal over L, if, for every n E  N-{01 and 

every  L-separable prime differential ideal p of the  diffe-

rential polynomial ring  L{X1,...,Xr}, there exist elements 

x x of V such that (x) =  (x...,x
n) is a generic 1" n 

zero of p.

Let an algebraic closure Ka of the field K be given.

Let U be a differential extension field of K, and  U an
 a

 algebraic closure of the field U that contains  K
a. We say

that U is universal over K, if U is the differential  clo-

sure of itself in U
a (see §2.8) and semiuniversal over every

finitely generated differential extension field of K in U.

We add here a proposition which is necessary in this chap-

ter.

Proposition 1 Let K be as above. In a differential  ex-

tension field of K, let K j'  E  J1> 

be two independent differential extension fields of K which 

are regular over K. Let X. ,Y., (j  e  J, j'  E J') be diffe-

rential 3  indeterminates over K, and  pm/I<  ,  poluK defining 

 j'  E  17')
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 E MY. I j'  E J'} respectively. Then the dif-

ferential ideal  (pm/K  ,  p(
n)/K) generated by  p(c)/K and 

 p(n)/K in  K{Xj  ,Yj,I j  E J, j'  e  J'} is prime and K-regu-

lar, and it  has  a  generic zero (E7,n7'ljEJ,  j'EJ'), and

 dim(p(E)/K  'p(n)/K) = dim  p(E)/K + dim  p(n)/K.

Proof. Our proposition follows from Cor.2 to Prop.7 of

 §l2 of  Chap.O of  [4]. 

 4.2. Lemmas  

     Lemma  1 Let K be a differential field with the set of

 derivatiorloperatorsA={Sli  E  I}, Ka an algebraic closure 

of the field K, and KA  the differential closure of K in

K  .  If  U  is  a  universal  differential extension field of
a----------A'

then U is a universal differential extension field of K. 

     Proof. By the hypothesis, U is the differential closure

of itself in an algebraic closure Ua of U, where Ua                                                                               is 

taken so as to contain  Ka. Hence we have only to prove that

U is semiuniversal over every finitely generated differential 

extension field L of K in U. Let n  E  N-{0} and p an 

L-separable prime differential ideal of the differential poly-

nomial ring  L{X1,...,Xn} over L. The compositum  L•KA  = 

 KA(L) is a finitely generated differential extension field of 

 K6 in U. By Th.8 of §3.8 applied to  L•KA and L instead

of L and K, there exists a prime differential ideal  P of

the differential polynomial ring  (L•KA){X1,...,X
n} over  L•KA
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such that  P is  L•KA-separable and  lon(L{X1,...,Xn1) =  D. 

Therefore, by the hypothesis,  P has a generic zero (x) =  (xl, 

 ...,xn) with x'xn E U. We see that (x) is a generic

zero of  D.

     Corollary If U is a universal differential extension 

field of a differential field K, then U is also a universal 

differential extension field of any differential subfield K' 

of K.

     This corollary can be proved in a similar way to the proof 

of Lem.l.

Lemma 2 Let H be a differential field, and Ha an al-

gebraic closure of H. Suppose that H is the differential 

closure of itself in H . Then there exists a differential ex-
                            a 

tension field H* of H that satisfies the following condi-

tions: 

1° H* is the differential closure of itself in an algebraic

closure H*a of H*, where H*a is taken so as to contain 

H.

2° H* is semiuniversal over H.

Proof. For each n  E  N—fol, let  E
n be the set of all

H-separable prime differential ideals of the differential poly-

nomial ring  H{X...,Xn} over H. Let  Xnpj (n  E  N-{0}, p E 

 En  ,  j  E  N with 1  �j� n) be differential indeterminates 

over H. Then, for each p  E  fn , a differential isomorphism

(1)
nD over H of H{X1,...,Xn} onto H{Xnpl'''',Xnpn} is de- 
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teriminedbycbnp(C.)=.12 13�                      Xn(1jn), and(1)np(p) is an H-                  3 

separable prime differential ideal of HOCnol,...,Xnpnl. Let

 P be the ideal generated by the set  {cpno(p)1 n  E  N-{o}, p  E

 H  } in the differential polynomial ring R = H{Cnp3.1 n E  N-{0}, 

 pElin  ,jEN with 1  �j� n} over H. We claim that  P

is a prime differential ideal of R.

     Obviously,  P is a differential ideal of R. Let A and 

B be two elements of R with AB  E  P. If we take a suffi-

ciently large integer s, there exists for every integer k 

with 1  �k�s  a  finite set of elements  p(k,1),  p(k,rk) 

of suchthat A and B are contained in the differential 

polynomial ring R' =  HfXko(k ,a)j1 1  s k  �  s, 1  � a  � rk  , 1  � 

j  �  k} over H and that AB is  contained in the ideal  P'  = 

 ((hcp(k,a)(1)(k,a))1 1  � k  �  s, 1  � a  � rk) of R'. Since H 
is the differential closure of itself in H

a  , H-separable 

prime differential ideals  cpkp(k ,a)(p(k,a)) are H-regular. 

Applying  Prop.l of §4.1 inductively, we see that  ID, is a 

prime ideal of R', so that at least one of A and B is con-

tained in  p., whence in  P.

     Let  (xnpj1 n  E  N-{0},  p  En , 1 j  s n) be a generic 

zero of  P. Then, for each n  E  N-{0} and each  p  E  Hn  , 

 (xnpl'...,xnpn) is a generic zero of p. Set H1 = H<x.1                                                        np3 

n  E N—  0 , p  E  IIn , 1  s j n> and take an algebraic closure 

(H1)asuch that (H1)a contains Ha. If we denote by H* 

the differential closure (H1)Aof H1in (H1)a, then H*

satisfies conditions 1° and 2° of our lemma.
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4.3. The existence theorem  

Theorem 1 (The existence theorem) Every differential

field K has a universal differential extension field.

Proof. Let A  =  {S•! i  E  I} be the set of derivation

operators  of K. By  Lem.l of §4.2, we may suppose that K =

KA. Applying Lem.2 of §4.2, we define  Ka (a  E  N-01) induc-

tively by  K1 = K* and  K
a+l  = (Ka)* (a  E  N-{O}). We can 

prove that the differential field U = u K is universal                                           aEN-{0} a

over K.

     Clearly, U is the differential closure of itself in its 

algebraic closure.

      Let L =  K<al,...,a
s> be a finitely generated  differen-

tial extension field of K in U. For a sufficiently large 

 integert,alltheelementsa1,... ,  a
s are in Kt  , whence 

L c  Kt. Let n  E  N-101 and p an L-separable prime diffe-

rential ideal of the differential polynomial ring  L{X1,...,X
n} 

over  L. We may suppose that X1,  , Xn are differential 

indeterminates over K.ByTh.8 of §3.8,there exists aw-   t--t 

separable prime differential ideal  P of  Kt{X...,X
n} with 

 p n L{X-I,*..,x} = p. By Lem.2 of §4.2,  P has a generic zero 

(x) =  (x'xn) with  x1,""xn  E (Kt)* c U. We see that 

(x) is a generic zero of  D.

     By the above, we have shown that U is a universal dif-

ferential extension field of K.
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     4.4. Some properties of the universal differential exten-

sion field

     Let U be a universal differential extension field of a 

differential field K with the set of derivation operators

 A =  {Si  i  E I} and the set of derivative operators  O.

     Theorem 2 Let U be as above, then U is separably al-

gebraically closed.

Proof. Let Ua be an algebraic closure of the field U.

Then, by definition, U is the differential closure of itself 

in  Ua. Therefore, by §2.7, every element of Ua which is

separably algebraic over U is contained in U.

Theorem 3 Let U be as above. Then the field of cons-

tants Uc of U is algebraically closed, and the transcen-

dence degree of  U
c over the field of constants  Kc of K

is infinite.

     Proof. Let U
a be as in the proof of Th.2. Then, since 

U =  UA in Ua , we see by §2.8 that U
c is the algebraic 

closure of itself in  Ua. Thus  Uc is algebraically closed.

     Let Z be a differential indeterminate over U, and  0 

a generic zero of the prime differential ideal  p0 =  (ez1  6  e 

 0 with ord 0 > 0) of  K{Z}. Since  K<t0> =  K(0) is purely 

transcendental over K, there exists a generic zero  co  E U of 

 p0.  Clearly  co is in Uc and transcendental over  Kc. Now, 

assume that we have already shown the existence of n elements
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co,...,cn _i  E Uc which are independent over Kc. Since the 

prime differential ideal  pn =  (OZI  8  e  0 with ord  e > 0) 

of K<c0".'.cn -1>{Z} is  K<c0,...,cn_1>-separable, there 

exists a generic zero cn  E U of pn. It is evident that cn 

 E Uc and that  co,  cl, ... ,  cn are independent over  Kc. 

Thus we have proved that the transcendence degree of Uc over

K is infinite.
c 

    Theorem 4 Let K be a differential field, and U a  uni-

versal differential extension field of K. If L is a  finite-

ly generated differential extension field of K in U, and if 

 K' is an intermediate differential field between K and L, 

then U is also universal over  K'.

 Proof. By virtue of  Cor. to  Lem.l of §4.2, it suffices 

to  prove thatU is universal overL.But, this is obvious 

since a finitely generated differential extension field of L 

is also a finitely generated differential extension field of

K.

4.5. Linear homogeneous differential polynomial ideals

Let K be a differential field with the set of deriva-

tiolloperatorsA={6.11i  E  I} and the set of derivative 

operators 0, and U a universal differential extension field

of K.

     Let X1, ... ,  Xn be finitely many differential indeter-

minates over K, and consider the differential polynomial ring

K{X1"'"Xn} over K.The differential ideal of K{X1"'"xn} 
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generated by a set of linear differential forms in  X  "'  '

X over K is called linear homogeneous differential  polyno-
n

mial ideal of K{Xl'".,Xn1. By Cor.2 to Th.5 of §3.5, we see

that every linear homogeneous differential polynomial ideal p 

of  K{X1,...,X
n} is K-regular, so that p has a generic zero 

 (x1,...,xn) with  x  1,...,xn  E  U.

     The following example is an important particular case of 

the above.

     Example Let X be a differential indeterminate over K, 

and S a set of linear differential forms in X over K. 

Suppose that S is of finite order n (see the end of §3.5). 

By Prop.4 of §3.6 and by the above, we see that there exists a

fundamental system of zeros  xl, ,  xn of S with  X.  E U

(see the end of  §3.6). If K<xl,...,xn>c = Kc , and if  K<xl,

 ...,xn> is K-separable, we call K<xl''"'xn> Picard-Vessiot

extension of K. We shall see two simple and familiar examples 

of Picard-Vessiot extensions in the following two sections.

4.6. Primitive elements  

Let K, A,  0 and U be as in the preceding section. An

element x of a differential extension field K is called 

primitive over K, if  ex  (0  E 0, ord 0 > 0) are all contain-

ed in K, equivalently, if 6i
,p(e)x (i  E I, e  E N) are all

contained in K. 

     Concerning the notations in the following theorem, see

§2.1. 
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     Theorem 5 Let a family  (ael  0 E  0, ord  0 > 0) of ele-

ments of K be given. Set  ae,e = n(8,0')aenfor each pair 

0,  6' of derivative operators with ord  0 > 0, ord  0' > 0 

and  e'e =  n  (e,e')eu (-"                        d being element of  0). Then there 

exists a primitive x over K in U with 

(1)  ex =  ae (0  E  0, ord  e >  0), 

if and only if the condition 

(2)  61a  = ae®e (0,0' E 0, ord  0 > 0, ord  e' > 0)

is satisfied. When that is the case, such a primitive x can 

be taken so as to be transcendental over K.

     Proof. Since the necessity of the condition is obvious, 

it suffices to show the sufficiency of the  condition. Suppose 

that (2) is satisfied. Let X be a differential indetermi-

nate over K, and consider the ideal p =  (ex_ —  ae!  0  E  (D, 

ord  0 > 0) of  K{X}. By (2) and by  Th.5 of  §3.5, p is a 

prime differential ideal of  K{X}. Moreover, we see that 

p n  (K[X]-K) = 0. Hence, p has a generic zero  E for which 

 K<E> =  KM is purely transcendental over K (hence, p is 

 K-regular), and there exists a generic zero x of p in U 

which is transcendental over K. This x is a primitive over 

K in U satisfying (1). q.e.d.

     Example  1 Let K be any ordinary differential field with 

a derivation  cS, and  U a universal differential extension

field of K. Take any sequence  a
K (K  E N) of elements of
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K . Then we can see the existence of a primitive x over K
 c

in U such that 6p(c)x =  a(K E  N). Clearly 6x = 0 if 

 ^ p(K) for any K  E N.

    Proposition 2 If x is a primitive over K in U sa-

tisfying  (1), if  K<x>c = Kc  , and if K<x> is K-separable,

then K<x> is a Picard-Vessiot extension of K.

     Proof. In case  ae  (8  E 0, ord  8 > 0) are all zero, x 

must be a constant of K, and K<x> = K is trivially a Picard-

Vessiot extension of K. Therefore, we may suppose that at 

least one of a6 (8  E  0, ord8> 0) is not zero. Let X be 

a differential indeterminate over K, and S the set of line-

ar differential forms  a  -8'X - a8'.ex  (e,e'Eo; ord  6 > 0, 

ord  6' > 0) in  Kfxl. Then it is easy to see that S is of 

order 2 and that  (1,x) is a fundamental system of zeros of 

S. Thus K<x> = K(x) is a Picard-Vessiot extension of K.

 Example 2 In  Examp.l of §2.2, U is a primitive over K, 

and K(U) is a Picard-Vessiot extension of K. In  Examp.2 of 

§2.2, any linear combination x of a finite number of  Ui (i 

 E I) over K is a primitive over K, and K<x> is a Picard-

Vessiot extension of K. In  Examp.l of this section, if K = 

 K and the x is taken so as to be transcendental over K,

then K<x> is a Picard-Vessiot extension of K.

4.7. Exponential elements  

Let K, A, 0 and U be as in §4.5. A nonzero element

x of a differential extension field of K is called exponen-
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tial over K, if  x-1-ex  (0 E  8) are all contained in K, 

 equivalently,  if x-1.8ip(e)x  (i E I, e  e N) are all contain-

ed in K.

     Theorem 6 Let a family  (a(v)1  (y)  e  N(I)) of elements 

of K with a(0) = 1 be given. Then there exists an exponen-

tial x over K in U with

(1) x-1-6(v)x = a(v) ((v) E  N(I)), 

if and only if the condition

 (X)+(v) (= (2)(S 
        (X)) a( X)+(V)E(0)+(3)--(X)(a)a- a(v)(IS)

 M),(V)  E  N(I))

is  satisfied. When that is the case, such an exponential x 

can be taken so as to be transcendental over K.

proof. Suppose that x is an exponential over K in U 

       // ofAl( I) satisfying(1).  For any two  elements  (X),(v) ofN', 

apply  6(x) to  6(
v)x =  a(v)x. Then we get the equations  (2).

Conversely, suppose that the condition (2) is satisfied. Let 

X be a differential indeterminate over K, and consider the

ideal p =  (cS(v)X -  a(v)X  1  (v)  E  N(I)) of K{X}. By (2) 

and by Cor.2 to Th.5 of  §3.5, p is a prime differential ideal 

of  MX} having a generic zero such that  K<C> =  K(C) is 

purely transcendental over K. Hence p has in U a generic 

zero x that is transcendental over K. This x is an expo-

nential over K in U satisfying  (1).
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     Remark Suppose that x is an exponential over K for 

                                    „,(I) 
which  x-1(v)x =  a(v) ((V) EN) are all constants of K.

                             )+( Then
, by Th.6, the condition (                              (X(X)v))a(X)+(v) =  a(V)a(X)

 

(  (X)  r  (V)  E N(1)) must be satisfied. Hence we can prove by in-

duction on m that

 (mvi)! (I) 
  l (H.EI

(v 
          m)am(v)=a(v)m ((v)EN  ,mEN-{0}). 

 i ! )

 Therefore-  we  see  that aP = 0  ((V)  E  N(I)-{(0)}), so that
                       (v) 

x must be constant.

     Example 1 Let K be a differential field with the set of 

 derivatiorloperatorsA=i6ili  E  IT such that K  Kc. Take 

any nonconstant element u of K and any integer m ( > 1)

with m Z 0 (mod p). Set v = ul/m  E Ks. Then it is easy to

prove by induction on  v that v-1-Siv                                             v  E K (i  E I,v E  N), so

that v is a nonconstant exponential over K.

     Proposition 3 If x is an exponential over K in U 

satisfying  (1), if  K<x>c = Kc  , and if K<x> is K-separa-

ble, then K<x> is a  Picard-Vessiot extension of K.

Proof. Let X be a differential indeterminate over k,

and S the set of linear differential forms 6(v)X - a(v)X

 ((V)  E  N  ) in K{X}. Then we see that S is of order 1 and

that x is a fundamental system of zeros of S. Therefore, 

K<x> = K(x) is a Picard-Vessiot extension of K.

Example 2 In Examp.1 of this section, suppose in particu-
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lar that A consists of a single derivation  cS and set  av = 

 v-1,5v  (E K) for every  v  E N. Let U be a universal diffe-

rential extension field of K. Suppose as we may that v  E U. 

Take T  E  N-f01 as small as possible such that aT 0, then 

 T must be a certain power p(w)  E N) of p. Let  y be any 

constant transcendental over K in U, then  iv is a trans-

cendental exponential over K. We can see that K<yv> is a 

Picard-Vessiot extension of K when K never contains nonzero

element a satisfyingp(e+ w)a + maap(w)p(e)                                               = 0 for any

(e,m)  E  Nx(N-{0}) with m 0 (mod p). 

     4.8. Weierstrassian elements  

     In the theory of differential algebra of characteristic

zero Weierstrassian elements are very important. To our regret 

the concept of Weierstrassian element is not so far successful-

ly established. We are interested to nonconstant Weierstrass-

ian elements which are transcendental over the differential 

field. The observations which was done by us are reported in 

this  section.

     Let K be a differential field of characteristic p 2 

with the set of derivation operators A =  {6i1 i  E and the 

set of derivative operators  O. Let two constants g2, g3 of 

K with g23 - 27g32 0 be given. The definitions of primi-

tive and exponential in  §§4.6-4.7 make us to try the following 

definition.

Let an element x of a differential extension field of 
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-1
K be called Weierstrassian over K if  yi

,p(e)x  E K (i  E

I, e  E N) with nonzero y = (4x3 - g2x - g3)1/2. Then we can 

see by very tedious calculation the followings: If the x 

above is transcendental over K, it turns out that  S.  x = 0
 1V

(i  E  I, 0 <  v < 32) for p = 3 and that  (Sivx = 0 (i  E  I, 0 <

 v < 5) for p = 5. According to these calculations we come to 

the conjecture that, under the definition above, every Weierst-

rassian element x over K which is transcendental over K 

must be constant.

     Therefore, we adopt here the definition: an element x 

of a differential extension field of K is called Weierstrass-

ian over K if (Silx)2 = ai2(4x3 - g2x - g3) (i  E I) with

a.  E K not all zero. Under this definition we can see as fol-

lows.

     For the sake of simplicity, we mention only the ordinary 

differential case where A consists of a single derivation  cS 

= (O
vl  vEN) and (61x)2 = a2(4x3 - g2x - g3) with nonzero 

a  E K. The last equation can be written as  y-1Six = a for

x transcendental over K. In order that such an element x 

should exist, the element a of K must satisfy some condi-

tions. For example, let p = 3 (hence let g2  y 0), then we 

see by short calculation that  (5.va = 0 (v  E 2 (mod 3)).

     Let us consider the case where a is a nonzero constant 

of K. If p = 3, there exist transcendental Weierstrassian 

elements x over K; but, if p = 5 and g2 0, there is no
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such element x. (See  Ekamp.1 and  Examp-2 below in this sec-

tion.)

     In the case of nonconstant a of K, we can not so far 

verify the existence of elements x satisfying the definition

above which are transcendental over K.

     Example 1 (This is due to Tsuji) Let  K0 be a differen-

tial field of characteristic 3 with a single derivation  6 = 

 (6v  v  E N), and X a differential indeterminate over  K0. 

Consider the differential polynomial ring R =  K0{X} in  X 

over  K0. Let a, g2, g3 be three given constants of  K0 

with a 0, g2 0 (hence g23 - 27g32  0), and set A = 

(61X)2- a2(4X32- g2X - g3) = (61X)-  a2(X3 - g2X  g3).

     Let p (if exits) be a prime differential ideal of R 

such that A  E p and  pn(K0fX1-K0) = 0. Then, by rather tedi-

ous calculations and observations, we see the followings:

 cS(i) 

(ii) 

(iii)

(iv) 

(v)

Set

 (S
y

 c52A

If  v

 Cn

B 

If 

If

 P. 

 B  =

 =

 62

3n

 6v

 62X +  a2g2' then 61A = 6X•Ei E (B) c p.

 v+2  - 

 2  )62+vX E p  (v  � 1)  : 

= 3n (n  �  1), set  D
n =  6vB =  62+3nX  E  p.

 =  1  +  3n or  v  =  2  +  3n (n 0), then  61E3  =  O .

X•B  E (B) c p

(n  1)  , set

A = -61+3nX-61X + Z161+3
aX.61+313X

- a2(6
nX)3+ a2g263nX  E  p,
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where the summation E' runs through all pairs (a,3)  E  N- 

with  a + = n,  a < n,  R < n. If v  = 1 + 3n (n  �  1), then 

 (51+3nA =  (1+3n)61+3nA  =3n1A  =3n(S1X.B)  E (B,  Dm1 m  � 1) 

 c p. If v = 2 + 3n (n  1), we get similarly  62+3nA  E 

(B,  Dm1 m  � 1) c p.

(vi) Set a = (A, B, Cn  ,  Dn1  n  � 1) c p. 

(vii) a is a differential ideal of R and an(K0[X]-K0) = 0. 

 (viii) A  E  a:(61X)° c  p:(61x)c° = p (see §3.1). 

(ix) Set  p0 =  a:((51x)°°. Then  p0 is the smallest prime dif-

ferential ideal of R that contains A and that is disjoint 

to  Ko[X]-K.

By the above, we have established the existence of the

 p0. Let  R/p0 be the differential residue ring of R modulo 

 po, and x the residue class of X. Then we see that  R/p0 = 

K{x} by means of the usual identification of elements of K0                                                             0

with  thir residue classes.  Consider the differential field

N = K0<x>.We see that x is transcendental over K0with

  (61x)2 = a2(4x3 - g2x - g3). 

We get also  (52x = -a2g2 and  (52+3vx = 0 (v  1). Set  nv = 

 3v    x,1-1v1=1+3vx (v� 1). Then

  71.^)61x = EinCtl- a2"vx)3 a2g2ilv (v  1)* 

We see that  flv  (v  � 1) are algebraically independent over 

K0'(xd1'x)that N = K0'(x1'x-11v1 v  � 1),and that N is K0-

separable. Let U be a universal differential extension field
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of K0. Then we can regard x, and hence  61x, nv,  n' (v�1)

as elements of U.

Moreover, we see that

            _fmv 

     3mnvkm)11                      m+v'61+3milv =(m+vm)11'                                            m+v ' 2+3mnv = (1) 0

(v 1, m 0)  ,

that  n.1)  (v  � 1) are algebraically independent over  K0(x,61x)

and that

(2) 63mnv'=(m+vm)flm+v'61+3mnv'=62+3mnv= 0 (v�1, m�0).

     Example 2 Let K0be a differential field of characte- 

ristic 5 with a single derivation  6=  (6v1  v  E N), and X a 

differential polynomial ring  R =  K0[X} in X over  K0. Let 

a, g2,  g3 be three constants of  K0 with a  / 0, g23  -  27g32 

 / 0, and set A = (60)2- a2(4X3- g2X g3)  = (61X)2 + a2(X3 

+ g2X +  g2). Assume that there exists a prime differential 

ideal p of R such that A  E p and  pn(K0[X]-K0)  = 0.

Then, we see that  61A =  -  61X•13 with B =  62X + 2a2X2 - a2g2 

 E p, that  61B =  3(61X -  2a2X61X)  E p, and that  6213  = 

 -a2X6
3X -  a261X62X  E p. From these results we can deduce that 

 a4g261X  E  p, and this contradicts the assumption provided g2 

 / 0. On the other hand, in case g2 = 0 (whence  g3 /  0), it

is not so far known because of the amount of the necessary cal-

culations whether any prime differential ideal p as above

exists or not.
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5.1. Some properties ot ditterential closure  

Let K be a differential field with the set of derivation

operators A = i  E Ka an algebraic closure of K, and

KAthe differential closure in K
a of K (see §2.8). In

this section, we show some properties (due to Tsuji Ill]) of 

KA which are very useful for discussions from §5.6 forward.

 Let. E.
1be the purely inseparably algebraic closure in 

K
a of K and set Kco= KA1nK.. We see immediately that  K

is a differential extension field of K which is purely inse-

parably algebraic over K.

     Proposition 1  KA is separably algebraic over  K.. 

    Proof. Let x be any element of KA. Since x is al-

geraic over  K., we write the minimal polynomial f(X) of x 

over K.in the form f(X) = Xmp(e)+ am-1X(m-l)p(e)                                                                                +  ... 

+ a0 (a
a  E  K.) with e  E N as large as possible. Set ba = 

 a
ap(-e)E K.p(-e)               (0  � a < m) and g(X) =  Xm +  bm-1Xm-1 + 

 ... + b0.Then g(X) is a separable polynomial over K                                                              .p(-e)

and g(x) = 0.

     Assume, for some a (0  � a <  m), that  ba  /  KA , so that

there exists a pair  (i,v)  E  IXN with  v 0 (mod p(e)) and 

S. a
a0 (see  §2.8). Fix such an element i  E I, and set iv 

n =  min(vENI  v/0 (mod p(e)),  Siva op for some a with  0�a<m). 
Applying  Sin to 0 = f(x) =  xml3(e) + + a0,we get
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 0 = Em-1E 6. a .5. (xap(e)) =m-16. a .xcc/3(e) 

                                                                                                                                                                             • 

   a=0 X+1.1=n  is a a=0 in a

This is a contradiction since at least one of  6. a (0  �  a <
in  a

 m) is nonzero.

Therefore, we conclude that b a  E KA for all a (0 � a <

 P  (-e)m), that b a  E KAnK c KAnK. =  K , so that x is separab- 

                                            i ly algebraic over q.e.d.

     For simplicity, let U be a universal differential exten-

sion field of KA (whence of K), and denote by L in  Th.1-

The3 below a differential subfield of U.

     We know that any extension field of Ka is regular over 

 K
a. Correspondingly we have the following theorem.

     Theorem 1 Any differential extension field L of KA is 

regular over  KA.

     Proof. Since KA is clearly algebraically closed in L 

(see  §2.8), it suffices to show that  LP and KA are linearly 

disjoint over  KAP. Let  al, , a
n be finitely many ele-

ments of L such that  a1P' ,  anP are linearly dependent 

over KA. Then we can see by induction on n that  a1P 

 anp are linearly dependent over  KA-.

     We may suppose that n > 1, that any n - 1 of  alp, 

 ,  an are linearly independent over  KA, and that 

(1)  anP =  xlalP + +  xn-1an-1P 

with nonzero  x  1,...,xn _l  E KA. Set  yj = xjp(-1)  E Ka (1  � 

j  �  n-1), and assume that at least one of them, say  y1, is not
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contained in  KA. Then, by §2.8, there exists a pair  (i'V) E 

 IxN such that  v  1 0 (mod p) and  Sivxl 0. Applying  Siv 

to (1), we get 0 =ivx11P + +ivxn -1-an-1P (a con-

tradiction). q.e.d.

We know that if L' is a subfield of an extension field

of IC
i1‹         then the compositum  L'K. is separable over.Cor-

respondingly we have the following theorem.

     Theorem 2 For any differential field L (in U), the 

compositum  LK. is a differential extension field of  K 

which is separable over  K..

     Proof. Since LK .is clearly a differential extension 

field of K, wehave only to prove that LKis separable 
.. 

over K..SetK0,= KAn(LK.).Then,KAis separably algeb- 

raic over K0(see Prop.1),and K0is algebraically closed 

in LK.(see§2.8);hence LK.and  KA are linearly dis- 

joint over  K0 (see Chap.I of  [12]). Since LKA is regu-

lar over KA (see Th.1), we see (by Chap.I of [12]) that 

LKcois regular over K0,so that LK.is separable overK. 

because K0is separablyalgebraic over K..

     Theorem 3 Let  a be a differential isomorphism of K 

into U, and L a differential extension field of K with

L c KA. Then a can be extended to a differential isomor-

phism of L into U.

Proof. Since L is an algebraic extension field of K, 
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 a can be extended to a field-isomorphism  a1 of L into 

(aK)a(c  Ua). We must prove that, for every element x of 

L,  a1x  E U and  6i
va1x =  a16ivx (i  E  I,  v  E N).

Case I: x is separably algebraic over K. Let f(X) =

  n
aXa  a=0a (aa E K, an = 1) be the minimal polynomial of x 

over K, and set  fa(X) =  E
a0(aaa)Xa. Then  fa(X) is the 

minimal polynomial of  aix over  aK, and  aix is separably

algebraic over the differential subfield  aK of  U. It is 

straightforward to show that alx  E U and that 6i
valx = 

 1iv   6x (i  E  I,  v  e N) by (1) of §1.7.

     Case II: x is inseparably algebraic over K. Let H be 

separably algebraic closure of K in L, and  a2 the restric-

tion of  a1 to H. Then, by Case I,  a2 is a differential

isomorphism of H into U that extends a. Let y be any 

element of L. Since L is purely inseparably algebraic over

H, there exists e  E N which has the property that  yp(e)  E H

and that  (S.  (yp(e)) = 0 for all i  E I and for all  v  E N 
              Iv

with  v 0 (mod p(e)). Therefore 

  (aly)P(e) = a2(yP(e)) E  a2H =  alH c  (aK)a C Ua

and(S.((a1y)p(e)) = S. (a2(y-p(e))) = a2iv(yp(e)) = 0 for iviv

all i  E I and for all v  E N with  v 0 (mod p(e)). Hence, 

by §2.8, we see that  aly  E UA = U and that

6ivaly = (6i
,vp(e)((a1Y)p(e)))p(-e) 

 (yp(e)))p(-e)  =(6i ,vp(e)(02(17p(e))))p(-e)  = (a2i,vp(e)
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=  (c  6.  (Yp(e)))p(-e)                             =  o  (6.  (yp(e)))p(-e)  1  
1,vp(e)  1  i,vp(e) 

=  a  6.  y (i  E  I,  v  E  N). 
 1  iv

5.2. Conventions  

Henceforth, in the general discussion of this chapter, we

fix a differential field K and a differential extension field

N of K with the set of derivation operators  A =  {6i1 i  E  i}

and the set of derivative operators 0. We suppose always that 

the field N is finitely separable over K; elements  El,  

'  Cn of N are taken once for all such that N = K(1, 

 ...,E n) (hence  N=  K<1,...,En>), that  fE  is a 

separating transcendence basis of N over K, and that  En is 

separably algebraic over  K  (C1'""Cn -1)* Nadenotes a fixed 

algebraic closure of N, and NA the differential closure in

N
aof N. Let U be a fixed universal differential extension

field of  NA, hence of N and of K (see §4.2  Lem.l and Cor.

to this lemma). We set C =  Nc (the field of constants of N) 

throughout this chapter. In  p5.6, we consider the case where 

a certain extra conditions are satisfied by N.

     L and M denote tacitly various differential extension 

fields of K over which U is universal.

5.3. Differential isomorphisms  

By a differential isomorphism of  M we mean always a dif-

ferential isomorphism of  M into U. Exceptionally by men-

tioning expressly, we deal with differential isomorphism whose 

image is not necessarily contained in U.
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     Lemma 1 If M is separably algebraic over L, then 

every  field-isomorphism over L of M into U is a diffe-

rential isomorphism.

     Proof. Let  (ID be a  field-isomorphism of M into U 

over L. It suffices to prove by induction on  v that, for 

every x  E M,

(*) Wivx) = cSiv(bx) (i  E I, v E N).

In case  v = 0,  (*) holds trivially. Suppose  v > 0, 

 m  kand let  t(X) = Ek =0ak X-(ak  E L, am = I) be the minimal

polynomial of x over L (hence of  qbx). Then it is strai-

ghtforward to show (*) by the induction assumption (see (1) 

of §1.7).

     Proposition 2 If M is separably algebraic over L 

with M  X L, then, for each x  E M-L, there exists a differen-

tial isomorphism  (ID of M over L such that  cpx x.

 Proof. There exists a conjugate  x° in U of x over 

L and a field-isomorphism  i of L(x) = L<x> over L onto 

 L(x°) =  L<x°> such that  x° x and  ipx =  x'. By  Lem.1, 

is a differential isomorphism of L<x> over L onto  L<x°>.

     Since  LcMcL
scLA' we see by Th.3 of §5.1 that  1p 

can be extended to a differential isomorphism  cb of M. q.e.d.

     Owing to K.  Nishioka's suggestion, the hypothesis of the 

following proposition has been made weaker than that of our 

original proposition.
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     Proposition 3 Let  ip be a differential  isomorphism of L 

over K. If L is a finitely generated differential extension 

field of K and if  M is a finitely generated differential 

extension field of L and separable over L, then  ip can be 

extended to a differential isomorphism of  M.

    Proof. Let  ni, ,  n
m be elements of  M such that  M 

=  L<n
1,...,nm>. Let p denote the defining differential ideal 

of  (n) =  (n1,...,n
m) in the differential polynomial ring

 L{Y11...,Y
m1, and  p the prime differential ideal in the dif-

ferential polynomial ring  (1)L){Y1,...,Y m} which consists of

all those differential polynomials of p by applying  tp to

the coefficients. Since p is L-separable,  p'P is  (tpL)- 

separable. Let , be elements of L such that L 

=  K<1,...,C
9,>. Since  IpL = c U, U is a uni-

versal differential extension field of by Th.4 of  §4.4,

and  p4) has a generic zero (n')  = with  E U.

Thus, we can define a mapping  cp:

  M =  L</11,...,em> 

by the formula  cp(A(n)/B(.0) =  AlP(n1)/B11)(n1), where A(Y),B(Y) 

 11) 
 E L{YYm} with  B(n) 0 and AlP(Y),  B  (Y) denote dif-

ferential polynomials obtained from  A(Y), B(Y) respectively 

by applying  1p to the coefficients. It is clear that  cp is 

a field-isomorphism of  M extending Now, for any two 

elements  A(Y),B(Y)  E  L{Y} as above and for any (i,v)  E 

 IXN, we can prove by induction on v that there exists
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 C.  (Y) E L{Y} such that 6iv(A(Y)/B(Y)) = C. (Y)/B(Y)v+1  iviv 

do this, we use the formula 

 6.  A(Y) =  6.  (A(Y)/B(Y))-B(Y)
 iv 

 +v-16.  (A(Y)/B(Y))-6.  B(Y)  X=0  iv  1,v-X +  E"  -6  (A(Y)/B(Y))-6i
,v-XB(Y)  X=0  iv 

                            (i  E I,  v  E  N-{0})

By means of this formula, we see easily that

 6i
v0A(11)/B(11)) =  06iv(A(1-0/B(fi))) (i  E  I,  v  E  N).

Thus we conclude that  Gb is a differential isomorphism of 

which  extends

5.4. Specializations of differential isomorphisms

     This section and the next one are formal reproduction 

the corresponding part of Kolchin  [4], but they  contain

new results (properties of K0of  §5.4 and part (b)

6 of  §5.5).

Let  (x  .1jEJ) and (x!7ljEJ) be two families

elements of U with the same set of indices J. If there 

exists a differential homomorphismck,over K of  Kfx,1

'31 ontoI“X!' 31 withq(x.) x! (j  E (x! 

 is called differential specialization of
7                                                           E J)

Lemma 2 Let  (a11  X  E A) and (all  X  E A) be two 

                                A

lies of differential isomorphisms of M, both  having the 

set of indices A. Then, the following three conditions 

mutually equivalent:
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 1° The family  (axl A  E A, x  E M) is a differential speciali-

  zation of the family  (axxi  A E A, x  E  M) over  M. 

2° The family  (a;,x1 A  E A, x  E  M) is a specialization of the
family  (axxl A  E A, x  E  M) over the field M.

-1
 3° The field-isomorphisms a'aX:aXM  a'M (A  E A) and             X ->  X

 id are compatible, that is, there exists a ring-homomor-

phism of M[uXEAaXM] onto M[uXEAXa1M] extending  idM and 

all  a'a  —1  (A  E  A).  X  X

Proof. Clearly, 1° implies 2°, and 2° implies 3°.

Let 3° be satisfied, and let  c be a ring-homomorphism of

      aXMJ onto M[u a'M] extendingid and all a'a -1    AEA      AEA X X  X 

 (A  E  A). Suppose that  A(axxl A  E A, x  E  M) = 0 for an ele-

ment  A(Xx
,x1 A  E A, x  E M) of the differential polynomial 

ring  M{Xx
,x1 A  E A, x  E  M}. Then  0=  OA(axx1 A  E A,  x  E  M)) 

=  A(a'xl  A  c A, x  E  M). Therefore 1° is satisfied. q.e.d.

     If  (c  A  E A) and (0'X1 A  E A) satisfy the conditions 

                                 of Lem.2,  (all A  E A) is called specialization of  (ciJ A  E A).

This binary relation in the set of all families of differential 

isomorphisms of  M is reflexive and transitive. We say that

(allA E A) is generic specialization of  (aXI  A  E A) if and

only if the former is a specialization of the latter such that 

the latter is also a specialization of the former.

     Let a, a' be two differential isomorphisms of  M, and 

a' a specialization of a. If  M  n L, and if a is a diffe-

rential isomorphism of  M over L, then so is a . Also, if
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a is a differential automorphism of  M, then a' = a.

 Lemma3LetMDL,andlet(n.li  E J) be a family of 

 elements  E J>. Let  (aX1 A  E A) 

and  (a 'l A  E A) be two families of differential isomorphisms 

of M over L with the same set of indices A. Then,  (cql 

A  c A) is a specialization of  (axl A  E A) if and only if 

(a'11.1  A  E A, j  E J) is a differential specialization of 
  X ] 

 (aXnj1 A  e A,  j  E J) over  M.

This lemma is  obvious. 

Lemma 4 If a' is a specialization of a differential

isomorphism a of N over K, then 

 trdeg(N•a'N)/N  �  trdeg(N•aN)/N,

and the equality holds if and only if  a' is a generic  speci-

alization of a.

     Proof. Let p and p' be the defining differential ide-

als in the differential polynomial ring  N{X/,...,Xr} of  (aE1° 

 ...,an) and (o'E1,...,a'En) respectively. Since p' p

by the hypothesis, we see the inequality of the lemma. By Lem. 

2 and Lem.3, the specialization a' of a is generic if and 

only if p' = p, and this equality takes place if and only if 

 trdeg(N•a'N)/N  =  trdeg(N•aN)/N. q.e.d.

     Definition Let  M  D L. A differential isomorphism a of 

 M over L is called isolated over L if there does not exist 

any differential isomorphism of  M over L of which a is
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a nongeneric specialization.

     Theorem 4 (a) If  c is a differential isomorphism of 

N over K, then

 trdeg(N•aN)/N  � trdeg N/K, 

and the equality holds if and only if  a is isolated over K.

      (b) There exist finitely many isolated differential iso-

morphisms  al,  ,  at of N over K such that every dif-

ferential isomorphism of N over K is a specialization of 

one and only one of  a1, ,  at. If N is regular over K,

then t = 1.

     Proof. Let p be the defining differential ideal of 

 (E1,...,11) in the differential polynomial ring  K{X1,...,Xn}, 

then trdeg N/K = dim p. By Th.7 of §3.8 and Cor. to this 

theorem,  Np is a perfect differential ideal of the differen-

tial polynomial ring  N{X1,...,X11} with a finite number of 

finitely N-separable prime differential components  pl,  , 

 Pt (t being 1 if N is K-regular), with dim Pk=  dim  p 

(1  � k  � t), every generic zero of each  Pk (1  � k  � t) is a 

generic zero of p, and each generic zero of p is a zero of 

one and only one of  Pk (1  � k  � t). Let  (k  l'" be a 

generic zero of  Pk (1  � k  � t)  withkj  E U (1  s  j  s  n).

Then, for each k (1  � k  �  t), there exists a differential iso-

morphism  ak of N =  K<E1,...,n> onto  K<Ekl"'kn> over 

K with  aiji =  kj (1  � j  � n), and  trdeg(N.aN)/N = trdeg
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N/K. If a is any differential  isomorphism of N over K, 

then  (al,...,an) is a generic zero of p and hence is a 

zero of a unique  pk. By Lem.3, a is a specialization of a 

unique ak. We see that each ak (1  � k  � t) is isolated

over K, that  trdeg(N•aN)/N  � trdeg N/K, and that the equali-

ty takes place if and only if a is isolated over K (see 

 Lem.4).

     Corollary Let a be a differential isomorphism of N 

over  K. Then, a is isolated over K if and only if N and 

 aN are algebraically disjoint over K.

     Proof. By (a) of Th.4, a is isolated over K if and 

only if  trdeg(N-aN)/N = trdeg(aN)/K, that is, if and only if 

N and aN are algebraically disjoint over K.  q.e.d.

     Let K0 denote the algebraic closure of K in N. Since 

00 Kis separably algebraic over K
, K is a differential sub- 

field of N. We claim that K0 is of finite degree over K, 

and that N is finitely regular over K°. If an element K 

of K0 is of degree  k over K, it is also of degree  P., 

over  K(C1,...,C
n_1), hence [N:K(E1,...,En...1)]  � [K0(C1,..., 

 1-1-1):K(C1,""n-1)3=[K0:K].  Since  E  1'  "' are

algebraically independent over  K°  and  Cn is separably al-

gebraic over  0(C,/,...,En_1), N is finitely regular over  K°.

Thus the claim is established.

     Proposition 4 Let a and a' be differential isomor-

phisms of N over K such that a is isolated over K and
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000 a'K
c N (whence a°K= K0). Then we see as follows:

(a) NnaN = K0naK°.

(b) a' is a specialization of a if and only if a

and a' coincide on K0. When this is the case, N and aN 

are linearly disjoint over K0.

     Proof. (a) Since a is isolated over K, N and aN 

are algebraically disjoint over K (see Car. to  Th.4), whence

NnaN c K0. Similarly NnaN c aK0. Therefore, NnaN = K0naK0

(b) Suppose that a' is a specialization of a. Then

there exists a surjective differential homomorphismN{aK0} 

  NfalK01 over N withVIK= a'Kfor all KK0. Since 

every element of the differential field aK0 is algebraic over 

N, it follows that  NfaK°1 =  N•aK°. Therefore,  qb is actually 

a differential isomorphism of N-aK0 onto N over N, whence 

00 
cKcN, and, a and a' coincide on K. Conversely, suppose 

that a and a' coincide on Ks. Then aK0= a'K0= K0 and

a'ais a differential  isomorphism of  aN onto a'N over

 0 KSince N a nd aN are algebraically  disjoint over K 

(whence over K0), and since N is K0-regular, N and aN 

are linearly disjoint over  K                                    (see Chap.I of [12]).  There-

fore,  o'a-1                can be extended to a surjective ring-homomorphism

NIaN]  N[a'N] over N, hence a' is a  specialization of a 

(see Lem.2).

 Corollary (a) If a1, ,  at are differential isomor-

phism of N over K having the property stated in part (b)
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of Th.4, then the differential field of invariants of  al, 

 ...  ,  at is K.

     (b) If a is an isolated differential isomorphism of N 

over K of which idN is a specialization, then the differen- 

tial field of invariants of a is K0, and a differential iso-

morphism  a' of N over K is a specialization of a if

and only if  a° leaves invariant every element of K0.

Proof. (a) Let  E E N be an invariant of  6l,  ...  6t®

 n
Then  C  E  K- by part (a) of  Prop.4. Since, by Prop.3 of

55.3, every differential isomorphism1pof K0 over K can 

be extended to a differential isomorphism of N, every such  1p 

leaves  E invariant (see part (b) of  Th.4). Therefore, we 

conclude by Prop.2 of  §5.3 that  E K.

(b) This is obvious from part (b) of Prop.4. 

 5.5. Strong differential isomorphisms

     A differential isomorphism a of N is called strong if 

it satisfies the following two conditions: 

 1° a leaves invariant every element of C. 

2° aN c  N•Uc and N c aN-U r.(or, equivalently,  N•Uc =

aN•U
c).

Clearly, every differential automorphism of N over C is 

strong.

     For any differential isomorphism a of N, let C(a) de-

note the field of constants of  N•aN. Under the condition  1°, 

the first inclusion in 2° is equivalent to the inclusion
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 N•aN c  N•Uc which, by Prop.7 of §3.7, is equivalent to the

condition  N•aN =  N•C(a). Similarly, the second inclusion in 

2° is equivalent to the condition  N•aN =  6N-C(a). Therefore, 

the differential  isomorphism a of N over C is strong if 

and only if

 N•C(a) =  N•aN =  aN-C(a). 

   Proposition 5 If a is a strong differential isomorphism

of N, then 

 trdeg(N•aN)/N = trdeg C(a)/C. 

     Proof. Since  N•aN =  N•C(a), this proposition is a con-

sequence of Cor. to Prop.6 of §3.7. 

     Proposition 6 Let a be a strong differential isomor-

phism of N over K. Then we see the followings: 

     (a) C(a) is a finitely generated extension field of C. 

     (b) If a is isolated over K, C(a) is separable over

C. 

     Proof. (a) By Prop.5,  trdeg(N•aN)/N = trdeg  C(o)/C. Let

this transcendence degree be r, and  yi,  ,  y
r r elements

of C(a) which are algebraically independent over C. Then, 

by Prop.6 of §3.7, these  yi,  ,  yr are algebraically inde-

pendent over N, whence  N•aN is algebraic of finite degree, 

say  2,, over  N(yi,...,yr). Hence, every element of C(a) is 

algebraic of degree  �  k over  N(yi,...,y r), and, again by 

Prop.6 of §3.7, over  C(yi,...,y
r). Therefore, we see that
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 C(a) is algebraic of finite degree over  C(yl'...,yr), so

that  C(a) is finitely generated over C.

      (b) By Cor. to Th.4 of §5.4, the hypothesis implies that 

N and  aN are algebraically disjoint over K. Since  {a  l' 

 ""c5
1-1-1/ is a separating transcendence basis of  aN over 

K, and since  c  11  °°°  '6n -1 are algebraically independent 

over N,  N•C(a) =  N•aN =  N(61°°°°'ci
n-l'cln) is separable 

over N. Let  {yi,...,y;} be a finite set of elements of 

C(a) with  C(a) = C(yi,...,y° s).Since  N-C(a) = N(y1'...y°s)
is separable over N, a separating transcendence basis of 

 N•C(a) over N can be chosen from among the  yi,  ... ,  Y;  r 

whence r s. We may suppose that  yi,  ... ,  yr be a sepa-

rating transcendence basis of  N•C(a) over  N. Then we see 

by Prop.6 of §3.7 that every element of  C(a) is separably 

algebraic over 'C(yl°...,y' r), so that  C(c) is separable over

 C.

     Theorem 5 Each strong differential isomorphism of N 

can be extended to a unique differential automorphism of  N•U
 c

over  Uc. Conversely, the restriction to N of each diffe-

rential automorphism of  N•U
c over  Uc is a strong differen-

tial isomorphism of N.

Proof. N and  Uc are linearly disjoint over C. If  a

is any differential isomorphism of N over C, aN and U  - c 

are linearly disjoint over C. Hence a can be extended to a 

unique differential isomorphism  6* of  N•Uc onto  aN•U
c
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over  U. When a is strong,  aN•Uc = N•Ucand a* is a dif- 

ferential  automorphism of  N•Uc. The converse is clear. q.e.d.

     By virtue of Th.5, the set of all strong differential iso-

morphisms of N is identified with the set of all differential 

automorphisms of N•Uc over Uc. Since the latter set has a 

natural group structure, this identification makes the set of

all stromg differential isomorphisms of N a group. If L c 

N, the set of all strong differential isomorphisms of N over 

L is a subgroup of this group, canonically identified with the 

group of all differential automorphisms of  N•Uc over  L•Uc.

     Proposition 7 If a and T are strong differential 

isomorphisms of N, then  C(a)-C(aT) =  C(a)-C(T) =  C(aT)-C(T)

and  C(a-1) =  C(a).

Proof. We see that

 N•C(a) =  N•aN =  a(a 1N-N) = a(a1N-C(a-1)) =-1), 

hence, by Prop.7 of §3.7, that C(a) =  C(a  -1). Similarly,

 N•C(a)•C(aT)  =  N•aN•aTN  =  N•a(N•TN)  =  N•a(N•C(T)) 

                                  =  N•aN•C(T) =  N•C(a)•C(T),

whence  C(a)•C(aT) =  C(a)•C(T). Finally, replacing a, T in

this equation by  T-1,  a-1                                 respectively, we find that

C(T-1)-C(T-1a-1) = C(T-1)-C(a-1),

so that  C(T)-C(aT) =  C(T)-C(a).

Proposition 8 Every specialization a' of a strong dif-
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feretial  isomorphism a of N is strong.

Proof. It suffices to show that a'a  E  N•Uc and a E

 a'N•U
c for each a  E N. Let  ISA  A  E  Al be a linear basis

of the field N over C. Since  au  E  N•U , we can write it

in the form  as = EXEA'aXIS /EXA'bXX,where aX'bX E  Uc    X 

with bXnot all zero and where A' is a finite subset of A. 

Therefore,(Sx,                -aaxXEA.°) is linearly dependent over U
c. 

By Th.6 of  §3.6, we see that  ($xea'a,  y  A  e A') is  linear-

ly dependent over U
c , so that there exist a'°b'  E  Uc not 

  all zero with EX
EA'b'S -a'aEXEA'a'S =  0. SinceXXXX 

EXEA'b'S can not be zero,a'a = EXEA'Xa'SX/EAEA'b'S E  N•Uc.  X X X X 

Similarly a  E  a'N•U c. q.e.d.

     If a' is a generic specialization of a strong  differen-

tial isomorphism a of N, there exists a unique differential 

 isomorphism of  N•aN onto  N•a'N over N that maps  aa, onto 

a'a for every a  E N. Restricting this, we get a field-iso-

morphism C(a)  2,;,,C(a1) over C which we call the isomorphism 

induced by the generic specialization and which is denoted by 

S,
,a. a

     Proposition 9 Let a be a strong differential isomor-

phism of N.

     (a) If a' is a generic specialization of a, and a" 

is a generic specialization of a' (whence of  a), then

S G,0Sau= Saa. 
 ,,,

(b) If S is any field-isomorphism over C of C(a) 
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onto a subfield C' of U , then there exists a unique  gene-

                                          _

 ric specialization a' of a such that  C(a') = C' and S = 

S , .  a
,a

     Proof. (a) By hypothesis, there exist differential iso-

morphisms  N•aN  N•a'N  N•anN and  N•aN  N•a"N, 

and the composite of the former two isomorphisms is the last 

one. This implies the conclusion of (a).

     (b) C(a) and N are linearly disjoint over C, and so 

are C' and N. Therefore, S can be extended to a field-iso-

morphism T over N of  N•C(a) onto  N•C', and T is a dif-

ferential isomorphism. If we define a mapping a' of N into 

U by the formula a'a  =  T(aa) (a  E  N), then a' is a diffe-

rential isomorphism of N over  C. We see that T is a dif-

ferential isomorphism  N•aN  4  N•a'N, so that a' is a generic 

specialization of a, C' = C(a') and S =  Sa'
,a. The unique-

ness is clear.

     Proposition 10 Let a, a',  T, T' be strong differential 

isomorphisms of N.

(a) If (a', T') is a specialization of (a, T), then

 (a'-1,  a'-1T') is a specialization of  (a-1,  a-1T).

     (b) Suppose that a' and T' are generic specializa-

tions of a and T respectively. If (a', T') is a specia-

lization of (a,  T), then the induced isomorphisms S,
,Oand 

ST,
,Tare compatible, and conversely.

(c) Suppose that a' and T' are generic specializa-
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tions of a and T respectively, and let  0 C' C" be a 

homomorphism between subrings of  Uc. If  c and the induced 

isomorphisms S,and S,are compatible, then a                                                                                                  .-1        CYT
,T 

is a generic specialization of  a-1                                         and  a'-1T' is a specia-

lization of  a-1T; when the latter specialization is generic,

then  qb and the induced isomorphisms Sand                                          -1  -1 
                                          a' ,a 

   -1 ,  -1are compatible. 
 a' T ,a T 

 Proof. (a) By hypothesis, there exists a  ring-homomor-

phism f: N[aN, TN]  a  N[a'N, T'N] such that f(a) = a, f(aa)

 a'a, f(Ta) =  T'a (a  E N). Define a mapping g of  N[a  1N, 

 -1 
aTN]by the formula g(x) = a'-1(f(ax)) (x E N[a-1N,a-1TN]),

then g is a ring-homomorphism 

 -1  -1  _  _  .  -1  .  -1
 N[a  N, a  -TNJ  Nta'  N,  a'  -T'Ni

with g(a) = a, g(a-1a) = a'-1a, g(a-1TOO = a'-1T'a (a  E N). 

Therefore, (a'-1, a'-1T') is a specialization of (a-1, a-1T).

      (b) Suppose that (a',  T°) is a specialization of (a,T). 

Then the homomorphism f above maps  N[aN] and N[TN] iso-

morphically onto  N[a'N] and N[T'N] respectively, and hence 

can be extended to a ring-homomorphism  N[N•aN,  N•TN]  N[N•a'N,

 N•T'N]. This homomorphism is an extension of S,
,Gand 

S
T,,T. Conversely, suppose that the induced isomorphisms 

 Sa'
,a and ST,,Tare compatible, namely there exists a ring-

homomorphism  CfC(a),C(T)]  i  C[C(a1),C(T1)] which extends 

them. Since N and  Uc are linearly disjoint over C, this
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homomorphism can be extended to a ring-homomorphism f:  N[C(a), 

 C(T)]  N[C(a1),C(T1)] over N. Since f maps N[C(a)] and 

N[C(T)] isomorphically onto  NIC(a')] and N[C(T')] respec-

tively, f can be extended to a ring-homomorphism g:  N[N•uN, 

 N•TN]  N[N•u1N,N•T'N] with  g(a) =  a,  g(aa) =  a'a,  g(Ta) = 

 T'a  (a  E  N).  The  restriction  homomorphism  h:  NIaN,TN] 

 N[a'N,T'N]  satisfies  h(aa)  =  a'a  and  h(Ta)  =  T'a  (a  E N). 

Therefore,  (a',T') is a specialization of  (u,T).

(c) By hypothesis, there exists a ring-homomorphism

N
c[C',C(a),C(T)]  Nc[C",C(a1),C(T1)] which extends  cl), S,                                                                         6,0 

and S
T,,T. We see by (b) that (a',T') is a specialization 

of  (a,T), hence by (a) that  (a'-1,a'-1T') is a specializa- 

tion of (a-1-,a-1-T), so that  a'-1                                          and  a'-1T' are speciali-

zations of  a-1 and  a-1T respectively. Since a' is a gene- 

ric specialization of a, we see by (a) that a'-1is a ge-

neric specialization of  a-1. To prove the last assertion of 

 (c), suppose that  a'-1T' is also a generic specialization of 

a-1T. Define a mapping k of N[C',u-1N,a-1TN] by the for-

mula k(x) =  a'-1(h(ax)) (x  E  N[C',u-1N,a-1TN]), where h is

the ring-homomorphism  N[C',aN,TN]  N[C",a'N,TIN] over N 

obtained in the manner similar to the proof of (b) and ex-

tending  (1). Then, k is a ring-homomorphism  N[C',a-1N,a-1TN] 

  NIC",u11N,a'-1T'N] over N extending  cp such that  k(a-1a) 

 -1-1-1 
= a'a, k(aTa) = a'T'a (a  e  N) , and that k maps 

   -1
N]N]and N[a-1TN] isomorphically onto  N[u'  1N] and
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N[a'-1T'N] respectively. This k can be extended to a ring- 

homomorphism NfC',N-a-1N,N.a-1TN] NIC",N-a'-1N,N-a'-1T'N],

which is a common extension of  cp,  S1  -1 and S                                                1  -1 
                  a ,a G T ,a T

Corollary (a) If  a' is a specialization of the strong

differential isomorphism  a of N, then a'-1is a speciali-

zation of  a-1. When the former specialization is generic,

then so is the latter, and S                                     a 
,a = S-1-1°                                      a' ,a 

     (b) If  a' and  T' are generic specializations of the

strong differential isomorphisms  a and T of N  respective-

ly such that SG,
,aand STiTare compatible, then  a'T' is

a specialization of  GT. When the last specialization is  gene-

ric, and C'  i C" is a homomorphism between subrings of

Uc such that q), So'
,a and STr,Tare compatible, then 

and SG'T'
,GTare compatible.

 Proof. (a) This follows from  Prop.8, parts (a) and  (c) 

of  Prop.10 and Prop.7.

(b) By part (a) of this corollary, we may replace  a,

 a'  by a-1, a,-1                       in part (c) of  Prop.10.

5.6. Strongly normal extensions and Galois groups

    We call N 

ferential  isomo 

of §5.8  be

 Proposition 

 C  =  K  .

strongly normal extension

 isomorphism 

 low.) 

 sition 11

of N over K is 

If N is strongly
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     Proof. By the hypothesis and 1° of §5.5, elements of C 

are invariant under every differential isomorphism of N over 

K. We see by part (a) of Cor. to Prop.4 of §5.4 that C c K.

     Proposition 12 Suppose that C =  K
c , and let  a,,  , 

 at be differential isomorphisms of N over K having the 

property described in part (b) of Th.4 of §5.4. If  akN c

 N-u  (1  � k  �  t), then N is  strongly normal over K.
 -

Proof. Let a be any one of  a1,  ,  at. We get aN

 c  N•C(a) by the beginning part of the proof of Prop.8 of §5.5. 

By Cor. to Th.4 of §5.4, N and aN are algebraically disjoint 

over K; hence  El,  ,  E
n-1 are algebraically independent 

over aN, and  En is separably algebraic over  (aN)(E1,..., 

 1-1-1)* Therefore,  N•aN =  (aN)(E1,...,En) is finitely sepa-

rable over aN, and we see by Prop.3 of §5.3 that the differen-

tial  isomorphism  a-1: aN N can be extended to a  differen-

tial isomorphism  q of  N•aN into U. Let T denote the 

restriction of  (15 to N, then T is a differential isomor-

phism of N over K. Thus we get a differential isomorphism 

 N•aN  '  TN•1i over K with  (I)N = TN,  4(aN) = N and 

 O(C(a)) =  C(T). Since T is a specialization of one of  a1, 

 , at , we get TN  c  N•C(T) similarly as in the beginning

of this proof; hence

  N =(I)-1(TN) c(I)-1(N.C(T)) =  cp-1N•O-1(C(T)) =  aN•C(a). 

Therefore, we see that every one of  a1, ,  at is strong,

and by Prop.8 of §5.5 that every differential isomorphism of
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N over K is strong.

     Proposition 13 Suppose that N is strongly normal over 

K. If a is a differential isomorphism of N over K, C(a) 

is a finitely generated extension field of  Kc. Moreover, if 

a is isolated over K, C(a) is finitely separable over  Kc.

     Proof. Since C = Kc by  Prop.11, this follows immedi-

ately from  Prop.6 of  §5.5.

     Theorem 6 Let N be strongly normal over K, and G 

the  set  of all differential isomorphisms of N over K. For 

two elements  a,a° E G, let a  3 a' mean that  a° is a spe-

cialization of a; when a  # a' (that is, when a' is a ge-

neric specialization of a), let  Sa'
,a denote the induced

isomorphism  C(a)  C(a°). These data define on G a pre-C-

set structure relative to the universal field U in the

sense of Chap.V of  [4]. This pre-C-set structure of G and 

the group structure of G introduced in  §5.5, define on G a 

C-group structure. The dimension of the C-group G equals 

the transcendence degree of N over K.

     Proof. It is necessary to verify the axioms of  §§2-3 of 

Chap.V of [4]. For any a E G,  C(a) is by  Prop.l3 a finite-

ly generated extension field of C in  Uc. The relation a 

a' is reflexive and transitive by §5.4. For each pair  a,a°  E 

G with a  4-4-  a°, associate the field-isomorphism SG,
,Gover 

C. By Lem.4 of §5.4, Prop.5 of §5.5, part (b) of Th.4 of
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§5.4 and part (b) of Prop.6 of §5.5, axiom AS1 holds true. 

Axiom AS2 follows from Prop.9 of §5.5. Therefore, G has a 

pre-C-set structure relative to the universal field  U.

     Axiom AG1 follows from Prop.7 of §5.5. By part (c) of 

 Prop.10 of §5.5 and part (a), (b) of Cor. to that proposi-

tion, axioms AG2 (a) and (c) are established. Axioms AG2 (b) 

and (d) will be verified in the next paragraph. To prove 

axiom AG3, suppose that a is an isolated differential isomor-

phism of N over K with a idN; we must show that C(a) 

is C-regular. But, N is regular over K0 (see  §5.4), and 

so is aN over aK0. Moreover, we see, by part (b) of Prop.

4 of §5.4 applied to a and idN , that  uKo=Ko= K- and that N

and aN are linearly disjoint over K°. Therefore,  N•aN =

 N•C(a) is N-regular (see Chap.I of [12]). Then we see that 

C(a) is C-regular, because N and C(a) are linearly dis-

joit over C (see also Chap.I of [12]).

      Now, to prove axioms AG2 (b) and (d), let  a,T,a1,T1  E G 

with a  -4- a' and T  T'. Let p respectively  q denote

the defining differential ideals of a-1El,,a-1E
nres- 

pectively  TE1,  ,  Tn in the differential polynomial rings 

 WY1,...,Y111 respectively  N{Z1,...,Z11} over N. Then, by 

Th.7 of §3.8 and by Th.1 of §5.1, NAP and  N ,6,q have finitely 

 N-regular components, say  pl,  ,  pr and  ql, ,  qs 

respectively. Each differential ideal  rco = (pa,  q0 (1  a 
 � r, 1  �  8  � s) of the differential polynomial ring  NAtYl, 

 ...,Y
n,Z1,...,Zn} is prime and NA-regular (see  Prop.l of
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§4.1), and therefore has a generic zero (n(ai!),...,71(a), 
                                                             ,, c(all3),...,c(ae)) with n(ajIS)(a13)  E U, where  (fl(ail3),

 (a,  S) ...,n ') is a generic zero of rnNA{Y1n} =  pa and 

                                                    ),, of  p
anN{Y1,...,Yn} = p, hence (fl(cc1(an)) is a gene-

ric differential specialization of (a 1El,...,a-1En) over N

and over K. Therefore, there exists a strong differential

-1 _, -1 (a,13)isomorphism a003-  of N over K with a(112,E. =(1

j  �  n). By  Lem.3 of  §5.4, we see that  0-1  aaTsl.  Similar-
ly, there exists a strong differential isomorphism  T

coS of N
(ry R1

over K such that  T
c3j = (1  � j  � n) and T  T 

By hypothesis, we see  that-1  -+  (a')  -1                                             (see part  (a) of 

 Cor. to  Prop.10 of  §5.5), so that  ((a')-11,...,(a')-1 n) is 

a zero of p and hence of some  p
a , and similarly, that 

 (T'E„...,T'En) is a zero of some  qs. Thus, for some pair

 (c''13)1  ((')  E1"—i(6')  is  a  zero  of

 raf3 , that is, a  differential specialization  of  (o  03  1°'"'

 a 013n'TaS1,...,Tn) over NA and  hence over N. By  Lem.3

of §5.4, (T°,(a')-1i                       )is a specialization of (T ot$'ac3-1).
                                           1 Therefore

, by  Prop.10 of §5.5, ((T1)-1,(T')(a')-1) is a sp,=- 

                                                                                -

-1  -1  -1
cialization of (T ,T                        as a3                        a )and  a a3T  a'T'. Moreover, 

 o coS and  Tc2, are  quasi-independent over C in the sense of 

[4]; and, if aa(3 ,Toti3 ÷÷  a'T' and  Tc3  T', then the induced 

isomorphism c(cya13TOt) C(a'T') and C(Toto C(T') are com-

patible. This proves axiom AG2  (b), and also (d) because
-1 -1 

      (a') whenever a a'. Thus G is established as a

 C  -group.
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Finally, let a be a C-generic element of the  C-compo-

0
nent  G containing  idN of G, namely, an isolated differen-

tial isomorphism of N over K with a idN. Since N and 

 C(a) are linearly disjoint over C (see Cor.2 to Th.6 of  §3. 

6), and N and aN are algebraically disjoint over K (see 

Cor. to Th.4 of  §5.4),

trdeg C(a)/C =  trdeg(N•C(a))/N 

              =  trdeg(N•aN)/N = trdeg N/K.

This completes the proof of the theorem. q.e.d. 

     By this theorem, the set of strong differential isomor-

phisms over K of the strongly normal extension N of K has 

a natural  structure of C-group relative to the universal field 

 U
c. This C-group is called Galois group of N over K, and

denoted by G(N/K), and its component of the identity by 

 Go(N/K).

     Proposition 14 Let N be strongly normal over K. Let 

C' be an extension field of C in U such that U is  uni-
c

versal over (NC')A. Then NC' is a strongly normal extension 

of KC' with field of constants C', and the C'-group  G(NC'/ 

KC') is the induced C'-group of the C-group  G(N/K), both 

these groups being identified with each other by means of their 

canonical identification with the group of differential  auto-

moruhisms  of  N•U  over  K•U  . -
c  -  -c 

 Remark  We  can  see  that  there exist fields C' satisfying 
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the hypothesis of  Prop.14. Since the field of constants of NA 

is an algebraic closure Ca of C (see the end of  52.8), we 

get N•Ca c NA and (N•Ca)A = NA. Hence U is universal over 

(N-Ca)A.Moreover,let y1, ,  yr be finitely many ele- 

ments of Uc  , and C' any subfield of Ca(y1"yr). Then 

 NC° c  (N•Ca)(11....,yr)  c  (N•Ca)A(Yil...,Yr) =  NA(Y1....,Yr).

Therefore, by  Th.4 of  §4.4, we see that U is universal over 

NC'.

     Proof of Prop.14. We see by Prop.6 of  53.7 that N and 

KC' are linearly disjoint over K. Hence  NC° is finitely 

separable over  KC'. To prove that NC' is strongly normal 

over  KC', let a be any differential isomorphism of NC' 

over  KC' into  U. Since the restriction of a to N is

strong, a(NC') =  aN'aC' c c  NC'•U
c , and similarly 

NC'  c  a(NC')•U c. Therefore,  NC° is strongly normal over  KC'. 

Hence we see by  Prop.11 that (NC')c = (KC')c and by Prop.7 of

53.7 that (NC')
c = C'.

Identify a with the differential automorphism of  NC'•Uc

= N•U
c over KCT•U = K•Uc that extends a, and hence also

with the strong differential isomorphism of N over K to 

which a restricts. If we denote by  C'(a) the field of 

constants of  NC'•a(NC'), we find that  N•C1(a) =  NC1•Cl(a) = 

 NCI•a(NCI)  =  =  N•C(a)•C1, whence C'(a)  =  C(a)•C1 by 

Prop.7 of  §3.7. If a' is a specialization of a in G(NC'/ 

 KC'), then  (alai a  E N) is a differential specialization of
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 (cal a  E N) over NC', hence over N, and  c' is a speciali-

zation of a in G(N/K). When the specialization in G(NC'/ 

 KC') is generic, there exists a differential  isomorphism 

 NC''aN  NCf•a'N over NC' mapping  ea onto a'a for every 

a  E N, and this restricts to a differential isomorphism  N•aN 20,

 N•a'N over N, and the specialization in G(N/K) is generic.

The induced isomorphism  Saf
,a:  Cf(a)  C'(c') is a  restric-

tion of the former of two differential isomorphisms above, and

the induced isomorphism Sa,
,a: C(a)  C(a') is a restriction

of the latter, and hence S,is an extension of S           aC
,aa',a'

This shows that the identification mapping  G(NC'/KC') G(N/K) 

is a  (C',C)-homomorphism in the sense of §5 of Chap.V of [4].

     Now, let H be any  C'-group relative to the  universal 

field Uc and f: H G(N/K) a  (C',C)-homomorphism. To

complete the proof of the proposition, we must show that f is 

a C'-homomorphism of H into  G(NCf/KC'). For any y E H, 

 C1(y) C(f(y)) because f is a (C',C)-homomorphism, hence 

 C'  (y)  D  C(f(y))Cf =  Cf(f(y)) by the above. If y y' in

 Cf H
, then f(y)  ÷± f(y') in G(N/K) and Sy, extends 

sf(171)f(y)and hence Sf(
171)f(y)and idC,are bicompa-

tible. Since N and  C[C(f(y)),C'] are linearly disjoint 

over C, as are N and  C[C(f(y')),C'], it follows that  idN  , 

 f(y')f(Y)'idCIare bicompatible, and hence that there 

                   exists a differential isomorphism  N•C(f(y))•Cf 2-2  N•C(f(yf))•Cf

over NC'  extending  Sf(
y,)f(y), that is, a differential iso-
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morphism NC'•f(y)(NC')..---4NC'•f(y')(NC') over NC' that maps 

 f(y)a onto  f(y')a for every  a  E  N.  Therefore,  f(y)

 C'  c°
f(y') in  G(NC'/KC') and  Sy;

,y  extends  S  f(yr),f(y)  .  It

follows that f is a C'-homomorphism.

5.7. The fundamental theorems  

The conventions stated in  §5.2 still work in this section.

If L  c  M, we denote by G(M/L) the set of all differential 

isomorphisms over L of  M into U although G(M/L) has not 

necessarily a group structure. Moreover, N is always  suppo-

sed strongly normal over K.

     Lemma 5 Let N  D  M and let L be purely inseparably al-

gebraic over  M. Then, U is also a universal differential ex-

tension field of NL, and G(NL/L) is canonically identified 

with  G(N/M).

 Proof. Since NL  c NA , we see by Cor. to  Lem.1 of  §4.2

that U is a universal differential extension field of NL, 

and by Th.3 of §5.1 that each differential isomorphism  a in 

G(N/M) can be extended to a differential isomorphism  a' in 

G(NL/M). This  a' is uniquely determined by  a because NL 

is purely inseparably algebraic over N. It is now clear that 

G(NL/M) can be identified with G(NL/L). q.e.d.

We use in this section the notation M.= MAinMintro-

duced in §5.1.

Lemma 6 If N D  M, then  N•M os. is strongly normal over
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 M, and the Galois group  G(NM./M.) is identified with G(N/ 

 M) which is a C-closed subgroup of the Galois group G(N/M).

     Proof. It is clear by Lem.5 that U is a universal dif-

ferential extension field of  NM. and that  G(NM./M.) = G(N/ 

M). By Th.2 of §5.1,  NM. is finitely separable over  M.. 

Let a be any element of  G(NM./M.). Since a  E G(N/M) c 

G(N/K), we see by Th.5 of §5.5 that a can be uniquely extend-

ed to a differential automorphism of N•U
c over Uc ,  hence 

that a leaves invariant every constant of  NM., and that

 a(NM .) =  aN•M. c NUcM. = (NM.)Uc  , 

NM c (aN)U M = a(NM)U. 

                              c

Therefore,  NM. is strongly normal over  M.. 

                                               )      Since M
c = C, we see that (MA)c= Ca                                                and C c MP(-°°

so that Ci c (MAnMP(-c°))c = (M00)C.Conversely, let  y  E 

 (M.)c. Then, there exists e  E N with  yP(e)  E  M, whence

 p(e)  E M
c = C and  (MCo)c c  Ci. Thus we get  (MCo)c =  Ci. 

Therefore, by Th.6 of §5.6,  G(NM./M.) is a  Ci-group, and it 

is now clear that G(N/M) is a C-closed subgroup of the C-

group G(N/K) (see Chap.V of [4]).

    Lemma 7 Let H be a C-subgroup of G(N/M). Let L 

and L' be the fields of invariants in N and  N•C of H

respectively. Then

(a) L' and N are linearly disjoint over L. 

(b) L' =  L•C  .
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Proof. (a) Letbe finitely many ele-                Y1''Ys+1

ments of  L' that are linearly dependent over N. We have to 

show that they are linearly dependent over L. For this object, 

suppose as we may that any s of  Yl,  ,  Ys+1 are linear-

ly independent over N. There exist nonzero elements 

 as of N such that  y
s+1  =k=1akyk.

Case  I:  oak  =  a (1  s k  s s) for every  a  E  H (the set

of all elements of H that are rational over Cs). Set H=

 {TEG(N/K)I  Tak=ak(lskss)} =  G(N/K<al,...,as>). We see by  Lem.6 

that  H° is a C-closed subgroup of G(N/K). Since  HC c  H'

and since  H is dense in H (see Chap.V of [4]), we  conc-

lude that  H c  H', that oak = ak (1  s k  s s) for every  a E 

H, so that  ak  E L (1  s k  s  s).

Case II: There exist a  EHCand  k(0) (1  s  k(0) s s)                   0-
 S

such that  a0ak(0)ak(0)Suppose  k(0)=1 as we may. 

                                                                                           ° 

                                 s Since  y
s+1 =  G0Ys+1 = `Ac=lclOakYk (whence  Ek=1(aoak-ak)yk=0), 

ans since  a0a1 -  al 0, we get 

(1)  Ek=1kyk = 0 

with  ISk =  (a0k-ak)/(00a1-a1)  E  N-aoN  =  NC(a0) (1  s k  s s). 

Now,  C(a0) c  C
s , and there exists  y  E  Cs such that  C(c0) = 

 C(y). Let  yi,  ,  yt  (t=[C(a0):C]) be all the conjugates

in U of y over C. For each h (1  s h  s  t), a field-iso-

morphism  (ph of  C(o0) over C is determined with  (ph(y) = 

 yh  , and there exists a unique  ah  E G(N/K) with  ao  ÷÷  ah
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such that  C(ah) = C(yh) and  (1)11 = S. We see by  Prop.l4                                        a
ha0 

of §5.7 that  ah  E G(NCs/KCS),so that ahyk=yk (1  � h  � t,

1 k  s).

     Since N and Uc are linearly disjoint over C,  N•C(a0) 

is finitely separably algebraic over N with  [N•C(a0) :  N] = 

t, and  N•C(ah) (1  � h  � t) are all the conjugates of  N•C(00) 

over N, and, for each element w of  N•C(a0),  ahw (1  � h  s t)

are all the conjugates of w over N. Now, we see by the 

above the existence of an element  a of  N•C(a0) such that 

(2)  Eh1aha  O. 

Multiplying (1) by such an element  a and applying  ah , we 

get  Ek!lah(a$k)yk = 0 (1 h  � t) and

  Ek1(Eh=1ah(af3kk = 0 

with  Eh1ah(c(3k)  E N (1  � k  � s); and this implies by (2) 

that  yl, ,  y
s are linearly dependent over N. This con-

tradiction shows that Case II never takes place.

     (b) Let (cAI A  E A) be a family of elements of Cs 

that makes a linear basis of  N•Cs over N. Let y be any 

element of L', and write y in the form  y =  2̂ EA\)xcx with 

 VA  E N. Then y and  cA (A  E A) are linearly dependent over

N; hence, by part (a), they are linearly dependent over L. 

Thus we see L' c  L-Cs

    Theorem 7 (a) Suppose  M c N. Then G(N/M) is a C-

closed subgroup of G(N/K). If L is the  f'eld of invariants
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in N of G(N/M), L is the purely inseparably algebraic clo-

sure in N of  M and G(N/M)  = G(N/L).

     (b) Suppose H a C-closed subgroup of G(N/K). If L 

is the field of invariants in N of H, then L is purely 

inseparably algebraically closed in N and H = G(N/L).

     Remark In order that Th.7 should have the usual formula-

tion of the fundamental theorem of Galois theory, some extra 

condition is necessary as we see in Examp.2 of  §5.8 below. 

 The  condition  C  =  C.  in  Cor. to  Th.7 is such a  condition. 
                           1

     Proof of  Th.7. (a) We see by Lem.6 that  NM. is strong-

ly normal over  M., that  G(NM./M.) =  G(N/M), that this is a 

C-closed subgroup of G(N/K), and by part (a) of Cor. to 

Prop.4 of §5.4 that  M. is the field of invariants of  G(NMQQ/ 

 Mm). Therefore, we see that L c  NnM. c  NnMi that L  D  NnM1 

 so  that  L  =  NnM.  ,  namely that L is the purely inseparably

algebraic closure in N of M, and that G(N/M) =  G(N/L).

     (b) It is clear that L is purely inseparably  closed in 

N.

Case I: C  =Cs. Since H c G(N/L), it suffices to show

that the assumption H G(N/L) leads to a contradiction. Let 

us fix C-generic elements  al,  ,  or of the C-components 

of H. By the assumption above, there exists T E G(N/L)-H 

such that T is not a specialization of any one of  01,  ' 

 or. For each k (1  � k  �  r), there exists an element  Fk(X) = 

 Fk(X1,...,Xn) of the differential polynomial ring  N{X1,...,
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 Xn} over N such that  Fk(akE) = 0 and  Fk(TE) 0. The 

product  IlkriFk(X) is a differential polynomial of  N{X1,..., 

 Xn} that vanishes at  (a E) for every a  E H, but that does

not vanish at  (TE). Among such differential polynomials, let 

F(X) have the least number of terms; suppose as we may that

one of the coefficients of F(X) is 1. Let p  E  HC and de-

note by  FP(X) the polynomial of  NfX1,...,X
111 obtained from 

F(X) by applying p to the coefficients. Then  FP(aE) = 

pF(p-1aE) = 0 (a  E H); hence F -  FP vanishes at  (uE) for

every a  E H and has less number of terms than F. Therefore, 

if  a  E N, F -  a(F -  FP) vanishes at  (aE) for every a  E H, 

but it does not vanish at  (TE). If F -  FP were not zero, we 

could choose  a such that F -  a(F -  FP) had less number of 

terms than F. Thus we have established that F -  FP = 0 for 

every p  E  HC. Let a1, ,  as be the coefficients of F, 

and set H' =  G(N/K<a'a
s>). Then H'  H and H' is

a C-closed subgroup of G(N/K) (see (a) ). Since C = C

and since  HC is dense in H by Chap.V of [4], we get H'

H. Therefore, F  =  Fa for every a  E H, and ak  e L (1  � k  �

s), and F =  Fw for every  w  E G(N/L). This implies that 

 F(TE) = FT(TE) =  TF(E) = 0 contradicting the above.

     Case II: C is not necessarily equal to  Cs. H is a C-

closed subgroup of G(N/K), that is, a subgroup which is a  Ci-

subset of G(N/K). Hence H is a  C
a-subset of the  Ca-group 

G(NC
a/KCa) = G(N/K) (see Prop.14 of §5.6). Since Ca  = (Ca)s,
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if we denote by L' the field of invariants in NCa of H, 

we see by Case I that H =  G(NCa/L')•

    We claim here that NCa is separable over L'. Let  y 

°"  Ys+1 be elements of  L' which are linearly dependent

over  (NC). We have to show that they are linearly dependent

over  (L')P. We suppose, as we may, that any s of them are 

linearly independent over  (NC a)P, and that

 s p  (3)  Y
s+1 =  -k=lak  Yk 

with nonzero  al,...,a
a E  NCa. For any T  E  Hc , regarded as

a

an element of  G(NCa/KCa), we see that Ca(T) c Ca whence 

 T(NCa) c  NCa(T)-Ca = NCa  , so that T is a differential auto-

morphism of NCa over  KCa. Applying T to  (3), we get 

 Ys+1  =  Ek=i(Tak)pyk and  Ek=i(Tak  ak)Pyk = 0. Since Tak-ak 

 E NCa (1 k  s  s), we see by the above that  Tak =  ak (1 k  � 

 s). The set  {GEG(NCa/KCa)1  aak=ak  (1�k�s)} is  Ca-closed, 

and  H is dense in H. Therefore, we conclude that  aak =
a

 ak  (1  � k  � s) for every  a  E H, and that  ak  E  L' and  akP E

 (L')P (1  � k s). Thus the claim is verified.

     Regarding H as a  Ci-closed subgroup of the  C1-group 

 G(NC./KC.) (see Prop.14 of  55.6), let L* denote the field of 

invariantsinNC.of H.Since (C.) = Ca, we see by  Lem.7 
  1s 

thatL'andNC.are linearly disjoint over L* and that 

                       1 L' =  L*Ca. There are finitely many elements  zl,  ,  Zr of 

NC.with NC.= L*(z1r) and NCa= L'(z'z ). 
1 r
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Since we have already proved that NCa is separable over  L', 

we may suppose that  {z1s} with s  � r is a separating 

transcendence basis of  NCa over  L'. Then  zl, ,  zs are

algebraically independent over L* and make a separating  tran-

scendencebasisofNC.overL*.Therefore,NC.is strong-

ly normal over L*, and we see by Prop.14 of  §5.6 that 

(4)  G(NCi/L*) =  G((NCi)Ca/L*Ca) =  G(NCa/L') = H. 

Now, by Lem.6,  NL. is strongly normal over  L.; hence  L. is 

the field of invariants in  NL. of  G(NL./L.). Regarding H 

as a  Ci-subgroup of G(N/L) =  G(NL  /L  ), let  M be the field 

of invariants in  NL. of H. We get M  D  L0. Conversely, for 

each x  E  M, we can take e  E N such that xP(e)  E N, and 

Oxp(e)) = xp(e)  for every a  E H,  whence xP(e)  E  L and x 

 E LAnLi =  L_. Therefore,  M =  L and L* c  L  . Hence, L* is 

purely inseparably algebraic over  LCi , and we see by Lem.5 

and (4) that G(N/L) =  G(NCi/LCi) =  G(NCi/L*) = H.

Corollary Suppose that C is perfect. 

(a) If  M c N, and if L is the field of invariants in

N of  G(N/M) (that is, if L is the purely inseparably al-

gebraic closure in N of  M), then N is finitely separable 

over L (whence N is strongly normal over  L), and G(N/L) 

is a C-subgroup of G(N/K).

     (b) If H is a C-subgroup of G(N/K), and if L is the 

field of invariants in N of H, then L is purely inseparab-

ly algebraically closed in N, and N is strongly normal over
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L, and H = G(N/L).

     Proof. (a) By part (a) of Th.7, we see that a diffe-

rential subfield L of N is the field of invariants in N 

of G(N/M) if and only if L is the purely inseparably algeb-

raic closure in N of M, and that  G(N/M) is a C-closed

subgroup of  G(N/K). Since C =  Ci , applying the proof of

part (b) of Th.7 to G(N/M) instead of H, we see that N 

is finitely separable over L and that G(N/M) =  G(N/L).

     (b) Since C =  Ci , we can apply the proof of part (b) 

of  Th.7 to the  C-subgroup H of G(N/K) and the field of 

invariants L in N of H. Then, similarly as in the proof 

of part (a) of the present corollary, N is strongly normal 

over L and H =  G(N/L).

    Theorem 8 If L c N and N is separable over L,  equi-

valently, if N is strongly normal over L, then the follow-

ing four conditions  (i)-(iv) are mutually equivalent: 

(i) L is strongly normal over K. 

(ii) For each  a E L-K, there exists strong differential iso-

 morphism T of L over K such that  Ta  a. 

(iii) G(N/L) is a normal subgroup of G(N/K). 

(iv) The inclusion  oL c  LUc takes place for every a E

 G(N/K). 

   Suppose that these conditions are satisfied. Then, if

denotes the canonical imbedding homomorphism G(N/L)  G(N/K), 

and if  qh denotes the homomorphism G(N/K) G(L/K) defined
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by  Oa) =  alL, for every  a  E G(N/K), the sequence 

(*) G(N/L) G(N/K) G(L/K)  {id} 

is exact and  q is a C-homomorphism between C-groups.

     Proof. Suppose that the condition (i) is satisfied. 

Since L is finitely separable over K, the field of invari-

ants in L of G(L/K) is K (see part (a) of Cor. to Prop. 

4 of §5.4). Hence the condition (ii) is satisfied.

     Now, let the condition (ii) be satisfied, and consider 

the normalizer Z =  {o  E  G(N/K)1  aG(N/L)=G(N/L)a} of G(N/L) 

in G(N/K). Then Z is a C-closed subgroup of G(N/K) con-

taining G(N/L) (see Chap.V of [4]). Let M be the field of 

invariants in N of Z. Since ax = x for every (x,a)  E 

MxG(N/L) and since N is finitely separable over L, every 

element x of  M is contained in L. If  M = K, it follows 

from part (b) of Th.7 that Z =  G(N/K), so that the condi-

tion (iii) is satisfied. Therefore, for our object, we have 

only to show that the assumption M K leads to a contradic-

tion. By the assumption we can take a  E M-K c L-K, and we see 

by the condition (ii) that there exists a strong differential 

isomorphism T of L over K with  'CU  a. By Prop.3 of 

§5.3 this  T can be extended to a differential isomorphism a 

of N over K. Then, for every p  E G(N/L) and for every  (3

 E L, we get  al3 =  TS  E LUc (whence  pal3 =  .) and  a-1pal3 =

Therefore, a-1pa  E G(N/L) and G(N/L)a = aG(N/L). It follows

that a  E  Z = G(N/M) (see part (b) of  Th.7), contradicting
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the above.

     Next, suppose that the condition (iii) is satisfied. 

Let  a be any element of G(N/K), and  (3 any element of L. 

Since a-1pa  E G(N/L) for every p  E  G(N/L), we get  pa  IS =  mg.

We see that  al3  E  N•aN =  N•C(a) and that G(N/L) = G(NC(a)/ 

LC(a)) (see Prop.14 of  §5.6), and we conclude that  a3 LC(a), 

so that  aL c LC(a) c LUc. Thus the condition (iv) is satis-

     Finally, suppose that the condition (iv) is satisfied. 

Let T be any element of  G(L/K). Since N is finitely sepa-

rable over L, we see by  Prop.3 of  §5.3 that T can be extend-

ed to a differential isomorphism a of N over K, so by the 

condition (iv) that  TL =  aL c  LU. Therefore, we conclude
• 

by Prop.12 of  §5.6 that L is strongly normal over K, so that 

the condition  (i) is  satisfied.

     Thus we have proved that the four conditions (i)-(iv) 

are mutually equivalent. Now, suppose that these conditions 

are satisfied, and consider the sequence  (*). Clearly,  (15 is 

a group-homomorphism, and ker  c = im  1. Since N is finitely 

separable over L, each differential isomorphism of L over K 

can be extended to a differential isomorphism of N over K 

(see  Prop.3 of §5.3). Hence  cp is a surjective group-homomor-

phism. It remains to prove that  cb is a C-homomorphism.

     Let  a,a°  e G(N/K). It suffices to observe the following 

three properties  1°-3°:

 1°  C(u) =  (N•aN)nUc  (L-cp(a)L)nUc =  C(q)(a)). 

2° Suppose a  -4- a' . Since  (alai  a N) is a  differen-
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tial specialization of  (cal a  e N) over N, we see that 

 (cp(01)(31  S  E L) is a differential specialization of  (q(0)1 

 E L)  over  N,  hence  over  L.  Therefore  we  get  Oa)

 3°  Suppose  a  ÷÷  a'.  Then  we  see  by  2°  that  Oa)  4-4- 

 fla'). The isomorphism Sa, ,a: C(a) C(a') is induced from  -.^ 

the differential isomorphism N•aN  N•a'N over N which is 

determined by  as  14-  a'a (a  e N). Only considering elements a 

of L, we see that S(0-1) 
,(I) (a)• CMG)) C(cp(a1)) is a rest-

riction  of  S
          a  ,a 

5.8. Examples  

The conventions of  §5.2 are not required in this section. 

Example 1 Let K be a differential field and U a uni-

versal differential extension field of K. Let S be a set of 

linear differential forms in a single differential indetermi-

nate X over K. Suppose that S is of finite degree n 

(see  §3.5). Let (x1""'xn) be a fundamental system of zeros 

of S with  x  E U. Set N = K<xl'".'xn> and suppose that

N is a Picard-Vessiot extension of K (see Examp. of  §4.5). 

Since N is finitely separable over K, we see by Th.4 of  §4.4 

that U is universal over N. Furthermore, suppose (as we

may) that U is universal over NA. If a is any  differen-

tialisornorphismintoll 

j n) is a zero in U of  S, and we see by Prop.4 of  §3.6

that it can be written in the formax
3k=1ckj (a) xk with 

 ckj(a)  E Uc (1  <_ j n, 1  � k  � n). Therefore, we conclude by
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Prop.12 of §5.6 that N is strongly normal over K. We can 

see that the Galois group G(N/K) is a  liear C-group (see 

Chap.V of  [4]), the element  a of G(N/K) being identified 

withtheelement(ck3.(a) ) =(ckj(0)1 1 � k � n, 1j � n) 

of the general linear group GL(n) relative to the universal

field  U

Example 2 Let K be a differential field with a single

derivation  6 =  (6vI  v E  N), hence, with the set of deriva-

tive operators 0 =  f6vI v  E  N}, and let U be a universal

differential extension field of K. Suppose that  6 is tri-

vial in K. Choose a0(0 E 0, ord 0 > 0) in K such that 

at least one of a0with 0 =6,,(KEN) is not zero,  

that only a finite number of them are nonzero, and that every

a0with  0 6P(K)for any K E N is zero. Then, by Examp.

1 of §4.6, there exists in U a primitive x such that  ex = 

a0(0  E 0, ord 0 > 0) and that x is transcendental over K

(see Examp.2 of  §4.6). If we set N = K<x>, then N = K(x) 

and it is not difficult to see that the field of constants C 

of N coincides with K. Furthermore, suppose (as we may)

that U is universal over NA with A =  {6}. Then N is a

Picard-Vessiot extension of K, whence strongly normal over K. 

Now, suppose that the field C is imperfect. We can choose

 C  E C with  cP(-1)  / C. Consider the differential subfield 

M = K(xP(3)PP(2)            -c x). We see that L =  K(xP(2)-cxP) is the 

purely inseparably algebraic closure in N of  M, and that N
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is not separable over L.

     Example 3 In the theory of strongly normal extensions of 

the differential field of characteristic zero, Weierstrassian

extensions are important examples of strongly normal extensions 

that are not Picard-Vessiot extensions. For differential fields 

of nonzero characteristic, the existence of Weierstrassian ele-

ments that are transcendental over the basic differential field 

are so far only known in the case of characteristic 3 as we 

saw in  Examp.l of §4.8. Let  K0,  S, a, g2, g3, x, N,  119  (v  � 

 1),  11' (v  � 1) and U be as in that example. Set K = K0(flvi
v  1). Then, we see that K is a differential extension

field of  Ko (see (2) of §4.8), and that x is a transcen-

dental Weierstrassian element over K.  Also; we see that N =

K<x> =  K(x,61x) and N is finitely separable over K. Now, 

we add the extra condition that  6 is trivial in K0.Then 

it is not difficult to see that  Nc = Kc = K0.Suppose (as we 

may) that U is universal over  N6
, with  A =  {S}. In order 

to prove that N is strongly normal over K, it suffices to 

show that aN c  NUc for every isolated differential isomor-

phism a over K of N into U (see  Prop.12 of §5.6). But 

this is now an open problem for us.

5.9. Differential Galois cohomology  

The conventions stated in §5.2 are still applied to this

section. Let N be strongly normal over K, and G any C-

group having U as its universal field. For each a  E G(N/K),
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since a is identified with a differential  automorphism of

 N•Uc over  K•Uc (see Th.5 Of  55.5), we see by one of the de-

fining properties of the pre-C-set structure of G that 

operates on  GNU• •

     A mapping f: G(N/K)  -4- G is called (one-dimensional) co-

cycle of G(N/K) into  G if the following conditions are sa-

tisfied. Let a,  a°, T be elements of G(N/K).

(i) f(a) E  GN•aN =  GN-C(a) 

(ii) If a  Cc-  a', then f(a)  f(a°) in the induced  N-group

of the C-group G.

(iii) If a -(--C>- a° (whence Sa°CaC(a) C(a') can be uni-                                                                                                                   -4,

quely extended to a  field-isomorphism  N•aN  2,:0N-G'N over 

 N), the isomorphism  N•aN  ,IN-a'N is an extension of
 sf(a°)

,f(a).

(iv)  f(aT) =  f(a)-a(f(T)).

The set of all such cocycles is denoted by  Z1(N/K,G). If a 

is any element of GN , the mapping G(N/K)  i G with a 14- 

a-1•cm is a cocyle of G(N/K) into  G. Such a cocycle is

called (one-dimensional) coboundary of G(N/K) into G. We

denote by B1(N/K,G) the set of all such coboundaries of

G(N/K) into G.

     Let  f1, f2 be elements of  Z  (N/K,G), then f2 is call-

ed cohomologous to f1if there exists a  E GN such that

f2(a) = a-I-f1(a)-aa for every a  E G(N/K). This relation

in Z1(N/K,G) is an equivalence relation, and the set of all
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equivalence classes is denoted by H1(N/K,G) and called (one-

dimensional) cohomology set of G(N/K) into G. If the C-

group G is commutative, Z1(N/K,G) is a subgroup of the com-

mutative group of all mappings of G(N/K) into G, and  B1(N/ 

 K,  G) is its subgroup, and  Hi(N/K,G) =  Z1(N/K,G)/B1(N/K,G).

Theorem 9 Let W be the locus of  E =  (E1,..., 11) over

K with respect to the universal field U, and G a C-group 

as above. We can consider the K-cohomology of W into G 

(see §17 of Chap.V of  [4j).

     (a) For each f E  Z  (N/K,G), there exists uniquely an 

element f  E Z1(W'G) such that f (E,aU=  f(o) for all         K

 E G(N/K).

     (b) Let f, f' be two elements of  Z1(N/K,G). Then,  f' 

is cohomologous to f if and only if f' is K-cohomologous 

to  f  .

     This can be proved following the proof of  Th.7 of §8 of 

Chap.VI of [4].

     Sketch of the proof. If  a is a C-generic element of 

a C-component of G(N/K), we see by Cor. to Th.4 of §5.4 that

dimK(C,(5E) =  2•dimK = dim(W2), so that  (E,a0 is a K-gene-

ric element of a K-component of W2. Let p be the defin-

ing differential ideal of  E in the differential polynomial 

ring  K{X1,...,X
11}. Then  Np can be written as an irredun-

dant intersection  Np =  Pin...nPt of finitely many prime dif-

ferential ideals  pi, ,  pt of  NfX1,...,X
nl. Set  pip =
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 pnK[X1,...,Xn] and  P  'k0 =  PknN[X1,...,Xn] (1  � k  � t). Then 

we see that  Npo= P10n—"Pt0. For each k (1k  �  t), let 

 (k)       be a generic zero of P
k,then there exists a differen- 

tial isomorphism  c(k) over K of  K<E> onto  K<E(k)> map- 

ping  E onto E(k). By the proof of part (b) of Th.4 of

 §5.4, we see that  a(1), ,  a(t) form a complete set of 

C-generic elements of the C-components of  G(N/K). Also, by 

Cor. to Th.4 of  55.4, we see that  a(1)E,  a(t)E form a 

complete set of N-generic elements of the N-components of W. 

For each k (1  � k  � t), applying the result above to the 

strongly normal extension  N•C(a(k)) of  K•C(a(k)), we see 

that if  a(k,l)E, ,  a(k,t(k))E form a complete set of 

 C(a(k))-generic elements of the C(a(k))-components of G(N/K), 

then  a(k,l)E,  a(k,t(k))E form a complete set of 

 (N•a(k)N)-generic elements of the  (N•a(k)N)-components of  W. 

From this, we can deduce for each pair  (k,R) (1  � k  � t, 1  � 

 R  � t(k)), that  (a(k),a(k,k)) is a C-generic element of a

C-component of G(N/K)2, and that a(k)-1a(k,k) is a C-

generic element of a C-component of G(N/K).

     Let f be an element of  Z  (N/K,G). Then, f(a(k))  E 

 GN•a(k)NGK(E
,a(k)E)                          , and we see by the discussion following 

 =

the proof of  Prop.l5 of 515 of Chap.V of [4] that there

exists a unique K-mapping f of W2 into G such that 

 f  (E,a(k)E) = f(a(k)) (1  � k  � t). For any C-generic ele-

ment a of a C-component of  G(N/K), there exists a unique
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k (1  � k  � t) such that a(k)  ÷± a, whence there exists a

differential isomorphism  K(E,a(k)E)=N•a(k)N ..,-;  N.aN=K(E,aE)

over K mapping  (E,a(k)E) onto  (E,GE). Therefore we have

 f  (E,aE) = f(a). Since we can verify that

f (E,a(k)OfE(a(k)E,a(k,k)E) =  f  (E,a(k,k)E) 

for every pair  (k,k) (1  � k  � t, 1  �  Q  � t(k)), we conclude

           1 that f 
E ZK(W'G). Starting afresh, let a be any element of 

G(N/K). Then, by Prop.24 of §17 of Chap.V of  [4],  fE is de-

fined at  (E,60. Now, let T be a fixed C(a)-generic ele-

                                              , ment of  G°(N/K). Then,fis defined at  (TE,6C) and T-la

is a C-generic element of a C-component of G(N/K). We see 

that

f (E,GE) = f (ErTE)f (Tra)  =  f  (rT)•T(fE(,T-1   aE))

= f(T).Tf(T-1a) = f(a).

This completes the proof of part (a) of the theorem. 

    Observe that, for any K-mapping h of W into G, h is

defined at  E and  h(E)  E GN , and conversely that, for any a 

 E GN , there exists a K-mapping h of W into G with  h(E) 

= a. Then we see that, for two elements f , f' of Z1(N/K,G),

there exists a  E  GN such that  f'(a) =  a-1•f(a)•aa  (a  E

G(N/K)) if and only if there exists a K-mapping h of W

into G such that fiE(E,aE) = h(E)-1•f (E,aE)•(aE) (a  E

G(N/K)). This completes the proof of part (b) of the theo-

rem.
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Corollary 1 Let the hypothesis and the notations be as in

 Th.9.

     (a) There is a unique mapping  H1(N/K,G)  14(W,G) that, 
for each fEZ1(N/K,G), maps the cohomology class of f onto 

the K-cohomology class of  f It is an injection which maps 

 1 B(N/K
,G) onto BK(W,G). When G is commutative, the mapping

above is an injective homomorphism of groups.

(b) The mapping given in part (a) followed by the map 

HK-      1 ping(W
,G)  H1(K,G) given in  Th.12 and  Cor.1 of §17 of 

 Chap.V of [4] is an injection  H1(N/K,G)  H1(K,G) which is

independent of the choice of in the convention stated in 

 §5.2.

 Proof. Part (a) is an immediate consequence of  Th.9. 

Part (b) is a result of  Cor,3 to  Th.12 of §17 of Chap.V of 

 [4].

Corollary 2 Each of the following condition is suffici-

ent for H1(N/K,G) to be trivial:  1° G is the additive 

group of U,  2' G = GL(m) with respect to U for a  positi-

ve integer m, 3° K is algebraically closed. When G is

commutative, every element of the commutative group H1(N/K,G)

has finite order.

     Proof. This follows from part (b) of Cor.1 above and 

Th.9 of §12 of Chap.V of [4].
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       6.1. 

general

CHAPTER 6

         Picard-Vessiot Extensions 

Picard-Vessiot extension whose Galois group is the

 linear group

     Let K0be a differential field associated with the set 

of derivation operators  A =  {(5i1 i  EI} and the set of deri-

vative operators 0. Fix any positive integer n, and choose 

n differential indeterminates xl, , xn over KO and 

n distinct derivative operators  0(1), ,  0(n), and set 0' 

= 0 -  f8(1),...,e(n)1. Now, set

                                                                                                 '          we'
,0(1),...,e(h-1),e(h+1),...,0                                      (n) (x1n) 1.1h  =

we(1)
,...,e(n)(x'xn)

(0'  E 0', 1  s h  s n),

K = K0<uB'hI OlE01,1�h�n>

and

  N = K<x1"xn> = K0<x1"xn>. 

Let U be a universal differential extension field of NA.

     We see by Prop.3 of  §2.3 that  N
c =  (K0)c , so that  Nc = 

 K. We denote this field by C.

     In this section, we prove that N is a Picard-Vessiot 

extension of K and that G(N/K) can be identified with the 

general linear group GL(n) relative to the universal field 

 Uc (see Chap.V of [4]).

Let  X be a single differential indeterminate over U,
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and consider the set of linear differential forms

      x,)/W() (1)  W01
,0(1),...,0(h)(X,x11...n0(1),...,0(n)xl'xn

 (0'  E  0'). 

This set can be written in the form

(1') O'x11=1(-1)h°1u -0(h)X  (0'  E  0').                            O'h 

Therefore, if we denote by S the set of linear differential 

forms  (1') of  K[X}, S is of order n in the sense of  §3.5. 

We see by  Cor.l to Th.6 of  §3.6 that  (x1,...,x
n) is a funda-

mental system of zeros of

Since we get

(2)  Oixjh=1(-1)h-1uO'h00(h)x = 0 (0'  E  0, 1:5j11), 

it  followsthat-N=K(O(k�n,  1�j�n).  Furthermore,

for each (0',h)  (0 E  0', 1 h  � n), each derivative of u
 0'h

can be written in the form of a polynomial in  uh  (en  E  0', 

1  h'  � n) over Z (the set of  integers); this can be  prov-

ed by induction on the order of the derivative  Si
vue,h  (i  E 

 I,  V  E  N), making use of (2). Thus K =  Ko(ue,hl  00E0,  1� 

h�n).Now,weclaimthat0(k)x.(1 � k  � n, 1  � j � n) are                                3

algebraically independent over K.

Assume on the contrary that there exists a nonzero poly-

nornialMxkj)=A(Xkj.11  � k  � n, 1  � j  � n) in the indeter- 

minates Xkj(1  � k � n,1  � j  � n) over K0[uO'hI  01E0', 1� 

 h�n]  Such  that A(0-(k)X) = 0. Then, we obtain a relation                        3
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 B(0(k)x.  ,01x.11  � k  s n, 0'  E  0', 1 j n) = 0, 

where B(Xkj,X81.) is a nonzero polynomial in the indetermina- 

tes Xkj,Xe'j(1�k  � n,  e'  E 0', 15.j�n) over  K0. 

This is a contradiction since xl, , xn are differential 

indeterminates over K0,and the claim above is admitted.

     It follows from the claim above and (2) that N is 

purely transcendental over K, so that N is a Picard-Vessiot 

extension of K. Therefore, by  Examp.l of §5.8, G(N/K) is 

identified with a C-subgroup of GL(n).

     Let  (ckj) be any nxn nonsingular matrix with  ckj  E 

Uc  , and set  x' =  Ek=1ckjxk (1 j  � n). Now, we claim that 

x'x' are n differential indeterminates over KO.                                                                                        0'

Assume on the contrary that there exists a nonzero polynomial

 P(X'.) in the indeterminates  X'.  (8  E 0, 1  � j  � n) over U  O
j  ej 

such that all the coefficients of P(X1.ej) are in  KO and that

P(Ox!) = 0. Let  XOk (0  E 0, 1kn) be indeterminates     3 

  -  - _  n • .. • -
over U,  then P(Ek=1ckj.Xek) can be written in  the  form  or a 

linear combination over Uc of finitely many polynomials 

 A1(X8k),  ,  Ar(XOk) in K[X                             oek I 0€0,  1�k�n] such that 

 A1(Oxk), ,  Ar(Oxk) are linearly independent over C. 

Since we see by §3.6 that  A1(Oxk),  ,  Ar(Oxk) must be li-

nearly independent over U
c  ,  P(Ox!) = 0 implies r = 0 and

P(Ekn1ckj.XOk) = 0 in  U[Xekl  0E0, 1�k�n]. Now, if (ykj) is 

 = theinversematrixof(ck
j), the substitution

 XOk  Eh =1yhkXOh (0  E 0, 1  s k n)
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) = 0. This is a contradiction,provides us the result P(X.                            ej

and the claim is verified. Therefore, a differential  isomor-

phismaoverKoofNintoUisdeterminedbyx.1÷x! 

(1  � j  n). Since each  udh  (V  E  0', 1 h  s n) is invari-

ant under a, so is every element of K. Thus G(N/K) is 

identified with the whole GL(n).

 6.2. Fundamental theorem of Galois theory for Picard-

Vessiot extensions

     Let N be the  Picard-Vessiot extension of the differen-

tial field K which was observed in  Examp.l of §5.8. Let C, 

X,  $,  (x1,...,xn) and U be as in that example. Then the 

Galois group G(N/K) is a linear C-group, elements of G(N/ 

K) being identified with elements of  GL(n). Applying Th.7, 

Cor. and Th.8 to the Picard-Vessiot extension N of K above, 

we get at once the following results.

     Proposition 1 (a) Let M be an intermediate  differen-

tial field between K and N. Then G(N/M) is a C-closed 

subgroup of linear C-group G(N/K). If L is the field of 

invariants in N of G(N/M), L is the purely inseparably 

algebraic closure in N of M and G(N/M) = G(N/L).

     (b) If  H is a C-closed subgroup of G(N/K), and if L 

is the field of invariants in N of H, then L is purely 

inseparably algebraically closed in N and H =  G(N/L).

Proposition 2 Suppose that C is perfect. 

(a) Let M be an intermediate differential field between 
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K and N. If L is the field of invariants in N of G(N/M) 

(equivalently, if L is the purely inseparably algebraic clo-

sure in N of  M), then N is finitely separable over L 

(whence N is a Picard-Vessiot extension of L), and G(N/L) 

is a C-subgroup of the linear C-group G(N/K).

     (b) If  M is a C-subgroup of G(N/K), and if L is the 

field of invariants in N of H, then L is purely insepara-

bly algebraically closed in N, and N is a Picard-Vessiot 

extension of L, and H = G(N/L).

     Proposition 3 Let L be an intermediate differential 

field between K and N. If N is separable over L, equi-

valently, if N is a Picard-Vessiot extension of L, then the 

following four conditions  (i)-(iv) are mutually equivalent: 

(i) L is strongly normal over K. 

(ii) For each  a  E L-K, there exists strong differential iso-

 morphism T of L over K such that  Ta  a. 

(iii) G(N/L) is a normal subgroup of G(N/K). 

(iv) The inclusion aL c  LUc takes place for every a  E

 G(N/K). 

   Suppose that these conditions are satisfied. Then, if  i

denotes the canonical imbedding homomorphism G(N/L) G(N/K), 

and if  (/) denotes the homomorphism G(N/K) G(L/K) defined

by  q(a) = GIL for every a  E G(N/K), the sequence

G(N/L)  1 G(N/K)  * G(L/K) {id}

is exact and  q is a C-homomorphism of C-groups.
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     Proposition 4 Let L be an intermediate differential 

field between K and N such that N is separable over L 

and that L satisfies the conditions (i)-(iv) of Prop.3. 

Then the Galois group G(L/K) is a linear C-group.

     Proof. By the hypothesis and Prop.3, we have the exact 

sequence

(1) G(N/L) G(N/K) G(L/K)  i  {id},

where  1 and  (1) are as in  Prop.3. On the other hand, since 

G(N/K) is a linear C-group and G(N/L) is a normal  C-sub-

group of G(N/K), we see by Chevalley-Kolchin  [0] that there 

exists an exact sequence

(2) G(N/L) G(N/K)  PA 

where p is a group-homomorphism of G(N/K) onto an algebraic 

 subgroup A of  (  (m) with respect to the universal field  U_

for some m  E  N-{0}. 

     For  X.  X' E  A, the extension field C(X) of C in  LI_

and the relation  X  .4-  X' are introduced, and so is the field-

isomorphism  SA,
,x: C(X)  74,  C(X') when X  ÷÷ X' (i.e. when  X

 X' and  A'  A). They are defined by virtue of the C-group 

structure as follows.

     Since we can take  a  E G(N/K) such that p(a) =  A, and 

since  Gh(a) is uniquely determined in G(L/K) by  A, set 

 C(A) =  C(fla)). If p(a) =  A, p(a') =  A' with  a,a'  E G(N/K), 

we mean by  X  A' that  Oa)  Oa') takes place. Then, if
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X  ÷÷ X', equivalently, if  q5(a)  fla'), we denote by  Sx,
,A 

the field-isomorphism S,                       fla)4(G).

     A bijection  y: G(L/K) A can be well-defined by the 

formula  q(a)  14- p(a) (a E  G(N/K)).

     Now, it is straightforward to prove that the data above 

satisfy axioms AS1, AS2, AG1, AG2 and AG3 of Chap.V of [4]

(i.e. that A is a C-group), and that both y and y-1 are

C-homomorphisms (i.e. that  y is a C-isomorphism of the C-

group G(L/K) onto the C-group A).

     Proposition 5 Suppose that C is perfect. Let L be as 

in Prop.4. Then L is finitely purely inseparably algebraic 

over a Picard-Vessiot extension of K.

     Proof. We consider the strongly normal extension L of 

K. By the proof of Prop.4, there exists an injective C-homo-

morphism y of G(L/K) into GL(m) with respect to the uni-

versal field  Uc for some m  E  N-(0)". This y is a one-di-

mensional cocycle of G(L/K) into GL(m) with respect to the 

universal field U. We see by Cor.2 to Th.9 of §5.9 that there

exists  a  E GL(m)L such that  y(a) =  a-l•aa for all  a  e G(L/

 K).

Ifa=(a..77,I 1�j  � m, 1  � j'�77                                       m) with a.., E L, set

 Oct  (8y,:wd 1  �  j  � m, 1  �  j'  � m) for every  8  E  O. Then we 

claim at first that all the coefficients of the matrix  8a•a-1

are contained in K for every  8  E  O. In fact, for all a  E 

 G(L/K),
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 -1 —1-1 
G(ea'a ) =e(au)'(aa) = el(a'Y(a))*(a'i(a)) 

          -1 -1 -1 
  = (ea)*Y(0)*Y(a) *a, = ect•et  (e)  E  0),

hence the claim is verified.

 SetK<a>=1<<a..,1  1�j�m,  1�j'�m>. Now, we claim that 
 71

K<a> is a Picard-Vessiot extension of K.

By the  preceding claim, we see that K<a> = K(al1�j�m,                                     ji

 1�j'�m), that K<a> is finitely K-separable, and that  K<a>c

= C. Take a maximal set {x,x} amongthea..g(1j 
                                                    77

 � m, 1  �  j'  � m) that is linearly independent over constants. 

For each  a  E G(L/K), since the coefficients  aa„. of  cc. =
 JJ

 ay(a) are linear combinations over  Uc of the coefficients

of a. we  have ax. =of a, we  have axk h =1xhdhk(a) (1k  �  k) with  dhk(u) 

 U. Set  d(a) =  (dhk(a)1 1 h  �  ,Q,„ 1  � k  �  SO. Then, for any

 e(1),...,e(9) E 0, we get

       (xx )=(xx )-d(a). aWe(1),...,e00we(1),...,e(z)1,

Since there exist  ei(1),...,v(2) E 0 such that

 we'(1)
,...,0,(k)(x1,...,x9) 0,

we see that d(a) is nonsingular, so that 

                                                                                                       .-1
         (x ,..,x)-W()-) 'otie (1),...,e(z)z ei(1),...,01 (i) xl xR,

 —1    .) = W
0(1),O()(x1"x )W(xl,x94,

for all  a  E G(L/K). Therefore, all the coefficients of 

                                                                             -1
   ()-( ) we(1),...,e(z) xlxzwv(1),...,v(k)xi
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are contained in K, and if X is a differential  indetermina-

te over L, then

 —1 
      (x).s(xx) w0,0(1),...,e(z)'xixt/461(1),...,610211"  k 

                                                         E  K{X}

for all choice of  e, ,  e(k) from  O. The set of 

linear differential forms

(3) w6
,6'(1),...,6'(k)(X,xl,..., ).

         (x ) -1 w 1 k           (x )  (6  E  e)              wei(i)
,...,e (z) 1 k 

in X over K is of order  k in the sense of §3.5, and x
 1'

 

,  xt form a fundamental system of zeros of  (3). Since 

 K(xl,...,xt) =  K(aii,1  1�j�m,  1�j'�m) =  K<a>,  K<a> is a Picard-

Vessiot extension of K.

If a  E  G(L/K<a>), then  as =  a and  y(a) =  a-1•aa is

the unit matrix. Since y is injective, we see that G(L/

K<a>) =  {idL}, and by part (b) of Cor. to Th.7 of §5.7 that

L is finitely purely inseparably algebraic over  K<a>.

     Remark So far we do not know any example of L of Prop. 

5 that is not a Picard-Vessiot extension of K. (Cf. §6.3 and 

§6.4.)

6.3. Picard-Vessiot extension by a primitive

Let K be a differential field with

operators  A =  {6ii i  E  I} and the set of 

 0, and N a Picard-Vessiot extension by a
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 ve x over K. Then N = K<x> =  K(x). Set C = N   (=Kc) and

and  a6 =  ex with  ae  E K (0 E  8, ord  0 > 0). Let Na be an 

algebraic closure of N, and NA the differential closure in

 N of N, and U a universal differential extension field of
a

NA.

     If a is any element of G(N/K), we see that  0(ax - x) = 

 a(ex) -  ex =  aae - a6= 0 for every 0  E  0 with ord0> 0,

so that ax x is contained in C(a) =  (N-aN).  Set  c(a) =

      

• -  

 ax x for every element a  E  G(N/K). We see that  (1,x) is 

a fundamental system of zeros of defining system of linear dif-

ferential forms, that al = 1, ax = c(a) + x for every a  E 

 G(N/K), and that c(a'a) = c(a) + c(a') for every pair a, a' 

in G(N/K). Set

 G'(N/K) = 1  c(a)\a  E G(N/K) 
         0 1 )

Then,  G'(N/K) is a C-subgroup of the general linear group 

GL(2) relative to the universal field  Uc , and G(N/K) is

C-isomorphic to G'(N/K) (see  Examp.l of  §5.8). G'(N/K) is 

abelian and unipotent. We can easily see that the additive

group  Uc is canonically a C-group. Set  G"(N/K) =  {c(a)  1 a 

 E G(N/K)  }. Then,  Gll(N/K) is a C-subgroup of the additive 

C-group  Uc and G(N/K) is C-isomorphic to  G"(N/K).
     Consider further under the extra condition that C is 

 algebraically closed.

At first, let the x above be algebraic over K. Then, 
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for every  a  E G(N/K), we see that  K(x,Gx) =  N•aN =  N•C(a)  = 

 K(x)•C(a), and this implies that  C(c) = C. On the other hand, 

 G"(N/K) is finite and of order  pe for some e  E N. There-

fore, there exist e elements  al,  ,  a
e of G(N/K) such 

that  c(a1),  ,  c(ae) are contained in C and linearly in-

dependent over the prime field and that G(N/K)  =  fa,h(1)  •  ...• 

 h(e) a
e 

 

I 0511(1)<p,...,0�11(e)<p}.  SinceaEG(N/K)(x +  c(a)) is

invariant under every element of  G(N/K), it is an element a 

of K. We see that

 (X +  c(a)) - a TIGEG(N/K)

is the minimal polynomial of x over K, because every isomor-

phism over K of N into U is a differential isomorphism.

Next, let the x above be transcendental over K. Then,

we see by Th.6 of  §5.6 that  G"(N/K) coincides with  U
c  ,  so

that

 G'  (N/K)  =  ( c                         c  E Uc 

 0 1

Whether x is algebraic or not over K, Prop.2 and Prop.3

of  §6.2 provide the following results. 

     Let H be a proper C-subgroup of G(N/K), and let L be

the corresponding intermediate differential field between K 

and N. Then, N is a Picard-Vessiot extension of L with the

Galois group H = G(N/L) that is of order  pd                                                  for some d  E 

 N, and there exist d elements  a' ...'a' of H such that 

c(a11)' ,  c(a')  (E C) are linearly independent over the
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prime field, that H =  f(ai)h(1)....-(a')h(d)I  0�11(1)<p,  0�h(d) 

<p}. We claim that L  =  K(11
0.,cli(x  c(a'))) and that L is

a Picard-Vessiot extension by a primitive over K.

If  c1,  , c
r are finitely many elements of C and

linearly independent over the prime field, we can prove by in-

duction on r that

 110�h  <p(X + h1c1 + + hc) 
                                       r.r  1

   0�11r<p 
 =p(r)            Y

1Xp(r-1)                               ++yr-1XP  +yrX                          1 

for some y1,...,yr E C with y r O. Therefore,

  Ea' EH(x +  c(a')) =  xP(r) + ,i'1xP(r-1) +...+-,/r-1''xP +virx     1' 

for some  yi,...,y;  E C with  y;. 0, and it is an element of 

L which is primitive over K. Now, it is easy to verify the

claim.

6.4. Picard-Vessiot extension by an exponential

Let K be a differential field with the set of  derivation

operators  A =  {6.  I  i  E and the set of derivative operators

 0, and N a Picard-Vessiot extension by a nonconstant exponen-

tial x over K. Then N = K<x> = K(x). Let  N be an al-
a

gebraic closure of N, and NA the differential closure in Na

of N. Let U be a universal differential extension field of

                                                           „.(I) N
6,. Set C = NC (= KC) and a(v) = 6(v)x/x ((v) EN).

     If  c is any element of  G(N/K), we can prove by induc-

tion on  v that 6iv                        (ax/x) = 0  (i  E I, v  E  N-101), so that
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ax/x is contained in C(a) =  (N•aN)c. Set  ax/x = c(a) for 

every element a  e G(N/K). Set G'(N/K) =  {c(a)} a  E G(N/K)}. 

Then,  G'(N/K) is a C-subgroup of the general linear group

 GL(1) relative to the universal field  Uc , and G(N/K) is

C-isomorphic to  G'(N/K) (see  Examp.l of §5.8).  G'(N/K) is 

abelian and semisimple.

     At first, let x be algebraic over K. Then G(N/K) is 

a finite group of order s (say). Since every element c of 

 G'(N/K) satisfies the equation  cs = 1,  G'(N/K) consists of 

all the s-th roots of 1. Hence s  / 0 (mod  p), and G(N/K) 

is a cyclic group. There exists an element a of G(N/K) 

such that G(N/K) is generated by a. Since  a(xs) =  (c(u)x)s 

     s . . = x , x is invariant under every element of  G(N/K). Hence 

xs  E K and N has the relative degree s over K.

     Next, let x be transcendental over K. Since we have 

dimG(N/K) = trdeg N/K = 1 by Th.6 of §5.6,  G'(N/K) coincides 

with GL(1).

Consider further under the extra condition that C is

algebraically closed. 

     Whether x is algebraic or not over K, Prop.2 and Prop.3

of §6.2 provide the following results. 

     Let H be a proper C-subgroup of G(N/K), and let L be

the corresponding intermediate differential field between K 

and N. Then N is a Picard-Vessiot extension of L with the 

Galois group H = G(N/L) that is a finite cyclic group of
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order t (say) with t  Z 0 (mod  p). It is easy to see that L 

= K<xt> = K(xt), that  xt is an exponential over K, and that 

L is a Picard-Vessiot extension by an exponential over K.

6.5. Liouvillian extensions  

Let K be a differential field with the set of derivation

operators A =  fcSiI  i  E and the set of derivative operators

0, and U a universal differential extension field of K. Set 

C = K . Let L be a differential subfield of U such that U
 c

is also universal over  LA. Then, L is called Liouvillian

extension of K if it has the following two properties: 

(i) L= K_.• 

(ii) There exists a finite ascending chain of intermediate

differential fields K = K0,K1,  ...  Kr -1' Kr = L such 

that, for each j (1 j  r), K1is a Picard-Vessiot exten- 

sion by a primitive yj over Kj -1, a Picard-Vessiot exten-

sion by an exponential yj over Kj -1, or a separably nor-

mally algebraic extension by an element yj over K. 

   It is well-known that, if  M1,  M2, M3 are three fields

with M c  M2 c  M3 such that  M2 is M1-separable and that        1 

 M3 is M2-separable, then  M3 is  M1-separable. Therefore,

the Liouvillian extension L of K is separable over every 

 K. (0  � j  �  r).

Let L be a Liouvillian extension of K having the pro-

perties  (i) and (ii) above. Then we have  Lc = C. Hence-

forth in this section, suppose that C is algebraically  clo-
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sed. Let N be an intermediate differential field between K 

and L such that L is N-separable and that N is a Picard-

Vessiot extension of K. Let the order of the defining system 

of linear differential forms be n, and  xl,  ,  xn a funda-

mental system of zeros of the defining system with N =  K<xl,

 ...,x>.
 n

Since  N<yi> c L,  N<y1> is a Picard-Vessiot extension of

 K<y1>. On the other hand, since  K<y1>nN is purely insepa-

rably algebraically closed in  K<Iri>, we see by Prop.2 of §6.2, 

that  K<yi> is separable over  K<yi>nN, so that L is sepa-

rable over  K<y1>nN because L is  K<y1>-separable. There-

fore, N is separable over  K<IynN, and it is a Picard-Vessiot 

extension of  K<y1>nN.

Then we can prove the following two lemmas. 

Lemma 1  G(N<yi>/K<I71>) is canonically identified with

 G(N/(K<yi>nN)). 

     Proof. If a is any element of  G(N<yi>/K<I71>), the

restriction  alN is a differential isomorphism of N over K. 

Hence,  G(N<yi>/K<I71>) is regarded as a C-subgroup of G(N/K),

and we see by Cor. to Th.7 of §5.7 that there exists an inter-

mediate differential field M between K and N which is 

purely inseparably algebraically closed in N such that 

 G(N<yi>/K<I71>) = G(N/M). It remains to show that M =  K<y1>nN. 

Since every element of  K<Iri>nN is invariant under each a  E 

 G(N<yi>/K<I71>), we see  K<y1>nN c M. Conversely, every element
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of M is invariant under each  a  E  G(N<y1>/K<y1>), hence, M c 

 K<171> and  M c  K<yi>nN.

     Lemma 2 G(N/K) has a normal chain of C-subgroups, each 

of whose factor groups is either abelian or finite.

Proof. Let us use induction on the r above. In case

r = 0 the assertion is trivially true. In case r > 0,  N<yi> 

is a Picard-Vessiot extension of  K<yi>, and we see by  Lem.l 

that  G(N<y1>/K<I1.1>) = G(N/(K<y1>nN)). By induction assump-

tion,  G(N/(K<IynN)) has a normal sequence of  C-subgroups

each of whose factor group is either abelian or finite.

Case I:  y1 is primitive or exponential over K. Let

be any element of G(N/K). Since we see by §6.3 or by §6.4 

that  K<y1>nN is a Picard-Vessiot extension by a primitive or 

by an exponential over K, we have  a(K<IynN) c  (K<yi>nN)-Uc. 

 Therefore,  by  Prop.3  of  §6.2,  G(N/(K<y1>nN))  is  a  normal  sub-is  a  normal  sub-

group  of  G(N/K)  with 

 G((K<y1>nN)/K)  =  G(N/K)/G(N/(K<IynN))

and this factor group is abelian. 

     Case II:  K<171> is separably normally algebraic over K.

Let a be any element of G(N/K). Then, for any element z 

of  K<yl>nN,  oz is contained in  K<171>n(NUc), and az can be

written in the form

            Y /E  az =a=1 a a a=1 a a 

with  n u  E N (1  �  a s) linearly independent over Uc and
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with  ye t, y'  E  U. Therefore,  na ,  na•oz (1  �  a  s s) are  li-

nearly dependent over constants, and there exist elements  ca  ,

 c'  (1  �  a  � s) not all zero of C such that
 a

 Gz =
u=1riaca/Ea=lnac  '

so that az  E  K<IynN. This implies that  G(N/(K<IynN)) is

a normal subgroup of G(N/K) with the finite factor group

 G(N/K)/G(N/(K<IynN))  =  G((K<y1>nN)/K).

Thus, in either case, G(N/K) has a normal sequence of C-

subgroups each of whose factor groups is  Abelian or  finite.  q. 

e.d.

     Similarly as in Kolchin  DJ, distinguish ten types of ex-

tensions in a sequence of differential fields from K to the 

Liouvillian extension L, namely, extensions by 

 1° primitives, exponentials and separably normally algebraic

 elements  (yj being called separably normally algebraic over 

               J    if K= K.-i,<y.> is a separably normally algebraic  Kj_l 

extension field of),                        Kj _i

2° primitives and exponentials, 

3° exponentials and separably normally algebraic elements, 

 4° primitives and separably normally algebraic elements,

 5° primitives and separable radicals  (yj being called sepa-

rable radical overif y. Efor some  pN            K. 
3-1

with p 0 (mod  p)),

6° exponentials,  7° primitives, 
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8° separably normally algebraic elements, 

9° separable radicals, 

 10° rational elements (whence L =  K).

On the other hand, let N be a Picard-Vessiot extension

of K, G(N/K) the Galois group of N over K, and  G0(N/K)

the component of the identity of G(N/K). Similarly as in 

 [1], list ten types of properties which they may  possess:

 1°  G0(N/K) is solvable,

2° G(N/K) is solvable,

 3°  G0(N/K) is solvable and  *-semisimple (G°(N/K) being

called  *-semisimple if it has a normal chain of C-subgroups 

each of whose factor groups is either semisimple or  finite),

4°  G0(N/K) is solvable and unipotent, 

 5° G(N/K) is solvable and  G0(N/K) is unipotent,

6° G(N/K) is solvable and semisimple, 

7° G(N/K) is solvable and unipotent, 

8° G(N/K) is finite, 

9° G(N/K) is solvable and finite,

10° G(N/K)  {idN}.

Now we can prove the following theorem. 

Theorem Let K,  A and  8 be as above. Let N be a

Picard-Vessiot extension of K, and U a universal differen-

tial extension field of  N. Set C =  N K
c) and suppose 

that C =  Ca. Let  V be a positive integer  � 10.
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     (a) If N is contained in a Liouvillian extension L of 

K (relative to the universal differential extension field U) 

of type v°, and if L is N-separable, then G(N/K) is of 

type  v°.

     (b) If G(N/K) is of type  v°, then N is contained in 

a Liouvillian extension L of K (relative to the universal 

differential extension field U) of type v°.

     Proof. (a) Suppose that L has the property  (ii). 

By the proof of Lem.2 and the results of §6.3 and §6.4, we see 

that the factor group

 G(N/K)/G(N/(K<y1>nN))  =  G((K<y1>nN)/K)

has the following properties: 

(1) If  y1 is primitive over K, the factor group is abelian

  and unipotent. 

(2) If  y1 is exponential over K, the factor group is  abe-

  lian and semisimple. 

(3) If  y1 is separably normally algebraic over K, the  fac-

tor group is finite. If, in addition,  y1 is a separable ra-

dical over K, the factor group is finite and abelian (even 

 cyclic).

Therefore, owing to  Th.1-Th.3 of §8 of Chap.I of [1] and to 

the proof of  Lem.2 above, we can prove that G(N/K) is of 

type v° if L is of type v° (v 3). We have only to 

show here that G(N/K) is of type  3° provided L is of 

type 3°.
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     Suppose that L is of type 3°. Then, we see by the 

proof of Lem.2 that G(N/K) has a normal chain of C-sub-

groups

(4) G(N/K) =  G0,  G1,  ,  Gr =  {idN}

each of whose factor groups is semisimple or finite. Consider 

the normal chain of C-subgroups

(5) G(N/K) =  G6,  e(N/K) = Gl''2G'= {idN}

and apply to (4) and (5)  Zassenhaus' proof of the theorem 

of Schreier. Thus, if we set

 Gh. Gh-(Gh -13nG!) (1 h  � r, 0 j  � 2) 

   = G:-(G) (0�h�r, 1j 2) 
       3 Jr1h3-1

we obtain two normal chains of C-subgroups 

(6) G(N/K) =  G0 = G10,  G11' G12 =  G1 =  G20,  G21, G22 = G2

       = G30, ,G
r-1,2 = Gr-1 = GrO' Grl' Gr2 = Gr = {idN}' 

(7) G(N/K) =  G6 =  Gio,  Gil, ,  Gir =  Gi =  G0(N/K) =  Go,
 'G' -.a'=G'=fid _}. -21' '" '2

,r-1'-2r2-N-'

which are refinements of (4) and (5) respectively. We 

know that

  G2
,h-12'/G'h= Ghl/Gh2 (1h  �  r). 

Since  Gh0/Gh2  =  Gh_l/Gh is semisimple or finite, so is its 

subgroup Ghl/Gh2. Therefore, G(N/K) is of type 3°.

(b) The assertion is trivially true for  v = 10. For 
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8  �  v  � 9, let G(N/K) consists of a0= id'a                   0N'  as -1' 

 Then  the  elementary  symmetric  expressions  of  aix  (0  � j  �  s-1)

are contained in K for each element x of N. Hence, N is

 finitely  separably  normally  algebraic  over  K  because  C(6j) _

C (0  � j  �  s-1), and the assertion is true for 8  � v  � 9.

Now, suppose that 1  � v  � 7. Since G0(N/K) is a normal C-

subgroup of G(N/K) of finite index, we see by Th.8 of §5.7 

that there corresponds an intermediate differential field K' 

between K and N such that K' is purely inseparably algeb-

raically closed in N, that N is a Picard-Vessiot extension

of K', that  Go(N/K) =  G(N/K'), that K' is a strongly nor-

mal extension of K, and that  G(N/K)/Go(N/K)  2 G(K'/K). Hence

K' is finitely separably normally algebraic over K. If we

regard G0(N/K) as the Galois group of N over  K', then

 G(N/K') is of type 2°, 2°,  *-6°,  7°,  7°, 6° or 7° accord-

ing as G(N/K) is of type  1°, 2°, 3°, 4°,  5°, 6° or 7°, 

where the type  *-60 means that  G(N/K') is solvable and  *- 

semisimple. Moreover, if G(N/K) is of type 2°, 5°, 6° or 

7°, then K' is an extension of K by separable radicals. 

Therefore, for our object, we need only to prove that if G(N/ 

K) is of type 2°,  *-6°,  6° or 7° and if G(N/K) is con-

nected except for type 7°, then N is contained in a Liou-

villian extension (in N) of type 2°, 6°, 6° or 7° res-

pectively over K.

Case I: G(N/K) is of type 7°. By Th.2 of §7 of [1], 
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G(N/K) is reducible to special triangular form. Hence, we can 

choose a fundamental system  x1, ,  x
n of zeros of the de-

fining system of linear differential forms so as to have N =

K<x1,...,x
n> and

(8) axj =h=1xhchj(a) (1  � j � n, chj(a) E C(a), c=1)                                         jj

for each  a  E  G(N/K). We claim that N is of type 7° over 

K.

Since ax1 = x1 for every  a E  G(N/K), x1 is contained

in  K.

If n = 1, then N =  K<x/> = K, and the claim is trivially

 true. 

     Suppose n >  1. Then, (8) implies that

a(x.
3/x,) = clj(a) +h2(xh/x1)chi.(a) (2jn, a  E G(N/K)), 

   =

so that

 a(0(xj/x1)) =h2e(xh/x1)chj(a) 

  =

(2 j  � n;  e E 0, ord  8 > 0;  a E  G(N/K)).

Therefore,  making an appropriate induction  assumption, and  tak-

ing into consideration the fact that N is a finitely generated 

extension field of K, we see that if we set

  M =  K<8(x2/x1),...,e(xn/x1)1  8E8,  ord8>0 >, 

M is contained in a Liouvillian extension (in N) of type 7° 

over K and that N is M-separable. Since  x2/xi, ,  x
n/ 

 xi are primitive over M, N =  K<x2/xi,...,x
n/xi> =  M(x2/xi,...,
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 x n/x1). If N is algebraic over  M, then N is a Liouvilli-

an extension of type 7° over K. On the contrary if N is 

not algebraic over M, we can suppose that x2/x1, "', xs/xl

for some s with 2  � s  � n is a separating transcendence

basis of N over  M. Then M<x2/xl'''''xs/xl>= M(x2/x1,..., 

 xs/x1) is contained in a Liouvillian extension (in N) of type

7° over K, whence we can conclude as above that N is a 

Liouvillian extension of type 7° over K.

     Case II: G(N/K) is of type 6°. By  Th.l and Th.3 of  §7 

of  [1], G(N/K) is reducible to diagonal form. Hence, we can 

choose a fundamental system  xl,  x
n of zeros of the de-

fining system of linear differential forms so as to have N =

K<xl,...,xn> and

              =- (9)0X7,X7.C7(C)OThrli_1                                      c3(0)  E C(0")) 

foreveryo-EG(N/K).Thisimpliesthata(8x
3)=  Ox -c (a) 

(1  � j  � n;  8  e 0;  a  E  G(N/K)), that a(ex.33�                                              /x) = ex./x(1 

j  s n;  6  e 0;  a  E  G(N/K)), and that ex.3/x E K (1j  � n;  8  E 

 0). Since x1,  ,  xn are exponential over K, we see by 

similar discussions as in Case I that N = K(x1"xn) is

a Liouvillian extension of type 6° over K.

     Case III: G(N/K) is of type 2°. By  Th.l of §7 of [1], 

G(N/K) is reducible to triangular form. Hence, we can choose 

a fundamental system x1,  ,  x
n of zeros of the defining 

system of linear differential forms so as to have N =  K<x1

x > and
 n 
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(10)  axj =h=1xh-chj(a) (1  � j n; chj(a) E  C(a))

foe each  o  E G(N/K). We claim that N is contained in a Liou-

villian extension of type 2° over K.

Since  ox1 =  x1•c11(a) (a  E G(N/K)),x1is exponential over

K as we saw in Case II.

If n = 1, then N = K<x1> is clearly a Liouvillian exten-

sion of type 2° over K. 

     Suppose n > 1. Then, (10) implies that

a(x
j/x1) = clj(a)/c11(a)11.2(xh/x1).(chj(a)/c11(a))

(2  � j  � n; a  E  G(N/K)),

so that

a(0(xj/x1)) = Eh =32eixh/x1i'(chi.(0)/cli(a))

 (2  s  j  �  n;  6  e  0,  ord  6  >  0;  a  E  G(N/K)).

Therefore, making an appropriate induction assumption, and tak-

ing into consideration the fact that N is finitely generated 

extension field of K, we see that if we set

 M =  K<e(x2/x1),...,e(x n/x1)1 eEe,  ord8>0  >

M is contained in a Liouvillian extension (in N) of type 2° 

over K, and N is M-separable. Since  x2/xl,  ,  xn/x1 

are primitive over  M, and since  xl is exponential over  M, 

N = K<x1,x2/x1"xn/x1> = M(x1,  x2/x1 n/x1). Then, by

similar discussions as in Case I, we see that N is a Liou-

villian extension of type 2° over K.
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     Case IV: G(N/K) is of type  *-6°. G(N/K) has a normal 

chain of C-subgroups

(11) G(N/K) =  G0,  G1, ,  Gs_i,  Gs = 

each of whose factor groups is semisimple or finite. Let the 

ascending chain of the corresponding intermediate fields bet-

ween K and N be

(12) K = M0,M1,,MMs = N.       0,1,s-1'

 Then  N  is  a  Picard-Vessiot  extension  of  M.  for each j

(0  � j  �  s). If the factor group G.3-1/G. is finite for some 

j  (1�_j�s),thenM.is a strongly normal extension and an 

extension by radicals overM3. -1with G(M./M.-13)  = G.-1/G.                                              3 

solvable, and we see that a refinement  M. , =  M. ,M. 
                                        7-i 3-J,03-1,1--

 '"  ' Mj -1 ,t-1'M'1,t = N. and a corresponding refinement 

G. = Gj _ 1 ,0'  Gj-1,1'  '"  ,  Gj_i,t_i,  Gj_i,t =  G. exists such 

that Mj _l ,his an extension by a radical of prime degree over 

mj -1,h-1 (whence M._                        31 ,h is a strongly normal extension of 

mj -1,h-1) with G(M.G./Gjcyclic                         3-1,h/Mj-1,h-1)-1 ,h-l-1,h

(whence semisimple) for each h (1  s h  s  t). This implies by 

Th.3 of  §8 of [1] that G(N/K) is of type 6°. Thus Case

IV is reduced to Case II. 

 KOtaro Okugawa 

28 Okazaki-Tokusei-cho 

Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 

606, Japan
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